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This study examines whether a particular teacher

preparation program can develop flexibility in its interns
and studies the role of gender in this development.

This

teacher preparation program, Alternative Learning Environ-

ments Secondary (ALE-S) is a complex program because it
has four major components which are completed during the

student teaching semester.

These components are:

creating

and teaching at least one course in a public alternative
school; participating in the weekly Learning Seminar;

learning a new non-verbal skill; and working with ado-

lescents in a non-school setting.
This study draws from the work of Bruce Joyce and

David Hunt in defining flexibility and from the work of
Ned Flanders and Edmund Amidon to assess its development.

Flexibility is defined as the ability to radiate

a

wide

number of teaching behaviors, to assess the social climate,
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needs of students, and curriculum for the purpose of choosing appropriate teacher behavior, and to modify this be-

havior when necessary.

For purposes of measurement, the

concept of flexibility is sub-divided into cognitive, social, and instrumental flexibility.

To answer whether ALE-S helped interns to develop

a

flexible teaching style and whether this development differed according to the gender of the intern, the author

used qualitative data from questionnaires, interns journals,
and supervisory fieldnotes in addition to quantitative data

from interaction analysis, using Verbal Interaction Category System (VICS)

.

Analysis of

a

taped lesson at the

beginning and end of the semester, using VICS, showed that
the interns improved in their ability to use student ideas,
to ask questions, and to control their behavior by talking

less during a lesson.

The qualitative data showed that

the interns learned to use a variety of methods and materials, to integrate the community into their courses, to

consider the needs of individual students, to promote stu-

dent participation, and to change plans to fit student
needs on a given day.

All components of ALE-S contributed

to the interns' development of flexible modes of inter-

acting with others, but the experience of teaching in an

alternative school and the Learning Seminar contributed
the most to this development.
in
Although the sample was too small and unbalanced

viii

the number of men and women to make any generalizations

from the data, the progress which the women made in de-

veloping flexibility was sufficiently greater than the
men's to warrant further study concerning the role which
gender plays in developing teaching competencies.

The

men, as measured by VICS, began the semester asking more

questions and dominating class discussion less than the
women, but made little change during the semester.

By

contrast, the women tripled their use of questions and

cut the amount of teacher talk by over a third.

tative

d

The quali-

ta showed that the women made more use of the com-

munity, used a greater variety of teaching strategies and

materials, and were more willing to learn new areas of

content than were the men.

However, because of the small

sample size, the results were not submitted to statistical

analysis
This work suggests the following areas for further
research:

refinement of the definition of flexibility and

of the tools of interaction analysis in order to improve

the measurement of this construct; the use of qualitative

measures to analyze the effectiveness of teacher preparation programs; the development of more complex experiences

during the student teaching semester for conventional

secondary teacher training programs? and the study of the
role of gender in the training of teachers.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Rationale for Choice of the Topic
The central subject of this dissertation is the de-

velopment of flexibility in a particular teacher preparation program.

It also suggests a number of approaches to

considerably more extensive issues.

Some of these broader

concerns are familiar to trainers of teachers at all
levels, who recurrently confront fundamental and chal-

lenging questions about the processes they initiate and
supervise:

(1)

How do students move from roles appropriate
to adolescents to roles appropriate to
adults?

(2)

What transitions are crucial to convert
student into a teacher?

(3)

Do teacher preparation programs effect significant changes in teaching candidates?

(4)

Do these programs affect all teaching candidates in similar ways?

a

These general questions underlie many inquiries into
teacher training.

Unfortunately, far too orten they remain

in
unstated, implicit, and thus vulnerable to being buried

the licensing and bureaucratic aspects of any teacher

2

preparation program.

This study raises these underlying

issues at the outset both to remind its readers of theo-

retical problems implied in the preparation of teachers,
and also to establish a larger framework into which this

dissertation ultimately must be placed.

It would be vain

to try to answer such complex questions in one paper.
is,

It

however, nearly as futile to perform a technical and

narrow study without conceding and occasionally examining
the linkage between it and the theoretical context to which
the study contributes insight.
The before,

this dissertation approaches these basic

questions through analysis and evaluation of one particular
teacher preparation program:

ments

Secondary (ALE-S ).

-

1

Alternative Learning EnvironIt asks whether this particular

program helps in the development of one specific characteristic considered important in the creation of good
teaching

—

flexibility.

It also examines whether the

progress toward, or degree of attainment of flexibility
differs according to the gender of individual interns.

And

finally, through analysis internal to the dissertation itself and formally summarized in the conclusion, it casts

light on aspects of the four larger issues identified above.

Research on teacher effectiveness suggests that
flexibility is an important construct in predicting teaching effectiveness

.

^

Mosher and Purpel in their recent book

as one.
on supervision have defined an effective teacher

3

"who responds appropriately to specific factors in
the
d^-Ss^ooin

factors such as the individual learner's in-

tellectual ability, the organization of his knowledge and
how he thinks.

3

They further state that to be effective

teacher must be able "to think on his feet

—

a

to adapt

teaching objectives, content, and instructional methods as
he teaches to the reactions and learning difficulties of

the pupils."

4

These behaviors have been variously called

by educational researchers "flexibility," "adaptability,"
or "variability."

This dissertation will use the term

flexibility and will divide the construct of flexibility
into the following components:

cognitive flexibility - referring to the intern's
conceptual and intellectual open-mindedness?
referring to the intern's
verbal interaction with others in the human
environment; and

so cial

f l exibili ty -

instrumental flexibility - referring to the intern's ability to vary methods and style in
the classroom 5
.

Although there is overlap and interaction among cognitive, social, and instrumental flexibility, these cate-

gories correspond to behaviors which can be observed, and

which were readily recognized by seven judges who sorted
through a long list of teaching behaviors.

In dividing

flexibility into these three categories, it was hypothesized that social and instrumental flexibility can be

4

improved during an intern's work in the ALE-S
program, whereas an intern's cognitive flexibility can
be re-enforced,
but

not changed in any substantial manner.

The construct of

flexibility is associated with both mind set and observable
behavior.

Obviously these two areas are linked.

since as a teacher trainer

classroom behavior than

I

I

However,

am far more concerned with

can or should be concerned with

changing cognitive states or psychological motivations,

I

will not attempt to analyze this link directly or in detail.
It is not necessary or appropriate that a teacher prepara-

tion program effect or attempt fundamental alterations in
the personality or cognitive structure of its interns.

Therefore, as program directors, we did not try to increase
an intern's cognitive flexibility, but rather tried to help

them to grow in their ability to demonstrate social and in-

strumental flexibility within and outside the classroom.

Flexible behavior has been examined both within and
outside the classroom because these two divisions represent
the essential time and place dichotomy within the experience
of the interns in their relationship with their cooperating

teacher or supervisor.

In oversimplified terms, the intern

assumes a teaching role within the classroom and a planning
and evaluatory role outside the classroom.

It is possible

and often happens that an intern can show a significant

amount of cognitive and instrumental flexibility in discussions with his/her supervisor, but is unable to demonstrate

5

this in the classroom.
In recent years social scientists and educators
other

than Mosher and Purpel have cited flexibility as important
in evaluating a teacher's behavior.

Rosenshine and Furst,

reviewing literature on teacher performance criteria, located certain studies which suggested a significant correlation between student achievement and teacher efforts to

vary procedures, materials, levels of cognitive discourse,
or student tasks.

Ned Flanders, discussing his interac-

tion analysis system, has stated that teacher flexibility
can be pai Lially measured by the number of tallies for
"use of student ideas"; he also found that high use by a

teacher of student ideas correlates positively with student
,

achievement.

7

In another study, Flanders asserted that the

effective teacher was the one who was able to choose among
several styles of teaching and to control his own behavior.
Thus Flanders found that "teachers who were able to provide

flexible patterns of influence which shifted from indirect
to more direct with the passage of time, created situations
in which students learned more.

„

8

The goal of the particular program discussed in this

thesis was to help each intern learn how to analyze his/her
own teaching assumptions and behavior and with the help of
this analysis to increase his/her own repertoire of teaching behaviors and responses to students.

Each individual

intern's progress toward developing social and instrumental

e

flexibility in the classroom has been studied, as
well as
the pi ogress of the men and women organized as separate
groups toward attaining this goal.

When flexibility is considered in relation to issues
of gender, there is, however, at least one new problem.
£

lexibility can take on

a

negative connotation for many

readers as it is encountered both in general parlance and
in the psycho-social literature describing the behavior

of women..

For example, Judith Bardwick defines "dependence"

in a way which fits many of those features

I

have selected

as examples of social or instrumental flexibility:

"In

women, healthy dependence means a sensitivity to the needs
of persons who are important to them, which allows appro-

pnate nurturant
.

.

or supportive behaviors."

9

It is a part

of our popular folklore about sexuality that women are

naturally intuitive and sensitive to the needs of others.
Thus, both their socialization and natural inclinations

should re-enforce each other, in this view, to help women

respond to the needs of others rather than to impose their
own needs or ideas on others.

Since a major ingredient of

flexible teaching is the ability to adapt one's methods and

material to the needs of the students, it would appear that
the Bardwick-f olklore approach suggests that women (who are

"healthily dependent") may be able to learn more easily
than men how to adapt instructional methods and materials
to the varying needs of their pupils.

7

One of the goals of this study is to see if there
is empirical support for this conventional v/isdom in the

actual development of a group of male and female interns during their student teaching.

termination to make

,

This would be an important de-

since the "Bardwick-f olklore" position

has had a crucial historic role in teacher training.

As-

pects of flexibility have been seen, for at least 125 years,
as peculiarly belonging to women and thus fitting them for

teaching.

In 1842 a state superintendent in Michigan wrote

in his annual report a defense of hiring women to teach:

"An elementary school where the rudiments of an English edu-

cation only are taught

.

.

.

requires a female of practical

common sense, with amiable and winning manners, a patient
spirit, and a tolerable knowledge of the springs of human

action."

From the time when women were first re-

cruited into the occupation in large numbers, it

v/as

their

pleasant manner and their ability to respond to others

which influenced men to hire them.
When flexibility is thought of in relation to women,
it is usually given the following content:

dependence

-

relying on the opinions and actions
of others;

nurturance

-

responding to the needs of others; and

passivity

-

reacting to others rather than acting
independently.

is
Flexibility, as it is used in this research, however,

8

not passivity, is not giving in to the opinions of
others,
is not letting students ride rough-shod over a
teacher,

is

patterning behavior just according to the needs or demands of others.

It is a positive, creative ability to

tailor responses to the varied human activity which flows

around the teacher in the classroom, and which stream the
teacher must channel, dam, or navigate.

Especially today,

in the light of the women's movement, this commingling

of issues of gender and classroom style needs to be

examined.

Major Dimensions of the Study
The major components of this analysis of the behavior
of teaching interns are two:

the influence of ALE-S on the intern's

development of flexibility; and
the role of gender in the development of flexibility.

Alternative Learning Environments-Secondary (ALE-S)
was a one semester student teaching program given during both
the fall and spring semester of 1973-74.

Data from the fall

semester was used to confirm or disprove initial assumptions
about the intern'

s

teaching behavior and about the validity

of the program's structure and goals.

Only one aspect of

the program needed to be revised after joint evaluation by

interns and program directors at the end of the first

9

semester.

The revision resulted in changing the format
of

the weekly Learning Seminar to make if more nearly
fit the

needs ano expectations of the interns without changing its
basic goals.

Evidence needed to study the components listed

above was collected during the second semester from many
sources:

interaction analysis of two teaching tapes for

each intern; detailed written observation of each intern's
teaching; intern journals; intern teaching units; question-

naires administered at the beginning and end of the semester
to interns,

cooperating teachers, and supervisors; and three

paper and pencil tests given to interns.
The reason for examining the effect of ALE-S on the

intern's development of flexibility

is to test the supposi-

tion that a teacher preparation program can be designed to

promote flexibility in its participants.

ALE-S is a teacher

preparation program which focuses on the internship semester
rather than on a program continuing over several semesters.
It is also unique for two other reasons:

it asks interns to

do more than student teach and attend a concurrent seminar,

which is the model for the student teaching semester of most
teacher preparation programs across the country; and it pro-

vides interns with choice in the mode of fulfilling most of
the components of the program.

The structure of ALF.-S tries

to model the very construct of flexibility, which it hopes

its students will achieve through participation in the program.

Thus, ALE-S offers a wide variety of choice within the limits

10

of w ell-defined program requirements.

There is choice built

rnto all seven of the program requirements:
1.

responsibility for creating and teaching one
or more courses in an alternative school;

2.

supervised work with adolescents in
school setting;

3.

participation in the learning seminar;

4.

writing a journal or acceptable substitute;

5.

learning a new non-verbal skill;

6.

creation of a teaching unit which is shared
with other interns;

7.

participation in final evaluation of the pro-

a non-

gram.

The authors of this program (Barbara Kemp, Aida Levi,
and Kathleen Lyman) created these requirements to model a

structure which is appropriate for alternative schools (and
for many conventional schools)

.

We agreed with Alan

Graubard and Jonathan Kozol that alternative schools need
to have clearly defined goals, requirements, and structure.

1

The content of this structure, however, unlike the present

public school system, should be created by the people in-

volved in the program, i.e., by the interns, the schools,
and the program directors.

Before a person decided to en-

ter this program, s/he was given a statement on the program

requirements and goals which the person must agree to try
to fulfill if s/he chose to enter the program.

These re-

quirements were initially devised after extensive consults-

'

1

11

tion with the alternative schools in which the interns
were

placed

,

and they were revised with the help of the first

semester interns.

Within each program requirement, there

was latitude given concerning the ways in which the re-

quirement could be fulfilled.

For example, in learning a

new non-verbal skill, the intern could choose any type of
new skill, the mode of learning it, the amount of time to
spend in learning and practicing it, and the way in which
s/he would demonstrate or evaluate his/her learning.

In

designing the program, we were testing our assumption that
having a v^ide amount of choice in the ways of fulfilling

program requirements would increase an intern’s flexibility
because the program itself modelled the idea of choice and
of adapting requirements to individual needs, talents, and

interests
However, it was also possible for there to be too

much choice in the program because in stressful situations
like student teaching, it can be difficult for people to

cope with choice.

Thus a heavy emphasis on choice in a

student teaching program could be counter-productive.

In-

terns might resist coping with the choices by ignoring
them, by finding circumstances which make it impossible to

fulfill a program requirement, or by choosing to expend

minimal energy on fulfilling the requirements.

In all of

these instances, examples of which behavior we found in some
choice
of the interns, the intern has finessed the issue of

12

by trying to avoid the requirement.

tive behaviors potentially can help

flexible teaching style.

Yet even these negaan-

intern to develop a

If the program directors are able

to give appropriate supervision, the intern can come to

realize that his/her avoidance behavior has parallels in
student behavior.
irito

Thus, the intern can gain further insight

student behavior and has an exampl.e of how to recognize

and cope with that behavior.
The purpose for studying the second major dimension,
the role of gender in the development of flexibility, is
to examine the supposition that gender is an important

variable to consider when preparing people to teach.

This

dissertation considers whether gender is a significant
variable both in predicting the ways in which an intern develops a flexible teaching style and in deciding upon appropriate strategies for helping an intern to develop a flexible teaching style.

Although women comprise 85% of the

teaching force at the elementary level and 48% at the se-

condary level, the effect and role of gender in the preparation of teachers has been little studied.

What effect has

the numerical dominance of women in teaching had on the

individual teacher, on the student, or on the occupation?

There have been few studies on the effect that gender might
have on a teacher's effectiveness, on his/her impact on

male and female pupils, on his/her openness to training and
evaluation, or on his/her commitment to the occupation.

13

Seme commentators have argued that the gender
composition
of the teaching force has prevented teaching from
becoming
_
a profession. 12
.

Others have stated that the sex of the

teacher has important effects on the achievement of some
Rinds of children.

However, as Bronhv and Good have ar-

gued in a recent issue of Phi Delta Kappan much of the re-

search on these questions has been one-sided, using ques-

tionable research techniques 11
.

In order to consider fully the question of gender in

relation to teacher preparation, the question must be considered of why people choose to enter teaching.

Bardwick

hypothesizes that the motivation for women to enter the
helping professions originates in the personality develop-

ment of women which Bardwick sees as coming from both cultural and biological influence.

"Success can be achieved

by a greater number of women in less masculine occupations

those that professionalize interpersonal communication
jectivity, empathy, and nurt.urance

—

,

—

sub-

not simply because

these are traditionally feminine fields, but because the

personality qualities women bring to these fields aid them
in achieving."

Certainly teaching puts

a

high premium on

interpersonal communication, empathy, nurturance, and perhaps even at times on subjectivity.

The implications of

this kind of statement for teacher preparation are many.

Should the university select candidates for teaching who
are characterized by these attributes?

Do women who have

14

these characteristics self-select themselves
into teaching,
because they do not have the aggressiveness,
assertiveness,

objectivity, or achievement motivation to succeed in
a more
masculine' profession? What about the men who choose
teaching?

If you consider the masculine and feminine
qualities

on a continuum, are the men who choose teaching closer to

the feminine end of the continuum than men who choose an

occupation similar to teaching, but not associated in the
public mind with women?
This dissertation will consider such questions in

relation to the construct of flexibility in order to generate
fruitful hypotheses and research techniques for further in-

vestigation into the effect which gender has on teaching
and learning.

Significance of this Study

Flexibility is

characteristic which people like

a

Flanders, Amidon, Purpel and Mosher, Finske, Joyce and
Weil, and Hunt have all stated is a necessary ingredient
T

in successful teaching."

6

However, flexibility has rarely

been carefully defined or studied in terms of teacher ac-

quisition of this characteristic.

This study will refine

the definition of flexibility and analyze its acquisition
by a small group of interns in order to show on a micro

level the conditions and techniques which are useful in

helping interns to develop

a

flexible teaching style.

15

Knowledge about acquisition of flexibility
and about techniques for measuring it can then be used to
formulate
hypotheses which can be tested on

a larger sample.

In using interaction analysis as one way of
measuring

the developwent of flexibility, this study hopes to refine
the process by which flexible teaching behavior in the class-

room can be analyzed in an objective fashion.

Ned Flanders

has found through his thousands of hours of measuring teaching behavior that there is a strong correlation between

flexible teacher behavior and student achievement as

well as a positive student attitude toward school 17
.

Finally this thesis will consider whether gender is
an important variable to take into account when creating

strategies for training teachers.

In the past it has rarely

been considered an important variable for program construction.

David Hunt is one of the few educational researchers

who thinks that sex may be an important variable in creating models for teaching and learning.

1

Delimitations of the Study
This study is exploratory in nature.

It was designed

to describe the effect of one teacher preparation program
on twelve interns.

Much of the data used to evaluate the

effect of ALE-S in developing social and instrumental flexibility is qualitative in nature.

Because of the small

sample size and the complex nature of ALE-S, even the quan-

16

titative data, which was obtained through
the use of interaction analysis or published tests, have
not been submitted
to statistical analysis.
However, the purpose of

this study

was not to formulate and prove hypotheses.

Rather, the re-

search concentrates on defining a complex construct,
"flexibility," and on finding ways both to develop and to
docu-

ment this development in a group of interns.
Tnis study does not claim that what it discovers about
the development of flexibility in this group of interns will
be automatically applicable to all student teaching programs.

However, its results should delineate those areas which are

worthy of further research.
Terminology Used in This Study

Within this study certain terms are used to identify
concepts relating to flexibility, gender, and school organization.

The definitions given below operate throughout the

study.

Flexibi lity
There are

a

number of serious problems in defining

the term and concept, "flexibility".

gestive

terra

It is a vague if sug-

which conveys no specific, technical, or mea-

surable content.

A useful statement which describes many

of the attributes of a flexible teacher is the definition

written under the auspices of the School of Education,

17

University of Massachusetts

-

Amherst.

A teacher who is flexible could be described
by some of the following:
This teacher listens-sees-f eels i.e. he fully
senses the reality of the moment. He has an awareness of his environment (society, communal, class)
at the moment in time, and he adjusts his own behavior
to function most effectively within the environment
to his own purposes.
He can attack a given situation in many different ways.
He is a good brainstormer, creative problem solver, and has a wide
vocabulary that allows a range of expression. There
are instances where he starts one thought and
switches in mid-stream. He prefers a partly open
schedule to merely courses and "slave learning".
He is able to: write a list of 20 interests in
four minutes, get a pass-fail card o.k.'d in 30
minutes in the School of Education, and give many
morals to Romeo and Juliet
This teacher functions
well in many different roles required by school.
His open mindedness to new ideas is exemplified by
his willingness to try new teaching techniques and
procedures.
He can easily change his lesson plans
when circumstances indicate other plans are in order.
He does
He can deal with various speech patterns.
not react to particular student behaviors with set
patterned responses. He matches instruction to
learner aptitudes, rather than forcing one mode of
instruction for all students. Many materials are
used to accomplish the same task. Divergent behavior and thinking is encouraged. He asks many
open-ended questions. He can pose 10-15 questions
about any action, material, etc. in about five
He uses discipline without being a disciminutes.
His recess activities vary everyday.
plinarian.
,

.

This definition needs to be organized in such a way
that an intern's flexibility both within the classroom and

outside the classroom can be observed and measured.

Chapter

three describes the methods used to define flexibility and
to divide it into three components.

Briefly below, the

three subdivisions of flexibility will be defined in
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behavioral terms:
A

Flexible behavior exhibited outside of the classroom
1.

Cognitive Flexibility in considering
subject matter:
approaches the topic in an open-minded
way, is willing to consider all sides
of a controversial issue, solves problems creatively, tolerates ambiguity.

2

Social Flex i bility in interaction with
others

*

listens to others, makes use of the
ideas of others in a discussion,
considers the needs of others in the
school community when solving problems
or planning.
3.

Instrumental Flexibility in examining
teaching style:
in planning a lesson, considers several
approaches to the lesson, in evaluating
that lesson, considers several other
ways that the lesson could be done
again, is open to suggestions of different approaches.

B

Flexible behavior exhibited within the classroom
1.

Cognitive Flexibility in approaching
content
is willing to consider student evidence
on a subject, presents several sides to
an issue, encourages divergent thinking.

2.

Social Flexibility in interaction with
students
responds positively to student ideas,
uses student contributions, is willing
to change planned material to meet the
needs of the student on a given day,
works to meet the needs of the individual student as well as the group as a
whole, encourages student initiation.
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3

Instrumental Flexibilit y in teaching

*

style:

uses a variety of methods rather than
the same approach or method each day,
uses a variety of materials and resources to accomplish teaching goals,
asks more open-ended questions than
narrow questions, is able to rearrange
the environment in order to facilitate
teaching goals.

Although there is overlap and interaction among cognitive,
social, and instrumental flexibility, these categories cor-

respond to behaviors which can be observed, and which were

recognized by seven judges in sorting through

a

list of

teaching behaviors.

Alternative School
This study uses the definition of alternative

school which

v/as

devised by Barbara Kemp,

Aida. Levi,

and

Kathleen Lyman when we first began to develop ALE-S.

We

formulated this definition on the basis of both extensive

experience with alternative schools in the greater Boston
area and a wide range of reading on alternative and free
schools.

The following are the criteria which we use to

determine if

a

school is an alternative one, and thus an

appropriate internship placement for our interns:

.

.

Students and teachers choose to enter these
programs
Students and teachers together determine the
curriculum;
Students and teachers expect to use and interact
with the community as a learning resource;
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.

.

.

.

.

.

Affective learning is valued as much as cognitive
learning;
Students and teachers together work out the
authority structure. Authority is not seen as
from institutional sources, but often
coming from competence in performing certain
tasks
A conscious effort is made to keep rules and
limits at a minimum;
The time schedule and calendar are flexible and
sometimes determined by students and teachers;
Students, teachers, and, often, parents are
consciously involved in an attempt to build a
learning community;
The way people talk and dress, as well as their
physical surroundings contribute to the informal atmosphere.

Tradition a l School
A traditional school is characterized by hierarchial

authority and bureaucratic control.

Students and often

teachers have little input into the decision-making process

which affects either the curriculum or the social, political
or economic dimensions of the school.

It usually has rigid

schedules, bells, hall passes for students.

A primary focus

of the teacher is often on authority maintenance rather than

on facilitating student growth and inquiry.

Classroom
For purposes of this study, classroom will be defined
not as

a

room with four walls found in a school, but rather

any location where an intern is working with a group of

students with the goals of the interaction centered on
teaching and learning.

Because the interns are working in
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alternative schools where there are often not classrooms
in
the traditional meaning of the word, it is necessary
to use
the above broader definition of classroom.

PMj-^Ation of Terms Relating to the Examination of Gender

Because this study examines the relationship between
one's gender and the development of flexibility, it is

necessary to define a group of words needed to discuss the
issues relating to gender.

These definitions have been

derived from the work of Bardwick, Bernard, and McClelland 19
.

Biological classification of humans into two

Sex:

groups, male and female, based on their chromosomal, hormonal, and anatomical makeup at birth.

Gender

The complex of traits which determines whether

:

an individual thinks of him/herself as a male

or female.

This identity comes from social,

cultural, sociological, and psychological

experience.

Gen d er Pole

:

Those traits which

a

given culture assigns to

the men and women of that culture.

In this

work sex role will be used interchangeable

with gender role.
Masculine:

In American society the following traits are

most associated with the term masculine:

in-
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dependence, aggression, competitiveness,
leader snip

task orientation, outward orien-

,

tation, assertiveness, dominance, self

reliance, analytic style of learning.

Feminine

.

In American society the following traits are

associated with the term feminine:

dependence

passivity, fragility, low pain tolerance,

nonaggression, noncompetitiveness, inner
orientation, interpersonal orientation, empathy, sensitivity, nurturance, intuitive

style of learning, grace, charm, emotionalism, deference.

Traditional female role

:

The following constellation of

traits is used to describe the housewife, or
home oriented or family oriented woman;

tender care of babies, love of home, restricted

outside interests, dependence on spouse, bashfulness, interest in bodily adornment, and
love of finery.

Questions Central to this Study

1.

Does ALE-S help interns to develop flexible teaching

styles during the semester?

Do one or more components of

ALE-S stand out as being more responsible for this development?

If so, why?
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2.

Is gender an important variable in the
process through

which interns develop

a

flexible teaching style, or do the

differences in this Development seem to be more

a

matter of

individual variation?
a)

At the beginning of the program is there a visible

pattern indicating differences in either

a

flexible cogni-

tive style or in a flexible teaching style between the men

and women?
b)

At the end of the program are there differences

in the progress which the men or the women have made in

developing a flexible teaching style?
Organization of the Study
Chapter

2

contains first a review of the literature

pertinent to understanding the setting
schools

—

—

in which the study takes place.

alternative
This section

focuses on the different types of alternative schools and
the characteristics which teachers need to function within

each type.

The second section examines recent research on

the definition, development, and evaluation of flexibility
in teachers or in closely allied helping professions.

The

third section considers the relationship between teaching

effectiveness and gender.

This chapter provides the frame-

work within which the data in this dissertation can be
analyzed and evaluated.
Chapter

3

describes the research techniques and tests
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which were used to gather the data for this study.

It a] so

contains a sustained discussion on interaction analysis

which is a major tool used in this study.

This discussion

explains the choice of the particular system of interaction

analysis used, the methodology for gathering the data, as
well as an explanation and analysis of the interaction cate—
gories

Chapter
ALE-S.

4

describes the treatment of the interns in

it focuses on the methods and strategies used to

develop and to increase intern flexibility.

It also

describes che reactions of the female and male interns to
the different program requirements of ALE-S.

Chapter

5

analyzes the data which was acquired through

the paper and pencil tests, through the interaction analysis,
and through such informal measures as questionnaires, inter-

views and intern journals.

This chapter suggests the degree

to which the interns developed flexibility during the semes-

ter and whether there was differential development according to the sex of the intern.

Chapter

6

contains the conclusion of the study and

suggestions for further research.

It summarizes the degree

to which the research questions have been answered and de-

lineates those areas which would be fruitful to investigate
in greater depth than is possible in an exploratory study

such as this one is.
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CHAPTER

II

RELATED RESEARCH

Three areas of research are reviewed in this chapter,

all related to the acquisition of flexibility by

interns in a teacher preparation program.

The first sec-

tion examines the literature on alternative schools both
to establish a working definition of alternative schools

and to consider the kinds of teacher characteristics which

these new settings demand.

The second section analyzes

selected studies of the construct of flexibility both to

develop the definition of this construct and to give a

representative sample of the recent studies in the development and measurement of flexibility.

The final section

reviews relevant literature on the effect

-of

gender on

teaching and learning, looking particularly at learning
styles and socialization of women.

Teacher Preparation for Alternati.ve Schools
The alternative school movement began slowly in the
late sixties

(

e.g

,

New School for Children, Highland Park

Free School, Roxbury Community School, all founded in Boston
in 19G6;

and Murray Road School, a public alternative school

in Newton,

founded in 1967)

.

Sixty schools were founded by
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1969.

In 1970 the total was about 150,
and it had grown

to over 200 in 1971.
1972.

The number may have held constant in

Both Alan Graubard, in Free the Children

than Kozol, in Free Schools

,

,

and Jona-

describe many different kinds

alternative schools, both publically and privately
financed.

A brief discussion of the types of public al-

ternative schools is necessary in order to define alternative schools and to describe those competencies necessary
for effective teaching in alternative schools.

At the secondary level, public alternative schools
have the greatest variety of possible structures ranging
from alternatives totally different from traditional schools,
such as the high school component of C.C.E.D.

,

Boston, to

the other end of a continuum which finds alternative schools

housed within a conventional high school.

C.C.E.D.

(Com-

mittee for Community Educational Development) runs an experimental high school, supported by Massachusetts state
Each student in this school receives annually

funds.

$1,000 to spend on his/her education.

Students decide with

their counsellor hew to spend the money and then contract

with different individuals and agencies to obtain that education.

3

At C.C.E.D. the teacher's role is one of an ad-

visor, counsellor, and facilitator.

At the other end of

continuum, the alternative which is closest to the conven-

tional public high school is often called a School within a

School

(S.W.S.)

in which students and teachers in a given
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high school receive space within that school
in which to
create their school environment.
Students and teachers usually follow the rules and requirements of the
regular high
school, but are free to experiment with different
forms
of

learning and teaching, and to develop experimental means
of

meeting requirements.

Often teachers and students may be

in the alternative school for only part of their course
load.

Teachers within this kind of setting must resolve such questions as:

what is my role; what and how do

decides what

I

I

teach; who

teach; what kind of authority figure am

what kinds of relationships do

I

I;

establish with students,

with the community, and with the larger school?

Although

these questions are common to teachers in all alternative
schools and in many conventional ones, they are often more

difficult to resolve for the teacher in

a

school within

a

school because of the close proximity of the conventional
school.

Thus the most salient issue for teachers in this

type of alternative school is often the relationship with
the larger school, especially in terms of authority.
In between the above two extremes are the satellite

schools and the schools without walls.

These are alterna-

tives within the public school system, but which are housed
in unused space within the town or city,

frequently in an

outmoded elementary school or other unused public facility.
For both these types, students and teachers choose to come
to them and usually stay in them full time.

They do not
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have the same problems of the school
within a school because
they are removed from the conventional school
and its au-

thority system.

Yet,

they are also constrained by the need

for public funding and to have some modicum of
public ap-

proval.

Satellite schools are often started by groups of students and teachers who have found the conventional high
school to be stifling emotionally and intellectually, but

who don't want or don't have the finances to go outside the

public school system.

Public school administrators may wel-

come such initiative because, as in the case at Murray Road,

Newton or the Satellite Junior High Schools, Arlington, the
conventional school is overcrowded.

Richard Meecham, prin-

cipal of Newton High, also welcomed Murray Road in 1967 as
a

way of testing out new ideas which would help in planning

a new high school.

He was interested in finding out how

much responsibility students could take for their own education and how well students and teachers could plan and

establish their own course of study.

4

These two issues have

become the central ones for teachers in satellite schools.
Schools without walls are distinguished from satellite schools by their greater emphasis on the use of the

community as the major learning resource for the school. Although most alternative schools use the community more than

conventional schools, this type places particular emphasis
on students finding learning opportunities, apprenticeships,
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and instruction away from the school
center.

Program, begun in Philadelphia in
this kind of program.

1969',

The Parkway

is the prototype of

At Parkway students are members of a

tutorial which meets several times

a

week to help them inte-

grate their learning experiences and to provide
whatever
they might need in math or language arts.

The rest

of the student’s work might be in a nearby museum,
as an aide
in the mayor's office, as an apprentice in an auto mechanic's

shop, bank or insurance company, as a student in a nearby

university class, or in the home of an adult volunteer doing

gourmet cooking.
Schools without walls depend heavily on volunteers,

usually experts in their own fields, who may not have had

much previous opportunity to work with adolescents or to be
in a teaching-learning situation.

The adult volunteer often

communicates a sense of love for his work and displays the
kind of competence necessary for that kind of work that a

classroom teacher describing the same vocation could not do.
The use of community resources and volunteers raises many

questions about relationships between adults and adolescents
in our society.

High school age adolescents are the youth

in our youth-oriented culture.

As Keniston ably illustrates

in "Youth: A New Stage of Life," they also represent the

replacement generation for many adults in positions of control and authority over youth.

Hence there can be confu-

sion, ambivalence, and even guilt contaminating personal
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relations between many adults and
teenagers.
There has been
little serious effort by the school
adults to confront those
tensions which arise when the barriers,
which our society
has placed between adolescents and
adults, are broken
down.

Do students and adults who have never
worked together before
need help and support in trying to manage learning
and rela-

tionship issues?

Individuals and companies may be enthusi-

astic about working with students or having them
be apprentices when first approached, but how do you keep these oppor-

tunities fruitful semester after semester?

The interest in

working with these students may wear off quickly if students
are late, careless with equipment, or even ask too many ir-

ritating questions.

A critical element in the staying power

of this kind of school will be the skill with which school

people and students establish relationships with the volunteers and institutions in which students want to work or
observe.

Thus teachers or staff members of a school with-

out walls must become especially skilled in community relaThey must be able both to help the students and

tions.

volunteers establish profitable working relationships as
well as to find ways to evaluate and accredit the work which
students do with volunteers.

Teachers in each of these types of alternative schools
have different salient issues to confront, but there are also

many characteristics and problems common to all alternative
schools.

With this background of the different types of
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alternative schools and of the characteristics
common to
most, it is now possible to examine the
personal and professional traits which teachers need to have in order
to teach
in an alternative school.

David Hunt describes a variety of

teacher characteristics, which he believes all teachers need:

adaptability, motivational orientation, interpersonal competence, rational and technical competence, verbal dominance,

emotional expressiveness, and consideration, empathy, and
genuineness.

„

5

Hunt argues that indeed these characteristics

are necessary for training agents of all varieties, including

those groups of people, teachers, psychotherapists, social
workers, and parents who are responsible for creating inter-

personal environments in which children develop

6
.

Along with

these characteristics, which are necessary for people entering helping professions, teachers in alternative schools need

also to have a strong sense of self, of the role of teacher
and of subject matter in order to find appropriate modes of

teaching and helping students in an environment in which the

traditional restrictions, hierarchial authority, and curriculum guides have been removed.

Teachers in alternative schools

must know how to make choices and to help students make
choices and live with the consequences.

Choosing how to use

time is often a major problem because the traditional bells

and rigid schedules of conventional schools are missing.

Teachers in alternative schools have

a

tendency to over-

commit themselves working with students evenings and weekends.
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One of the causes of "teacher burn out"
in alternative schools
may be an overcommitment of time and energy
to the school.

Alternative schoo] teachers also need to have

a

clear

sense of their own authority and strategies for
helping with
the governance of the school.

Donald

R.

Moore from the Cen-

ter for New Schools, Chicago, argues strongly that teachers

and students have very different views of authority, governance, and decision-making upon entering alternative schools.
He has had extensive experience with Metro High School, a

school without walls within the Chicago school system, as

well as with thirty other alternative schools in the mid-west.
He first states the teacher’s point of view:

Along with Metro's first teachers, we felt that
the lack of student involvement in shaping decisions that affected their lives was a major cause
of alienation and disruption within conventional
high schools.

Moore then quotes two students on governance and authority:
The way you [teachers] get to do it is
Student:
Then if we don't like it., we'll
to make decisions.
do
something and we'll react.
You
know.
let you
Students don't dig sitting in meetings and stuff
and you don't have any idea what it means.

We're going to have a beautiful anarchy.
Student:
Everybody's going to do their own thing and leave
everybody else alone. We decided we don't need a
government

These statements typify student attitudes toward governance
in the alternative schools in which ALE-S interns worked.
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Moore describes the teachers as alternately
angry
and mystified by the students' distrust of
governmental
functions and refusal to participate in decision making.
The
staff also had great difficulty in reaching decisions
and

executing them, because their previous teaching experience
had not prepared them for this experience:
We had had limited experience in working in this
capacity in previous teaching assignments. Personality clashes sometimes obscured issues; an
initial rejection of procedural rules allowed
discussions to wander aimlessly; those present at
meetings were often unclear as to when a decision
had been reached; those absent were not always
informed about decisions; responsibility was often
not clearly assigned for carrying out a decision 11
.

Thus teachers in alternative schools need both skills in

understanding student attitudes on authority and decisionmaking as well as skills in collaborative decision-making.
In sum, teachers in alternative schools need to have the

skills and characteristics of effective teachers as well as
sufficient: flexibility to work with many different kinds of

groups who place differing needs, goals, and demands before
the teacher.

Alternative school people work with students,

with other staff, with parents, with community groups and
businesses, and with public school bureaucracy.

Among the

many characteristics which an alternative school teacher
needs to have is flexibility:

open-mindedness in approaches

to subject matter content, to students, and to school problems;

the ability to use a variety of behaviors to reach
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school goals; and the ability to shift from one
behavior
to another when appropriate.

The next' section will examine

the concept of flexibility in greater depth, with
particular

attention to its definition, its development, and its assessment.

Flexibility:

Definition, Development, and Measureme nt

Definition

In the past thirty years there has been

.

much research devoted to trying to discover the relationship
between teacher characteristics and student learning.

As

Getzels and Jackson describe in the first Handbo ok of Research on Teaching

,

there have been many studies which ex-

amine the relationship between certain characteristics or

personality traits and teaching effectiveness in an effort
to build a more comprehensive theory of instruction.

Much

of this work has been done in terms of dichotomized teacher

behavior.

Harold Anderson, Kurt Lewin, Ronald Lippitt, and

Ralph White, John Withall, and Ned Flanders have done
studies examining the effect on students of such teacher

behaviors as dominative vs. integrative, authoritarian vs.
democratic, teacher centered vs. learner centered, and

direct vs. indirect.

12

Getzels and Jackson

m

their review

of the literature conclude in the following way:

Despite the critical importance of the problem
and' a half-century of prodigious research effort
very little is known for certain about the nature
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and measurement of teacher personality, or
about
the relation between teacher personality and
teaching effectiveness.-^

mid-sixties

bY

,

many of the researchers became

convinced that a bi-polar view of teaching did not take into account the complex environment of the classroom.

example,

I

For

lancers and Amidon did a two-year study involving

thirty-two math and social studies teachers and 900 students
to see whether indirect teaching produced higher student

achievement than did direct teaching.

In this study they

found that teachers whose students gained most in achieve-

ment used both direct and indirect styles of teaching, varying their approach according to the needs of the students

and the focus of a given lesson.

Flanders and Amidon made

the following conclusion:

However, as a result of the study it became clear
that the concept of teacher flexibility was more
predictive of teaching success than was the concept
of direct-indirect influence. 14

Efforts to define the concept of flexibility have
been varied, but usually focus on the teacher's behavior in

interaction with the environment

.

Flanders and Amidon, in

the above-mentioned study, defined flexibility as the teacher having "the capability to make his own behavior appropri-

ate to the requirements of the class situation at the

moment."

115

Joyce and Harootunian in their book, The Struc -

ture of Teaching, argue that although they cannot define or
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predict a "good" teacher, they can say that the
teacher who
is able to change his/her behavior according
to the needs
of the students, the social climate, or the
curriculum materials, will be a more successful teacher than one
with

limited set of classroom behaviors.

a

They further state:

Flexibility in teaching is the extent to which a
teacher modifies his behavior in response to student behavior
The truly flexible teacher smoothly
adapts to the learner's reaction, anticipates
difficulties, and constantly seeks to learn more
about the student. He develops and improves his
flexibility through the analysis and expansion of
his repertoire of teaching behaviors. 16
.

Joyce in his work since 1967 at Teacher's College,

Columbia has developed multi-media materials for teaching
to pre-service masters'

candidates in elementary education

16 models of teaching, ranging in style from an Inductive

Teaching Model to a Synectic Model or an Operant Conditioning Model.

As Weil and Joyce worked with these models, they

came to see flexibility as the construct which orchestrated
the choosing and shaping of a given model to a particular

learner and environment

.

Thus, they wrote that:

Flexibility is required to adjust teaching to the
competence of the learner and to his preferred
It also insures that the procemodes of working.
dures enhance the learner's feelings about himself,
builds concepts between the learner and what is to
be learned, and accommodates an emotional reaction
Flexibility incJudes the proto the material.
cesses of entering the world of the learner and of
modulating the teaching activity to "fit" or capitalize on the learner's world.
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Joyce ana Weil have developed specific strategies
for "flexibility training" which will be discussed in the section
on

development of flexibility.
a

Their concept of flexibility is

complex set of behaviors which includes the teacher first

assessing the classroom climate, the needs and interests of
the individual students, the requirements of the curriculum

and school, then choosing a specific set of behaviors that

will best facilitate the goals set for a given lesson, and
finally evaluating and changing those behaviors as the given

environment requires.
This complex concept of flexibility grows out of the

work which Joyce did with David Hunt, a psychologist, in the

middle and late sixties.
Schroder and

0.

J.

Hunt and two associates, Harold

Harvey, have created a developmental the-

ory of personality growth in which a person develops in his/
her ability both to interpret the world in increasingly com-

plex ways and to integrate his/her own behavior.

Hunt sees

this development as intertwined with the environment of the
person.

To fully understand his work and its contribution

to this study, it is necessary to look briefly at Hunt's

theory of conceptual complexity, which is often called con-

ceptual level or CL.
In 1961 Hunt,

Harvey and Schroder posited a "Concep-

tual Systems Theory" which "viewed personality development
as an interactive function of the person's level of person-

ality development {or stage) and the environmental conditions

1

he encountered ."

A8

Thus the environment of a given person

could enhance or detract from that person’s
growth toward

conceptual complexity.

Hunt describes this original work,

in the following manner:

CL was originally based on a theory of conceptual
development (Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder, 1961)
which hypothesized that, under ideal training
conditions, a person develops from a low level of
conceptual development (low CL) in which he is
cognitively simple, dependent and not capable of
generating his own concepts, to a higher CL in
which he is more cognitively complex, independent, and capable of generating his own
concepts

Hunt measures CL through a paragraph completion test,

which was also used in this study.
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person to react in writing to stimuli

The CL test asks a

—

which are likely

to require some cognitive and conceptual work.

The

Paragraph Completion Test has such stems as "What
about rules

.

.

.

"

,

"When

about parents
am told what to do

I

"When
.

.." 2

am criticized.-..", "What
I

think

I
I

think

am not sure ...", or "When

I

**

trained raters according to

The responses are scored by
a

comprehensive scoring manual.

With raters who have been trained, Hunt has found that the
inter-rater reliability is .80 to .85.
scored by the metric system from
is explained in Chapter Three.

0

to

22
3.

The tests are

This scoring
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Hunt and Joyce have done several studies which

indicate some initial validity to their hypotheses that

peopxe with low CL learn better in a structured environ-

ment while those with a high CL can learn well in either
an unstructured environment or one of their own choosing 23
.

Hunt has used the theoretical ideas of CL as a basis from

which to build ways of developing and assessing cognitive
complexity in training agents.

His goal is to produce

an effective training agent who might be a teacher, parent,

social worker, or psychologist.

He defines this effective-

ness in a way that is similar to the meaning of flexibility
as used in this study:

Agent effectiveness is presently defined as
the capacity to radiate a wide variety of
environments, to select from this variety a
specific environment to be radiated toward a
particular person or group with the aim of
producing a particular behavioral outcome,
and to shift from one environment to another
In educaunder appropriate circumstances.
tion, for example, the teacher's capacity to
present the same lesson in a variety of educational environments, to select and use
that specific educational environment most
appropriate to produce a specific learner
outcome with a particular group of students,
and to shift to a new form of educational
environment when appropriate would constitute the operations for teacher effectiveness.

o4
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Agent effectiveness includes the skill of
radiating
a number of behaviors as well as comprehension
of when
to

use which behavior and when to shift and try another
behavior.

Hunt has closely studied one part of this definition

of agent effectiveness, which he calls "adaptability".

He

has created an adaptability index which he defines as mea-

suring

'

skill in flexible modulation from one environment

to another under appropriate circumstances

."
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To accomplish

this skill the trainee would have to be able to diagnose the

interpersonnel environment and change his/her behavior when

necessary to fit the demands of the environment.
as it is used in this study, is a broader concept.

Flexibility,
It in-

cludes the concept of adaptability, but also includes the

ability to use a wide variety of teaching behaviors, to
choose the behavior appropriate to the subject matter goals
and to the class environment.

It also encompasses the

ability to assess when a chosen behavior does not fit

a

given

classroom situation and the ability to make the transition
to a more appropriate set of teacher behaviors.

William Scott in his article, "Flexibility, Rigidity,
and Adaptation:

Toward a Clarification of Concepts," defines

adaptation in terms of accommodation and conformity to the
environment.

He makes a useful distinction between means

and ends in reference to flexibility:
It is possible that adaptation may best be
facilitated if the person conceives of his
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various requirements in a hierarchy of importance,
treating some of them as "goals" or "ultimate
values
and others as "means". Then constancv
or "rigidity" may be adopted with respect to
the
goals, and flexibility with respect to the means. 26
,

Thus, a teacher, ideally, would keep constant the behavioral

objectives of a given lesson, but would be flexible in the

means for achieving these goals.

However, as Scott himself

points out, this interpretation implies that the objectives
should be unchanging.

For this study flexibility includes

the mind set that goals also need to be evaluated and changed

under appropriate circumstances.
The last study which has been helpful in the definition
of flexibility for this work, is the "Study of Teacher Effec-

tiveness" done by Sprinthall, Whiteley, and Mosher in 1964-6.

This research focused on "cognitive flexibility" as a con-

struct central in both predicting and assessing teacher effectiveness.

They defined cognitive flexibility as,

the teacher's ability to think on his feet,
to adapt teaching objectives, content and method
in process (i.e., in response to the reaction,
learning difficulties, and needs of the pupils)
More broadly, cognitive flexibility refers to
dimensions of openmindedness, adaptability, a
resistance to premature perceptual closure. 27

This definition includes both cognition and observable behavior.

It implies that a teacher can analyze a given class-

room situation and then exhibit appropriate behaviors almost

simultaneously with this analysis.

It was partly because
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their definition of cognitive flexibility
appeared to be too
broad a term that this study deliberately
used the term
flexibility without modifiers unless a
specific reference to
a type of flexibility is made.

Flexibility is

a

difficult term to define except

operationally by describing the behaviors which
person might exhibit.

a

flexible

John Goodlad describes a flexible

teacher in this way:
The right decision at the right moment is the
essence of good teacher .... the teacher must
decide when to begin an activity and when to
bring it to a close; when to use a student interest and when to pass it by; when to insist on
exactness and when to sacrifice exactness to
feeling.
All these things and more the teacher
must take into account in timing and pacing
students' learning. 28
Scott, in his review of the psychological literature on

flexibility, stated that flexibility is a construct like
"

intelligence,

"

"fluency," "integration," or "spontaneity"

which all have elements in common and are difficult to define.

29

For purposes of this study flexibility will be de-

fined as Hunt and Joyce have used it: the ability to radiate
a

wide number of teaching behaviors, to assess the social

climate and needs of the students and the curriculum in
order to choose the appropriate teacher behavior, and to

change or modify this behavior when appropriate.

For pur-

poses of measurement, it will be subdivided into cognitive,
social, and instrumental flexibility.

(See Chapter 1,
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Definitions)

Development of Fle xibility

.

Most studies on flex-

ibility have been concerned with defining and
measuring

flexibility rather than with the development of
flexibility
in teachers.
Sprinthall, Whiteley, and Mosher carefully

divided cognitive flexibility into three subdivisions,
and
.figured out measurements for assessing this construct
in

interns before entering the classroom.
an instrument,

They then developed

for which they did not get inter— rater re-

liability, to assess their three subdivisions of flexibility
in the classroom during one observation.

Their goal was to

see whether the instruments, which they had used to evaluate

cognitive flexibility at the outset of internship, would

predict which interns were more flexible in the classroom.

Although their results were significant, they did not address

(except in a footnote) the issue of whether cognitive

flexibility could be developed or increased through

preparation program.

a

In this footnote they stated that,

is an open question whether cognitive flexibility can

acquired.

teacher
"it

be.

The weight of theoretical evidence tends to in-

dicate that a disposition to flexibility/rigidity is rooted
.

rather early in the personality."
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Many teacher educators have associated the term flexibility with the work of Rokeach on the open and closed mind.

Rokeach defines the open mind as "the ability to discriminate
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substantive information from information about
the source
and to assess the two separately ." 32 Rokeach
describes
people with closed minds as being
more rigid in problem-solving behavior, more
concrete in their thinking and more narrow in
their grasp of a particular subject; they also
have a greater tendency to premature closure in
their perceptual processes and to distortions
in memory, and a greater tendency to be intolerant
of ambiguity
,

Obviously teachers with

a

closed mind-set would have great

difficulty evidencing the behaviors of

a

flexible teacher.

Rokeach suggests several conditions, applicable to teacher
preparation, which influence openness and closure in belief
systems.

The need to know is a drive which helps people to

open their minds to new information.

Pre-service teachers

often experience enormous needs to know, to learn as much
as possible about students and teaching methods.

Joyce and

Weil have capitalized upon this need to know in their de-

velopment of models of teaching.

In an interview with Dr.

Weil she stated that pre-service interns were highly moti-

vated to study and practice these models.
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However, the need to defend against threat is

a

stimu-

lus which Rokeach describes as having the potential of re-

ducing

a

person's ability to be open.

Student teaching is

a stressful experience for most student teachers,

larly in the beginning of the experience.
that

particu-

Rokeach states
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n

ls tron gly threatened
^®
t?
oitvation,
he should

or anxious
above all be
t
? act 20 that the threat is reduced
and the anxiety
allayed.
It is precisely because'
he is so motivated that the relatively
closed
person becomes highly attuned to irrelevant
internal and external pressures and, accordingly,
unable to evaluate information independent of
source.
in a a?v^n
given,

Ihus an intern with a more closed than open mind,
who was

experiencing difficulty in classroom management, would
have
problems in sorting out the causes of this difficulty and in

planning options for overcoming the control problems.

This

intern might be quick to blame or scapegoat children, the
schools, the system, or even him/herself for these difficulties rather than analyzing and evaluating the messages which
he was receiving from the difficult classroom environment.

Rokeach also confirms Hunt's findings that people

with closed minds, who would correspond to Hunt's description of a person with a low CL, are best able to learn and

synthesize new experiences when they are presented with new

material as an integrated whole in

a

concrete and structured

presentation rather than with an inductive or theoretical
approach.
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Hunt's work has focused both on assessing the

effectiveness of training agents and on the development of
training strategies which match the different learning styles
of the trainees.

He has divided his definition of agent ef-

fectiveness, which is quoted on page 41

into three parts

for the purposes of both the development and assessment of
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agent effectiveness.

The fiixat component is skill in dis-

crimination among environments,

behavior.'* and people.

Thus

the teacher needs both to be able to diagnose
the social

climate of the classroom, to be able to analyze
student responses and teacher statements to see if the desired
effect
is being accomplished, and be able to assess
and provide for

the differing needs of the students within the class.

The

second component is skill in radiating a variety of different bfihaviors which will achieve the teacher's goals.
For example a teacher might choose among a structured approach, a reflective approach, or a supportive approach for
a given group of students.

The third component is skill

"in flexible modulation from one environment to another."

Thus a teacher would be able to make a transition from one
set of behaviors to another when circumstances warrant such
.

a change.
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To develop agent effectiveness, or flexibility, Hunt

first assesses the conceptual level of the trainee as well
as the trainee's preferred form of feedback and the value

context which will effect the trainee most positively.

If

the conceptual level of the trainees were low, he would

present new material in a structured way, giving new ideas
in a concrete way with examples and demonstrations.

If the

CL were high, there could be a variety of possible presenta-

tions with an inductive format being among the preferred

approaches.

Hunt describes a study done by E. H. Heck in
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1971 in which trainees with high CL
showed significant improvement in adaptability in their teaching
after sensi-

tivity training in the low structured format
of

a T

Group.

The trainees with low CL also showed significant
improvement
with similar training but given in a highly structured
way.

There were two control groups who were mismatched and did
not show the same kind of improvement. 38

Hunt would also use the form of feedback and rewards

which were most appropriate to the learning styles of the
trainees.

Feedback might be in the form of video or audio

playback, or of trainer supervision, peer supervision, or

comments from the students.

For example, he cites studies

which indicate that trainees who are unhappy with their performance and low in self-esteem had less favorable attitudes
toward teaching, and tended to see only their physical ap-

pearance when viewing themselves on video tape.

Thus this

form of feedback would be inappropriate for this group of

trainees especially near the beginning of a program.

Finally

in considering choices of strategies and materials for teacher trainees, Hunt would consider the trainee’s attitude

toward teaching and learning.

Three out of four of his

studies have established a significant relationship between
a trainee's value orientation on educational issues and his/

her preferred approach to teaching, with those scoring highly on his Adaptability Index also scoring high on sub-set of

the Paragraph Completion Test, "Attitude to Teaching"

.

For
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example, a trainee with a student-centered
approach to
teaching may react negatively to a
structured style of teaching.
Hunt has found that these trainees will
begin to be
aware of the utility of having a structured
approach in one's
repertoire if they gradually become aware of the
positive

potential of this approach.

The relationship between one's

value orientation toward teaching and learning and teacher

behavior is an area which Hunt thinks needs further investigation. 39

In this study there have been some attempts

through formal and informal measures to discover the value

orientation of the ALE-S interns in order to plan effective
strategies for supervision and the Learning Group.
Hunt's efforts to match models of training with
styles of learning of the trainee are in their early stages
of development.

However, enough initial research exists to

suggest that his methodology (of providing differential ex-

periences according to the learning styles of the trainees)
should improve the trainee's flexibility or, as Hunt would
call it, the trainee's adaptability and effectiveness.

Related to Hunt's efforts is the work of Bruce Joyce
and Marsha Weil.

In their Teacher's College Master's Pro-

gram, they have created a "flexibility training component."

They define flexibility training as "the attempt to help the
teacher become more sensitive to the world of the child and

modify his behavior appropriately."

40

.

Although this is

a

narrower view of flexibility than this study holds, Joyce's
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strategies for developing flexibility are useful
to know.
Their trainees begin by in-depth observation of small
classes
of elementary aged children, with the focus on learning
to

pick out different "coping" behaviors of children and on

realizing that all student behavior has significance.

The

trainees then participate in teaching simulations called

communication tasks" where they teach students or peers who
play pre-established roles with regard to their skill level,
attitudes, and cognitive orientation.

Through this practice

the trainee learns to diagnose the learning styles and social climate of the group and to adapt his/her teaching

strategies appropriately.

Joyce and Weil give only limited

data on the effectiveness of this training component, but

given enough time, materials, facilities, and access to students, it appears to be a strategy with much potential for

helping teaching candidates develop flexibility.

Another school of teacher educators, among whose major proponents have been Ned Flanders, Edmund Amidon, and

Norma Furst, have also been interested in finding ways to
increase teacher flexibility.

Flanders in 1963 led an in-

service project to teach experienced teachers to analyze
the interaction patterns in their own classrooms using

Flanders’ Interaction Category System, (FIAC)
C)

.

,

(See Appendix

He deliberately taught half the teachers using a struc-

tured lecture approach and the other half using
student— centered

,

indirect kind of approach.

a

much more

In Flanaers
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category system dir ect teacher behavior is
defined as lecturing, giving directions, and criticizing or
justifying
authority; while indirect behavior is accepting feeling,

praising or encouraging, accepting ideas, and asking questions

.

The teaching style of both groups was measured both

before and arter the nine— week training session.

which had received the indirect approach showed

The group
a

much more

flexible teaching style using (to a much greater extent)

both direct and indirect approaches to teaching than did the
group who had had the structured approach to learning interaction analysis.

The indirect group also volunteered to use

interaction analysis in the analysis of their own teaching

more than did the other group.

4

This study is unusual in

that it considers the effect of the style of the teacher
It supports the goal of the di-

trainer on the trainee.

rectors of ALE-S to model flexible behavior in supervision
and in the Learning Seminar.

A student of Flanders, M. Finske, studied the develop-

ment of flexibility in

small group of eighteen student

a

teachers, nine of whom received training in interaction

analysis before their student teaching assignments.
dents were matched into

9

The stu-

pairs according to their scores on

the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, given the same

class to teach in successive nine-week periods, and had the
same cooperating teacher and college supervisor.

Finske
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defines flexibility in

a

narrower way than is used in this

study:

that quality in a teacher who is willing
and able
to change or modify her behavior to suit
the
mands of the learning situation, is defined detionally as the measure of change a teacher operamakes
in her verbal behavior when one activity
period
is compared with another.
Various measurements
made possible through the quantification of teacher
verbal behavior in interaction analysis can be used
for objective comparisons 42
.

Finske observed and recorded the verbal interaction for two
lessons at the beginning and end of the nine-week student

teaching peiiod.

At both times each student teacher was given

the necessary materials to teach one highly structured lesson

calling lor strict pupil compliance and one lesson which was
open ended in which much pupil participation and initiative
was appropriate.

Finske 's results indicated that teaching behavior becomes more flexible upon training in interaction analysis:

student teachers trained in interaction analysis
(1) were more flexible at the beginning of student teaching; (2) were more flexible at the end
of student teaching; (3) used more extended indirect influence in discussion lessons; (4) used
more lecturing in direct influence lessons; and
43
(5) elicited more pupil-initiated talk.

Finske measured flexibility operationally as the amount of
change between a direct style of teaching and an indirect
one in the two different lessons by using measures obtained

from the interaction analysis.

Thus the student with the
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highest measure of flexibility was that student
who had
been most direct in the direct lesson and most
indirect
the indirect lesson.

in

There was no mention of whether this

direct or indirect teacher behavior was appropriate for
the

given social climate of each lesson.

At the end of the

semester the control group used more indirect behavior in
the direct lesson than did the experimental group.

Thus,

the control group's behavior in the two different lessons

was more nearly alike than the experimental group, which accounts for Finske's finding that the experimental group was

more flexiole.

Finske's study is over-simplified because

it does not take into account the appropriateness of teacher behavior in relation to student behavior, but rather as-

sumes that subject matter dictates teacher style.
However, twc of her findings were corroborated by
this study.

Finske noted that at the end of the training

period both groups decline in their use or praise of student ideas and that there was less student initiation in
either group's final lesson.
In conclusion,
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there have not been many studies with

the explicit goal of developing flexibility in teacher

trainees.

Hunt has done the most work of a theoretical

nature considering trainee characteristics and matching
these with appropriate strategies for increasing flexibility.
The work of Joyce and Weil has tried to operationalize a

variety of styles of teaching and to create training and
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teaching materials for these styles in order
to provide the
trainee with a repertoire of teaching behaviors.
They have
also structured into their program, explicit
training
in

diagnosing student behavior and modulating teacher behavior
in appropriate ways.

Finally Flanders, Amidon, and Finske

have in their woik with interaction analysis devised a tool

which can be helpful in measuring flexibility and which provided the basis for such measurement in this study.
work suggests that

a

Their

flexible teaching style rather than

their original hypothesis of an indirect teaching style,

contributes to higher student achievement.

Measurement

.

Measurement of

like flexibility is difficult.
in one of four ways.

a

teaching characteristic

It has usually been measured

First, Scott describes several studies

which measure flexibility simply by counting the number of
different ways

a

person behaves or the number of different

.

things that a person uses or does.
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Thus the number of dif-

ferent strategies or different kinds of materials that
teacher uses might be counted.

a

Second, Joyce, Flanders,

Amidon, and Finske have all used interaction analysis to

measure flexibility.

After performing an interaction analy-

sis on a teacher's class, they have measured flexibility

through analyzing the patterns of teacher behavior which
the interaction analysis portrays.

tensive use of this methodology.

This study has made exThird, flexibility has
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been measured through the use of tests such as Hunt's
Paragraph Completion Test or Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale.
These
tests are usually used either to prescribe treatment or
in

theoretical studies to establish the predictive power of
these tests in forecasting teacher effectiveness.

Finally,

flexibility has been measured in simulations or role playing
situations in which the trainee is given

a

goal to accomplish

and must also vary his/her behavior according to the changing

demands of the simulation.

The measurement techniques used

in this study have been derived from the work of Flanders,

Joyce, Weil, Hunt, and Sprinthall, Whiteley, and Mosher.

The measurement techniques of these authors will be described
below.

Flanders in a study of thirty-two math and social
studies teachers in 1962 defined flexibility as the amount
of shifts between direct and indirect approaches to their

classes, as coded by his interaction system, FIAC.

He mea-

sured this shift by computing what he called an i/d index
(=

indirect/direct)

,

which is the amount of teacher ac-

ceptance of feeling, praise, or use of pupil ideas divided
by the amount of teacher behavior giving directions, criti-

cizing or justifying authority.

He computed i/d ratios

for six hours of teaching over a two-week period for each

teacher.

The nine teachers who were most direct had an i/d

range of .01 or 2.0 with the majority below

.4.

The twelve

teachers in the most indirect group had i/d ratios ranging
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from .01 to 18.0 with the majority
falling above 2.0.
Flanders concludes that, " we can expect
greater flexibility
of teacher influence among the most
indirect and less flex-

ibility among the most direct." 46

Flanders thus measures flexibility by noting the
degree to which a teacher can change his/her behavior
from a
direct to indirect approach.
He found that the group which

had the greatest number of indirect behaviors was also
the

group which had the greatest variation in approach.

This

finding has greater significance because this same group
of teachers also taught the students who showed the greatest

achievement, as measured by an achievement test given ten
days after the two-week, teaching unit had been completed.

^

(The achievement results for all students were controlled

for initial intelligence and knowledge.)

Since Flanders

finished this research, he has devised more sophisticated
ratios for measuring several

pattt.rr.s of

interaction in a

classroom which are used in this study.
Hunt and Joyce in a joint study in 1966 used Joyce's

system of interaction analysis and The Paragraph Completion
lest to measure flexibility.

They used two samples (four-

teen female graduate students and sixteen female sophomores)

giving each the Paragraph Completion Test before student
teaching.

Their hypothesis was that those students with a

high CL would also be able to radiate a "reflective" teach-
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ing pattern which they state is one of
the more infrequent

teaching patterns.

Joyce and Hunt define

a

"reflective"

teaching pattern as "one which utilizes the learner's
frame
of reference to encourage questioning, hypothesizing ." 48

Their study rests

on their stated assumption that if a

teacher trainee could radiate a reflective teaching environ-

ment that s/he could also radiate many other teaching styles.
They measured the intern's teaching style by using Joyce's

system of interaction analysis, Manual for Coding Teacher

Communications Relevant to Conceptual Systems Theory, to
analyze one lesson for each intern.

They found, indeed,

that those trainees used a reflective teaching pattern fre-

quently were those that had

higher CL.

a

The results were

significant for the master's candidates and in

direction for the sophomores.
small.

49

a

positive

However, the samples are

The authors do not address either the issue of the

development of flexibility or of a reflective teaching
style.

They also make no comment about the fact that both

their samples were all female.

Nevertheless, Hunt and Joyce

alerted this researcher to the potential of the Paragraph

Completion Test and of the use of interaction analysis in

measuring flexibility.
The last study on the measurement of flexibility is
that done by Sprinthal, Whitely, and Mosher (which is men-

tioned in the section on definition)

.

For purposes of

measuring cognitive flexibility they divided their construct
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into three parts:

the teacher's personal cognitive charac-

teristics, the teacher's cognitive attitude toward
the pupil,
and the teacher's cognitive attitude toward subject
matter
and teaching method.

Both their division of cognitive

flexibility and the behavioral characteristics which they

attach to each division are close to this work's division
of flexibility in cognitive flexibility, social flexibility,

and instrumental flexibility.

The work of Sprinthal et al.

add validity to the division of flexibility into these three

categories as well as to the behavioral descriptions of
these categories, which were devised before reading their
study.

The following is the way in which Sprinthal et al

.

made operational their three divisions of cognitive flexibility:

Personal Cognitive Characteristics (Planning Under
stress)

Intern shows open-ended lesson planning. Considers alternate ways to communicate content
and/or relate to pupils. Can plan for unexpected under stress. Cognitive process appears fluid and unconstrained.

Cognitive Att i tude to the Pupil (Responsiveness to
the Class)

Intern is responsive to the class; sees,
listens, and responds to discipline problems,
inattention, learning difficulties, students'
need for new knowledge and creativity.
c °U n iti v e Att i tud e Toward Subject Matter and T each-

Method fcommun ication)
Intern uses a variety of methods, shows
flexibility in implementation of plans,
and employs inquiry for effective teaching.

^
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These researchers then adapted the Rorschach test and
The
Visual Impression Test, which is a written form of the

Thematic Apperception Test, in such

a

way that parts of each

test would measure each division of cognitive flexibility.

They gave these tests to 28 randomly selected interns from

Harvard-Newton Summer School, before they began their student teaching.

They then devised an observational rating

scale by which to measure the performance of the interns on

each of the subdivision of cognitive flexibility.

They

rated the intern's performance during one period of teaching,

which included the planning session, the actual teaching and
the supervisory session.

They found a strong correlation

in each subdivision between amount of flexibility which an

intern scored on the paper and pencil test and the actual

behavior in the classroom as measured by

a

rating scale.

However, neither their scoring system for the paper and

pencil tests nor their observational rating scale have been

submitted to tests of inter-rater reliability.

They con-

clude that "The research findings indicate support for the
basic hypothesis that effective teaching and cognitive

flexibility are related."
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They did an informal follow-up

of those interns who had scored in the most and least

flexible groups.

Those in the least flexible group were

judged to be ineffective by their supervisors at the end
of the summer's training.

These researchers were pessimis-

tic about the possibility of a training program being able
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to help a cognitively inflexible teacher trainee
to change

from ineffective to effective classroom behavior 53
.

it is

the question of the development of social and instrumental

flexibility to which this study is addressed.
Thus

,

tial stages.

the measurement of flexibility is in its ini-

Paper and pencil tests like the Paragraph

Completion Test or the tests used by Sprinthal et al. appear
to have some predictive power in suggesting those trainees

who are more likely to demonstrate flexible behavior in the
classroom.

However, all these tests are open-ended and thus

require intensive training in order to be scored accurately.
The use of several forms of interaction analysis as a way
of measuring teacher-student interaction patterns in the

classroom appears to be an objective and useful way to

measure teaching flexibility.

Very few of the studies on

either the measurement or development of flexibility have

been replicated.

Most of the studies have been concerned

with measuring the relationship between flexibility and effective teaching rather than with the development of flexibility.

This dissertation focuses on the development of

social and instrumental flexibility, rather than on the

above relationship.

Despite the variant foci

,

however, the

studies described in this section of the chapter have added

much to the conceptualization of flexibility and to its
measurement
A second central focus of this work is whether
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male and female interns develop flexibility in different
wa Y^

different rates

ing conditions.

,

or as a result of different train-

The next section of this chapter, then,

considers the role of gender in teacher effectiveness in
order to provide a basis for analysis of the role of gender
in this study.

The Ro le of Gender in Teacher Effectiveness

What are big boys mad e of? Independence, aggression, competitiveness, leadership, task orientation, outward orientation, assertiveness...
W hat ar e big girls made o f? Dependence, passivity,
fragility, low pain tolerance, nonaggression, noncompetitiveness, inner orientation, interpersonal
orientation, empathy, sensitivity, nurturance.
.

(Bardwick)

This section summarizes recent research which has

addressed three questions important to understanding the
role which gender has or can play in teacher preparation
and in teacher effectiveness:

1)

Do American schools exhibit traits more

characteristic of female than male culture?
2)

Are there significant differences in personality
traits between men and women who choose teaching

’

3)

as an occupation?

What is the role of gender in teacher effectiveness?

provide
The purpose of this review of the literature is to
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background for this study's analysis of the development of
flexibility in male and female interns.
In 19/3 there were 2,110,368 elementary and secondary

teachers in the United States.

66.4% of all teachers in

1973 were women, but most of the female teachers are concen-

trated at the elementary level where there are 83.4% women
and 16.6% men.

Beginning in the 1950'

in numbers at the secondary level.

s

men surpassed women

In 1973 53.6% of the

secondary teachers were men, while 46.4% were women. 54 With
this large number of teachers, working with pupils from the

age of 5-18, there is obviously much diversity of outlook,

personality, frame of reference, training, experience, and
Thus any discussion of teacher personality

effectiveness.

or of the role which one's gender may play in teacher ef-

fectiveness must be tentative and as explicit as possible
about the particular group of teachers or teacher trainees

which is under discussion.

Findings that come from one

group may not be applicable to another.

For example, Levine

in a study of five groups of first year teachers, with each

group coming from very different training institutions,
found that the variable of training institution was the

distinguishing feature between groups.

Levine suggests

that this variable will probably disappear as a distinguishing one under the influence of the socialization from the

school system.

“

^

However, his work points up the need both

or
to describe carefully the population of teachers

4
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trainees that one is working with and to
generalize with
care until more research is accomplished.

When considering the role which a teacher's gender
plays in that person's performance of his/her duties,
it
is also necessary to examine the research in light
of the

current revolutionary changes in the status and self-

perception of women which have happened since 1968.

It is

difficult to evaluate the extent of the changes in role,
status, and self-concept which many women have undergone
in the last seven years.

However, feminists as diverse as

Gloria Steinem and Jesse Barnard see this era as
tionary one for women. 56
.

a

revolu-

.

Research, then, that was done be-

fore 1968 may focus on women who are very different from

women in similar groups or life situations today.

Research

done before 1968 may also be asking very different questions
from that done in the past three years.

For example, Pa-

tricia Cayo Sexton in her three year study done in the midsixties asked what schools are doing to boys which makes

them misfits.

Her conclusion is that school feminizes

successful male students and that the masculine boys rebel.
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Today such a study might focus on the effect that traditional
schooling has on both male and female students.

Thus as we

look at the research in the next three sections, we must keep
in mind the sheer numerical mass of American teachers, the

need to understand the particular characteristics of the different samples under discussion, and the changing social
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context which our society is presently
undergoing, which
may have powerful implications for the’ way
in which male
and female teachers view themselves and their
work in the
future.

Do American sc hool s exhibi t traits more characteristic
of female than male culture ?

Willard Waller, the grandfather of American educational sociology, described in 1932 the ways in which both
the school social system and the outside culture forced male

teachers to assimilate the female character ideal.

In the

following statement he laments the feminizing effect which
schools have on male teachers:
It has been said that no woman and no negro is
ever fully admitted to the white man's world.
Possibly we should add men teachers to the list
of the excluded. 58

The historian Richard Hofstader describes the way in which

Americans have traditionally viewed teaching and the effect
which this view has had on male teachers.
But in America, where teaching has been identified
as a feminine profession, it does not offer men
The
the stature of a fully legitimate male role.
American masculine conviction that education and
culture are feminine concerns is thus confirmed, and
no doubt partly shaped by the experiences of boys
The boys grow up thinking of men
in schoo]
effeminate and treat them
somewhat
as
teachers
with a curious mixture of genteel deference (of
the sort due to women) and hearty male condescension.
In a certain constricted sense, the male teacher may
be respected, but he is not "one of the boys".-
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Jerome Kagan, Patricia Sexton, Jere Brophy,
and
Thomas Good all have described American schools
as feminine
in nature, v/ith most students associating
school with
femi-

nine characteristics.

This attitude toward schools is not

found in other cultures, such as Germany or Japan
where the

majority of the teachers are and have been male. 61

Sexton

describes the school in ways that are reminiscent of the

description of women by Bardwick (found at the top of this
section of Chapter Two)
The problem is not just that teachers are too
often women.
It is that the school is too much
a woman's world, governed by women's rules and
standards.
The school code is that of propriety,
obedience, decorum, cleanliness, silence, physical,
and, too often, mental passivity. 62

Harmon Ziegler in a study of 803 high school teachers
in Oregon in 1965 describes teaching even at the high school

level as a feminine occupation.

He describes uhe successful

effort to recruit men into the teaching ranks in the fifties
and early sixties as an effort to increase masculine au-

thority and role models in the schools.

He concludes that

this recruitment effort did not meet its intended goals:
However, I maintain that, far from converting
the secondary school establishment from a
feminine into a masculine enterprise, the recruitment of male teachers into secondary
teaching has led to the playing of a feminine
role by men. 6-

Thus many writers analyzing American schools view them as a
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place dominated by women and feminine
characteristics, in
which male students especially at the elementary
level have
a difficult time functioning.
Ziegler also sees
the femi-

nine school cu] ture as a place which is disf unctional for

male teachers.

He concludes his article by finding that

his comparison of male and female teacher attitudes toward

educational philosophy and politics (controlling for years
of experience and income)

showed gender to be the signifi-

cant variable accounting for the differences in attitudes:

Maleness emerges as the essential variable and the
male high school teacher is, in a sense, the underclass of the teaching profession, a rebel in
a female system. 64
II

Are there significant diffe rences in personality traits
betv/een men and women wh o choose teaching as an occupation?
If American schools have a culture which is associated

with feminine characteristics, then questions arise concerning the motivation and personality characteristics of those

men who choose teaching.

In viewing those characteristics

traditionally associated with masculine and with feminine
in our culture as if on two ends of a continuum, one can ask

whether men who choose teaching are closer to the feminine
end of the continuum than are men who choose to go into the

"male prof essions" of medicine, law

T

gineering.

,

architecture, or en-

If women and men who choose teaching were both

to cluster near the middle of the continuum,

then the
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question of gender might not need to be
considered either
when constructing teacher preparation programs
or when working with in-service teachers.
Although the research on the

differences between men and women who choose teaching has
been limited and scattered across time and geography, there
seems to be almost unanimity in the finding that women who

choose teaching are very close to the traditional feminine
end of the continuum, next to those women who choose home-

making as their central occupation.
This section will consider the findings of four

studies wl.ich looked at the personality characteristics of

men and/or women who were either teaching or in teacher
preparation programs.
In 1968 Louis Levine of Teacher's College, Columbia

published an article, "The American Teacher:

A Tentative

Psychological Description" in which he reviewed the literature on the psychological characteristics of teachers, both

male and female.

One theme which he emphasized was "the

tendency, particularly of the male teacher, toward an au-

thoritarian and rigid personality

He described a study

which he had conducted at San Diego State in the late fifties
in which the male teacher trainees were found to be among the

most rigid, dogmatic, and opinionated in
college men.

a

population of

The male teacher trainees were also found to

be more impulsive, undercontrolled, self-centered, enthusiastic, persuasive, undependable, gentle, helpful, and
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assertive than was the total population
of college males.
These characteristics are not those
found near the traditional feminine end of the continuum,
although many of them
make up the stereotype of the popular
charismatic male teacher (enthusiastic, persuasive, assertive,
impulsive,
self-

centered)

.

They are also characteristics which might
make

it difficult for a teacher to develop a flexible
teaching

style (rigid, dogmatic, self-centered, opinionated).
In contrast to the male characteristics, this same

study found that women, at the point of entry to teacher

training in comparison with women in the college population,
were more self-confident, self assured, more
verbally fluent, cooperative, helpful, and diligent.
But they were also more conventional and
less resourceful; more restricted in their
general outlook and range of interest and more
in need of supervision and direction.

When the population of men and women entering teacher training were compared, men were found to be more impulsive, ag-

gressive, assertive, and egocentric as well as less mature,

responsible, and self controlled.
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Although the women in

this study do not exhibit many traits which would help them
to develop a flexible teaching style, they exhibited fewer

traits such as rigidity which would positively be a deterrent
to developing this kind of style.

Harmon Ziegler, in his study of 803 high school teachers in 1965, examined the differing effect which teaching had
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on men and women.

His data comes mainly from interviews
with

this group, three-fifths of whom were male
teachers.

In con-

sidering the motivation of people choosing teaching,
his
findings confirm the popular notions about teacher
motivations - that women see teaching as an occupation to
do until

they have children and perhaps after children are raised.
Men, on the other hand, view teaching as a stepping stone
to administrative careers in education or to other related

careers such as publishing.

However, Ziegler found that in

actual practice more men than women remain in classroom
teaching, although only

a

third of male beginning teachers

see themselves as staying in the classroom for many years.

One could speculate that the commitment needed to develop
a variety of teaching styles is partially dependent on

whether one views oneself as teaching for two or three years
or for ten to twenty years, although no research was found

bearing on this speculation.
Ziegler asks again a question which Willard Waller

pursued in the 1930's; What does teaching do to teachers?

Waller describes teachers as inflexible, conservative,
greatly concerned with their own dignity and status.
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Waller's work was done at a time when the teaching force
was overwhelmingly female.

However, Ziegler concludes that

"it now appears, however, that the syndrome he [Waller]

observed

-

rigid personality, exaggerated concern for au-

thority, and a deep need for respect - is more pronouncedly
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characteristic of male teachers than female
teachers." 71
Ziegler found that even when he controlled
for

years of ex-

perience and income, male teachers had the greatest
need for
respect, were most opposed to change, and a greater
concern
over authority.
Ziegler found that women, both with and

without experience, did not have as much concern for authority, did not worry as much about challenges to authority,

and did not report as much trouble maintaining class disci-

pline as the men in the sample did.

Difficulty in accept-

ing change, and a strong concern for authority and one's

dignity can inhibit flexibility in the classroom.
In 1965 Joseph Katz did a large study of the career

aspirations of graduates of the class of '65 at Stanford
and San Jose State.

He found that women were more oriented

to helping careers such as teaching or social work and saw

themselves as less interested in money and the acquisition
of material goods than the men in the study.

The women who

chose teaching had a stronger need for security and valued

family life more than the women who chose male dominated
professions.

He noted in both college populations that the

justification for getting

a

teaching certificate was more

as an insurance policy in case they should have to provide

for themselves rather than for the purpose of working with

children or developing their own potential.

He found that

the women's sexual identity was closely tied to their occu-

pational choices.

They tended to view occupations as
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feminine or masculine and even had the tendency
"to think of
working itself as not feminine."^ in this article
he did

not discuss any findings about the motivations of men
to

choose teaching.

His work does indicate that the women who

chose teaching in his sample were more oriented toward home
and family

,

thus placing them at the traditional female end

of the masculine- feminine continuum.

The last study, done by Peggy Hawley at San Diego

State in 1969-70 considered the relationship between career
choice and a woman's perception of the way men, significant
to her, viewed the feminine ideal.

This work had

a

sample

of 136 women at San Diego State divided into three groups:

Math/science majors, counselors in training, and teachers
in training.

Hawley found that the teachers in training

were the most home centered rather than being job centered.
Like the Stanford women five years earlier, they also viewed

teaching as something to do until they had children and then

perhaps would return to teaching after child rearing tasks

were finished.

Hawley also examined the ideal role model

of feminity which each group had about themselves.

The

teachers-in- training viewed feminine and masculine sex roles
as very far apart and had a narrow view of the roles which

were appropriate for women to play.

These roles centered

around the woman as homemaker and the woman as an intuitive
being.

In contrast the group of women who were math or

science majors had a very broad concept of femininity which
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allowed them to consider

a

wide range of educational and

career choices without worry of compromising their
female
identity.
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Thus, Hawley's work re-enforced the generaliza-

tion that women who choose teaching see themselves in
the

traditional female roles of mothering, nurturing, empathizing, or homemaking.

In conclusion, the work by Levine and Ziegler suggest

that the personality characteristics which male teachers ex-

hibit tend to be more rigid and authoritarian than female
teachers.

The studies by Katz and Hawley show that women

who choose teaching have a traditional concept of the female
role.

These four studies suggest that many of the women who

choose to teach are near the feminine end of the continuum,

while the men are perhaps halfway between the masculine end
and the midpoint of the continuum.

Levine's finding that

male teacher-trainees were aggressive and assertive would
put them more toward the masculine end of the continuum
than at the midpoint between masculine and feminine.

How-

ever, the male teacher trainees are probably not at the

most masculine end of the continuum as evidenced by their
choice of teaching as an occupation, by Zeigler's description of their concern about authority, and by Katz's

description of them as being gentle and helpful.

Neither

the male nor female groups in the samples described in this

study viewed themselves as androgenous or as having

view of their own sex role.

a

Thus it is reasonable to

broad
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speculate that the way in which men and women
view their own
gender role and the way in which they view
the profession of
teaching can effect their performance as teachers.
Ziegler
suggests as an effect that society's view of
teaching
as a

feminine occupation makes men into rebels in a woman's
world
His conclusion seems somewhat hysterical when one
considers
the fact that the power and decision-making process of

schools is controlled by the administrators and school
boards which are between 90% and 99% male.

Nevertheless the

fact that teaching was the first acceptable occupation for

proper woman outside of the home and continues to be the

occupation that fathers most push their college bound daughters to prepare for means that the role of teacher, particu-

larly at the elementary level, has a strong feminine connotation.

The effect of this connotation needs to be consi-

dered in planning teacher preparation programs.
Ill

What is the role of gender in teacher effectiveness ?
Since schools are thought by many to be feminine

places, many of the early studies on the role of gender in

teacher effectiveness concentrated their focus on the effect which schools have on boys.

The most explicit state-

ment of this thesis is Patricia Cayo Sexton's book, The

Femininized Male

.

This section will look at her thesis

that the female environment of the schools has feminized

those boys

who

are successful in schools and then at
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other research which examines the effect of
teacher gender
on student behavior and achievement.
Sexton began her investigations in the mid-sixties

with the goal of discovering what happened to boys
in
schools.

(1)
(2)

(3)

Her initial research questions were in these areas:

how well boys perform in school compared to girls;
the relationship between masculinity and school
performance;
the characteristics of honor students and of
school failures. 75

In her study of 1,000 ninth grade boys and girls in a small

industrial city, using the California Psychological Inventory to measure masculinity, she found that "the more masculine the boy, the lower his academic average tended to be....

The less masculine boys had better marks in most school

subjects."
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The difference between the most and least mac-

culine boys was especially striking in English, where one
out of three of the least masculine boys received an A and

none of the most masculine did.

More than half of the most

masculine group received D or F in most of their academic
subjects.

Sexton attributes these differences in large part

to what she calls the L'Acad6mie Feminine which she describes
in the following way:

Though run at the top by men, schools are essentially feminine institutions, from nursery through
In the school, women set the
graduate school.
standards for adult behavior, and many favor students, male and female, who most conform to their
own behavior norms-polite, clean, obedient, neat
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and nice one?
Many schools and academies are
dehumanizing and unmanly places.
Boys who succeed
them often do so by grossly violating
many codes of honor and the norms of boy
culture.

m

Sexton's evidence of the effects which female and

feminized male teachers have on students, comes from
testing
and interviews with students as well as interviews with

school counsellors and coaches.

Although she herself admits

to some difficulty in defining masculinity and femininity, her

test results show that those boys who were identified by the

school system as high achievers often scored lower on measures of aggression, assertativeness

,

fearlessness, willing-

ness to take risks, or toughness in sports.

Both Sexton's

own research and her review of the literature of the impact
of schools on male and female students substantiate her

initial hunch that boys who did well in school were less

masculine in behavior and self concept than those who did
poorly in school.

However, her research did not investigate

the causes of her finding, but rather assumed that it was
the fault of the numerical preponderance of women, of the

type of men who choose teaching, and of the feminine nature
of the school culture.
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'

The next studies to be analyzed

are based on actual observation of teacher behavior in the

classroom to see if female or male teachers have a differential effect on their students.

Since 1960 there have been many studies aimed at

discovering whether female teachers discriminate against
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boyo.

3X

Jere Brophy and Thomas

L.

Good report that in their

observations they have found that both' male
and female teachers usually react in the same manner toward
male and female
students.
Teachers of both sexes tend to criticize boys
more
and in harsher tones, but they also praise boys
more than
girls.

This finding has been replicated in three other

studies at the elementary level which Brophy and Good cite
and in one study of student teachers at the secondary level. 80

They also describe an observational study which they did

with eight male and eight female teachers at the junior high
level,

in which they had 62 measures of interaction.

There

was no difference in the behavior of the male and female

teachers in 61 of the 62 measures.

The only measure of in-

teraction between teacher sex and student sex which had

a

statistical difference was that the female teachers "were

more likely to seek out boys than girls for work-related
contacts

(presumably to check their work and give help if

necessary)."
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Brophy and Good conclude that,

Other than this one significant difference, which
suggests, if anything, female teachers deal with
male students better than male teachers do, the
findings from this study overwhelmingly demonstrate
that male teachers have precisely the same patterns
of interactions with male and female students that
have been observed in studies involving only or
primarily female teachers. 88

Judith Bardwick in Psychology of Wome n states that
the frequency of teacher criticisms of behavior and their
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harsh tones may actually help boys develop independence
and
autonomy as they learn that they can get attention from
their teachers and respect from their peers by their dis-

rupting behavior.

This same negative criticism directed at

boys may re-enforce girls' efforts to inhibit their active
or independent behavior.

gender appears to be

a

Thus in recent research student

significant variable, but there does

not appear to be significant differences in student treat-

ment by male and female teachers.

Many authors, however,

agree that teachers, both female and male, tend to re-

enforce behaviors considered feminine in our society (being
quiet, clean, passive, conforming)

,

rather than those that

are masculine (being active, independent, exploring)

Brophy and Goode also have found both in their own

research and in an extensive review of the literature that
there appears to be no significant gains in achievement in

students taught by a male teacher as opposed to a female
teacher.

Where there were differences in achievement favor-

ing male teachers, there were other studies which favored

female teachers in the same subject area.
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Thus there

have not been conclusive studies which demonstrate that

either sex is superior in promoting student achieve-

ment or in promoting those behaviors which adult society
considers necessary for success (autonomous, active, independent, initiating behaviors)

.

Indeed, student gender

appears to trigger the same differentiating response from
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both male and female teachers.

Pauline Sears and David

Feldman conclude in an extensive review of the
literature
on teacher impact on sex-role learning done in 1966
that

the differential treatment of boys and girls has strong

inv

pact in their internalization of the traditional sex-roles
of our culture:
If these results are typical for elementary classrooms generally what should we expect the social
learnings of boys and girls to be as they go
through many hours of interaction with teachers
during their elementary school years? One consequence might be a cumulative increase in independent, autonomous behavior by boys as they are
disapproved, praised, listened to, and taught more
actively by the teacher. Another might be a lowering of self-esteem generally for girls as they
receive less attention and are criticized more
for their lack of knowledge and skill. 8
,

Until teachers become more aware of their behavior

when»working with male and female students and are able to
make conscious and examine their own stereotypes of appropriate sex-role behavior, the unconscious socialization of
boys and girls into traditional sex roles will continue.

Teacher training programs are one place where teachers can
become aware of the impact which their own gender and their
own vision of appropriate sex role behavior has on their

teaching behavior, on their socialization into the occupation, and on their commitment to teaching.
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Summary of the Review of the Literature
The first section of this chapter describes different
types of alternative schools in order to demonstrate
the

complexity of alternative school environments and the varied

competencies needed by teachers in them.

Cognitive, social,

and instrumental flexibility, as defined in this disserta-

tion are among the competencies necessary for effective

teaching in all the types of alternative schools (which does
not imply that they are not also needed in traditional
schools)

Alternative schools also by their very environ-

.

ment encourage the development of social and instrumental
flexibility through their emphasis on choice, on finding

alternative ways to relate to adolescents and staff and to

approach subject matter.

Thus it is a useful environment

in which to study the development of social and instrumental

flexibility because the very nature

of the school facili-

tates rather than discourages the development of these com-

petencies

.

The second section of this chapter demonstrates in

detail that flexibility is

a

difficult term to define. Each

researcher mentioned in this chapter has
defining flexibility.

a

different way of

There is, however, substantial agree-

ment about the strong relationship between flexibility and
teacher effectiveness.

Efforts both to create strategies

for developing flexibility and to create methods for measuring flexibility are in their early stage of development.
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This dissertation will work toward refining
the concept of
flexibility in operational terms and toward developing
a

methodology for its measurement.
flexibility as

a

This study does not view

personality characteristic which a person

coming to teacher training either has or does not have, but

rather as a process which can be developed or learned.

Thus

the focus of the dissertation is on social and instrumental

flexibility rather than on cognitive flexibility, which is

much more likely to be present in

a

person's cognitive struc-

ture when s/he enters teacher preparation.

Finally this dissertation considers whether flexibility is differentially acquired by male and female interns.
Thus in the third section of the chapter we examined how and

why schools are viewed as feminine, differential characteristics which male and female teachers have been found to
possess, and whether effectiveness of teachers varies ac-

cording to gender.
To consider these last issues is to raise basic ques-

tions about definitions.

When writers describe the school

culture as feminine, it is striking to note that they use

many of the negative descriptors which are attached to traditional American female roles.

Thus schools are said to en-

courage decorum, passivity, obedience, cleanliness and conformity, all traits which can be found in psychological and

sociological literature as describing women critically.

There has been little attempt in existing literature to

02

consider how positive attributes of femininity
(empathy,
sensitivity to the needs of others and the
environment, nurturance, helping behavior, or verbal skills) might
contribute
to teacher effectiveness.
Indeed, many of these positive

traits are necessary if one is going to develop a
flexible

teaching style.

Whether these traits have their origin in

biology or socialization is
pheral interest here.

a

technical question of only peri-

The fact remains that sensitivity to

the needs of students and demands of the environment, empathy,

nurturing and helping behaviors facilitate the development of
social and instrumental flexibility.
This study asks whether there is any difference in
the acquisition of social or instrumental flexibility by a
small group of male and female interns.

Whether the greater

progress made by the women in the development of flexibility
is attributable to positive aspects of femininity, mentioned

above, is a question for further research.

Any conclusions

about the differential development of flexibility in male
and female interns generally have to be tentative in nature

due to the small size of the particular sample.

The next

chapter discusses the research design for developing flexi-

bility and for measuring its development in male and female
interns
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III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
This study is exploratory in nature.

It asks whether

a teacher preparation program can promote flexibility
in its

students and whether flexibility is differentially acquired
by men and women.

The purpose of this study is to raise

questions and to formulate hypotheses for future studies
concerning the development of flexibility, its measurement
in teacher performance, as well as the role of gender in

teacher preparation.
This chapter contains first a description of ALE-S,
a teacher preparation program which was designed to promote

the development of flexibility.

The second section describes

the measurement of certain variables which the interns bring

with them into the program and which may influence the development of flexibility.

Among the many characteristics

which interns bring with them to student teaching, this study
considers three:

their educational philosophy, their cogni-

tive flexibility, and their attitude toward masculinity and
femininity.

The final section of the chapter explains the

formal and informal techniques of evaluation used to measure
the development of social and instrumental flexibility.
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g f °9 ram P GSign o f .Alternativ e Learning Environment s.
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,

Secondar y

Alternative Learning Environments-Secondary was a
one
semester teacher preparation program designed for
undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst who
had
a

serious interest in alternative styles of teaching and learning.

It was designed as a one semester program for both

pragmatic and theoretical reasons.

One pragmatic reason

for a one semester program was that its directors lived in

the Boston area, the area in which the program was held in

1973-74.

Thus it was difficult for the directors also to

be in Amherst to teach courses for the students in the

semester before and after the internship semester.

(Ideally

there should have been a seminar during the semester after
the internship both to help students to integrate more

thoroughly their internship experience and to develop curricula which might be useful in the student's first teaching job.)

However, on the basis of our experience both

semesters, there was little need for specific work before

entering ALE-S other than fulfilling the standard require-

ments necessary for secondary teacher certification
foundations course and adolescent psychology)

.

(a

ALE-S pro-

vided for a methods course, General Methods for Teaching in

Alternative Schools, through the Learning Seminar, which
fulfilled the certification area of methods and curriculum.
We saw no difference in performance between those students
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who had had no methods course before entering
ALE-S and
those who had had prior work in this area.
The second
pragmatic reason for a one semester program was that

it

filled a need of the Teacher Preparation Program
Council
to have a one-semester program for those students who
either

made late career decisions or who had failed to find

a

teach-

&t ion program at the secondary level which they

could fit into their academic program.
The major theoretical basis for focusing on a one

semester program is that the semester of student teaching
has traditionally been seen as the crucial semester by both

student teachers and teacher trainers

1
.

Yet the student

teaching experience rarely varies from the pattern of teaching plus a weekly seminar which often is a "rap and gripe"

session and occasionally focuses on methods and curriculum
development.

ALE-S was created to explore the idea that

more could be done during the student teaching semester in
order to help the students concentrate on certain issues

which many student teachers, in our experience, had tended
to avoid.

First as student teachers struggle to learn how

to teach, they often forget what it feels like to learn

something which is completely unfamiliar to them.

developed our requirement of learning

a

Thus we

new non-verbal skill.

Second, as student teachers work to establish appropriate

relationships with their students, they often have trouble
separating themselves from the adolescents whom they are
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teaching.

Thus we designed a component
in which the interns
would work with adolescents in a
non-school setting in order
to give them both further work
with this age group and a
basis for comparing their teacher/student
relationships
with their relationships with
adolescents in a non-school
setting.
Third, student teachers, especially
those who are
having problems, will often avoid
reflecting upon or integrating their experience, so we made it
a requirement that
each intern write a journal or an acceptable
substitute.

Fourth, student teachers often feel powerless
in their

teaching situation:

they often have little control over

their assignment to a school, to a teacher, or to a
given

curriculum.

Thus we created a program with choice built

into each requirement, including even the choice of school

assignment and of the courses which the interns would teach

within

a

framework of program requirements and support from

the directors.

Finally student teachers often think that

they are leaving the oasis of the university for the desert
of the schools.

To help the interns feel that they had a

lot of teaching materials and to show them that they could

from their own resources design curricula, we had each intern write and duplicate a teaching unit which could be

shared with the whole group.
The following is a summary list of the requirements
for ALE-S:
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intern must have an interview
and complete
gUe
naireS bef ° re a =«ptance in
pro y ram;

cre ate and teach one or more
courses in an alternative school;

work under supervision regularly
with adolescents
tS
a non-school situation;

m

attempt to learn a new non-verbal skill;

participate in the activities of the weekly
Learning Seminar;
keep a journal or an acceptable substitute;

create a teaching unit and share it with the
other interns;

participate in the final evaluation of the program.
The interview and entry process was complex and

lengthy in order to give both the directors and the prospecintern a chance to see whether ALE— S was an appropriate

program for the student.

The student filled out an admis-

sions statement with a transcript which s/he brought to the

first interview.

The interview focused on the experience

and interests of the student and on an explanation of ALE-S.

(Application form to ALE-S is in Appendix A)

Then the stu-

dent characteristically read about alternative schools,

visited several alternative schools in the Boston area and
had a final interview with the directors.

In this inter-

view the student and directors usually made a joint decision
about whether ALE-S was an appropriate program for the student.

Final acceptance into the program was dependent upon

the student's being accepted as an intern at an alternative
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school.

This process, which usually
took several weeks to
a month, gave the intern
time to begin to understand
the
alternative schools movement and
the requirements of ALE-S,
as well as to assess his/her
motives for entering such a
demanding program. It gave the directors
time to get to
know the prospective intern, to ascertain
the intern's
ability to fulfill the requirements of
ALE-S and to either
encourage or discourage a student's decision
to enter the
program.
Since ALE-S was a program which emphasized
choice
and alternatives, we considered a student's
first choice of
,

whether to enter ALE-S or not to be an important
one.
If
an intern had an acceptable transcript, an
appropriate

place-

ment in an alternative school, and

a

rationale for entering

the program even in the face of discouraging advice
from the

directors, we accepted that student.

(There were four such

students out of a total of twenty-four.)

In the entry pro-

cess we were very clear about the nature of the requirements
to which a student was assenting if s/he

the program.

decided to enter

Thus we were trying to avoid an intern's ex-

pending energy in fighting or resenting the program's re-

quirements rather than concentrating on fulfilling the re-

quirements which we thought were necessary in the development
of a flexible teaching style in an alternative school.

For the second requirement each intern had to create
a

course complete with course objectives,

often

a

a

rationale, and

course syllabus which could be handed to pupils.
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This usually had to be completed
before an alternative school
would agree to accept an intern.
The format, the amount of
help which the intern received
either from the directors or
the school, and the amount of
detail that the course had to
have before the beginning of the
semester varied according
to the individual intern and the
school.
The fulfillment
of this requirement was central
to the program and took the
semester to finish.
(A description of each
intern's work
is
Chapter 4 and an analysis of each intern's
efforts to
develop a flexible teaching style is in Chapter
5.)

m

The third requirement, that each intern work
regularly

under supervision with adolescents in a non-school
setting,
had several purposes.
Its initial purposes were both to
help the interns see adolescents as an age group distinct
and different from their own, at a particular stage of de-

velopment which they had now passed, and to help the interns work out problems of authority between adolescents and

themselves

-

people just

a

few years older.

In order to de-

velop flexible modes of interacting with high school students, which are termed "social flexibility" in this study,
the interns had to be able to separate themselves from an

identification with the student role, a role which the majority of them had played without interruption since they

were five years old.

The directors of ALE-S, in their com-

bined supervisory experience of eighteen years, have found
that the tendency of student teachers to identify with their
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students is a frequent problem for
student teachers.
This
problem often inhibited their ability
to switch easily from
one style to another when the classroom
situation warranted
such a change.
In adding this requirement to
the student
teaching semester, we also hoped that this
work would give
the interns an opportunity to compare their
interaction with
adolescents both in school and in non-school
settings and
that this comparison would enable them to try
out new styles
of interaction in each setting.
Thus we predicted that the more an intern learned in
an experiential way about adolescents and their responses to

different kinds of behavior and situations, the easier it

would be for the intern to act flexibly toward students
rather than to react emotionally to student behavior.
example, when a student asks:

For

Why do we have to read this

book?, an intern who is equipped to recognize that this

question can mean several different things will not react

defensively to such a question.

Among the messages that

this particular student question could carry are the fol-

lowing

:

Tell me your reasons for assigning that book.

Why didn't you consult us in choosing the book?
I

need a push to get me started reading the book.

I

hate to read (can't read) so I'm going to try
to get out of the assignment.
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An intern can respond flexibly
to this question by trying
to find out the student's motive
for asking the question
and then to respond to the motive
with a tailored and appropriate answer.
By placing this third requirement

(work in non-school

setting) during the student teaching
semester, the one which
many interns see as the capstone of
their undergraduate ex-

perience, the intern can also learn experientially
that
teaching is not the only occupation in which one
can work
with and help young people. This work builds into
the pro-

gram an experience which will allow the interns to
make

a

better choice of the ways and settings in which they may

want to work with adolescents in the future.
The fourth requirement, that the interns learn a

new non-verbal skill, was set to give them an experience
in learning a new skill with the attendant fears, frustra-

tions, as well as excitement and joy as progress is made.

This requirement rests on the assumption that in order to

become a flexible teacher one must be able to put oneself
in the shoes of the learner, remembering the fear of fail-

ure,

the frustration of not learning quickly, the need to

please the teacher, and the excitement of mastering a new
skill.

A goal of this experience is to help an intern

analyze and understand his/her own style of learning.

A

further assumption was that, through a conscious understanding of one's own learning process and of that of one's peers,
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the intern would become aware
in an experiential way
that
students may have many different
learning styles. Consequently, as teachers, the interns
should realise that they
need to discover the different
learning styles of each pupil
and to adjust curricula and
methods accordingly.

This fourth requirement also
modelled the idea of
choice, a concept crucial to the
development of instrumental
flexibility.
Interns could choose any non-verbal
skill,

could choose how they would learn it,
how much they would
practice the skill, and how they would
demonstrate their

learning in the evaluation session of ALE-S
at the end of
the semester.
At the first session of the Learning Seminar
each semester, it was agreed that, at the final
evaluation
session, the group as a whole would evaluate each
person's

attempt to fulfil this program requirement end that
all interns would find ways to demonstrate their skills at
the

final session.

This requirement models a form of inde-

pendent study common to alternative schools, where the student (usually with the help of a teacher) chooses a topic
to study, the mode in which to study it, and the method of

evaluation.

As the intern experiences the frustrations

of trying to learn something new, the temptation to avoid

doing or practicing it, and hopefully either the pleasure
in succeeding or some insight into why there was little

success, the intern should be able to understand and deal

effectively with students who are attempting to do inde-
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pendent scudy.

As in the previous
requirement, the directors assume that the experience
in learning a new
non-verbal
skill can be transferred in
such a way as to give the interns insight into some of the
learning problems

which

their students experience.

For meeting this requirement a
non-verbal skill was
specified because most teachers are
highly verbal people.
It is easy for them to talk their
way either out of actual
ly learning a new verbal skill or
out of confronting the
problems which learning something new may
have for most
people.
Also, the directors wanted the interns
to work with
a skill which they could develop to some
measurable level
of proficiency within a semester's time in order
to experi-

ence both the conflicting emotions associated with
trying

something entirely new and those associated with realizing
that it is possible to become proficient in

a

given skill.

The fifth requirement, participating in the Learning

Seminar led by the directors, provided the interns with
a forum in which to discuss common problems,

a place in

which to learn about new methods and ideas, and an opportunity to learn about group process.

The seminar carried

300 modules of credit and was entitled:

"Learning Seminar-

Methods of Teaching in Alternative Schools."

This require-

ment rested upon the assumption that sharing problems, ideas,
and methods with other interns would increase the likelihood
of an intern trying new ideas and methods within his/her own
,
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teaching.

A further assumption was that
an intern's learning that s/he was not alone in facing
problems of the beginning teacher would lessen that anxiety
which inhibits the
development of a flexible teaching style.
Finally the directors deliberately assumed different
styles of leadership
according to the purpose of a given seminar
meeting in an

attempt to model a variety of teaching styles for
the interns
.

The sixth requirement

,

that each intern must keep a

journal or an acceptable substitute, was made to provide
an

on-going Rijans by which interns could reflect upon and
evaluate their experience.

The Learning Seminar as a group

decided that "the acceptable substitute" would be an essay

reflecting upon the intern's experience, handed in at the

middle and at the end of the semester.

To develop both so-

cial and instrumental flexibility, a person must continuously analyze and evaluate his/her behavior in order to learn

how to control and modulate it.

The journal provides an

opportunity for self analysis and for noticing how much

growth and progress is attained during the semester.

The

journal is also one of the vehicles for evaluating an

intern's progress, for it is a record of that intern's per-

ception of his/her progress.
The seventh requirement, writing a unit and duplicating it for the whole group, was instituted both to answer a

felt need in curriculum development and to provide an
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tunity for each intern to
exchange curriculum work
with
the other interns.
Through this exchange we
hoped that the
interns would become aware of
new techniques, materials,
and ways of approaching subject
matter.
Thus, we hoped that
the interns would be encouraged
to try new materials and
new
techniques, the necessary ingredients
of instrumental flexibility
PP

The final requirement, that of
participating in the
evaluation of ALE-S, was created
because the directors are
convinced that evaluation must be an
integral part of the
educative process. The rationale and format
of the evaluation go beyond the focus of this
study-development of flexibility in the interns. The evaluation process
provided

much of the qualitative data taken at the end
of the semester to measure the development of social and
instrumental
flexibility.

It also provided an opportunity for the in-

terns verbally to integrate many of their experiences and
to

examine their development during the semester.
ALE-S was

a

complete teacher preparation program

which tried to do in one semester what many programs take
two or three semesters to accomplish.

Yet its complex struc-

ture modelled a flexible approach to teaching, through the

ways in which choice was built into the requirements.

Chapter

4

In

the effect of these components on the development

of social and instrumental flexibility is described.
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Measures of Intervening Variable
There are many variables which
can influence the effect of a teacher preparation
program on a given intern.
This study is particularly
interested in three which each
intern brought into the program:
cognitive flexibility

(or

lack thereof), educational
philosophy, and attitude toward
masculinity and femininity. Three
published tests, which
have established scores of reliability
and validity, were
used to measure these variables.
In Chapter 5 the results
of these tests are compared with
the results of interaction
analysis to see the possible effects
which these variables
had on the outcome of the study.

The first measure, the Paragraph Completion
Test was

used to assess the cognitive flexibility of
the interns entering the program. Although there was no attempt
made to

change the cognitive flexibility of an intern, we did want
some indication of the level of cognitive flexibility or

rigidity of each intern in order to plan more wisely strategies which might help a given intern increase social or in-

strumental flexibility.

The second test was Kerlinger's

Educational Scale VII, which was given at the beginning of
the semester for diagnostic purposes to help the directors

discern attitudes toward traditional and progressive educational philosophies.

The last formal measure given to the

interns was the Omnibus Personality Inventory

.

It was used

to get a score on the self-perceived masculinity and feminin-
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lty ° f the interns

-

^

also yielded scores on
"complexity"

and "autonomy" whioh are
defined in a manner close
tive flexibility as used in this
study.

^

Pa ra g ra ph Completion Test to
Measure Cognitive Flexibility
This rest has been widely used by
Bruce Joyce and
David Hunt and their colleagues at
Columbia University,

Syracuse University, and Ontario Institute
for Studies in
Education at the University of Toronto to
obtain a measure
of "conceptual level"

(CL).

Their description of a person

with hign JL fits this study's definition of cognitive
flexibility:

"Persons at a higher CL are expected to be more

flexible, more capable of using alternative solutions,
more

stress tolerant, and considerable construct validity sup-

ports this expectation (Schroder, Driver, and Streifert,
1967)

.

2

Bruce Joyce has used this measure widely in research
to assess teacher trainees' ability to develop and use a

variety of teaching models.

David Hunt has developed the

theoretical basis of the conceptual level matching model,

which aligns the conceptual level of

a

person with the op-

timum learning environment for that person.

This model had

its origins in Conceptual Systems approach, developed by

Harvey, Hunt and Schroder, 1961, which "viewed personality

development as an interactive function of the person's level
of personality development

(or stage)

and the environmental
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conditions he encountered." 4

The conceptual level matching

model is based on the hypothesis
that optimal learning takes
place when the amount of structure
in the learning environ
ment matches the CL of both the
student and
teacher.

Hunt

writes that
Thus, the heart of the CL matching
is a
generally inverse relation between model
CL and degree
C
r S
L ° W CL learners profiting more
frof?lgh !truct
^ r e and high CL learners profiting
more 5from flow structure, or in some
cases,
less affected by variation in structure 5 being

^

?

In Hunt's recent work he has conceptualized
CL as a

continuum with several stages or points of
development along
the continuum from a low level of CL to a high
level of CL.

At the low end of the continuum people are
characterized as
having poor cognitive organization, egocentricity and immaturity.

At the next point on the continuum a person's think-

ing is found to be rigid, based on the use of fixed rules

and categories with a reliance on external standards.

At

the third point on the continuum there is greater use of

internal standards, the ability to generate new concepts, and
the ability to use conditional thinking.

continuum

a

At the end of the

person with a high level of conceptual complex-

ity is characterized by high cognitive abilities to differ-

entiate, discriminate and integrate stimuli from the environment.

^

Unlike Lawrence Kohlberg's or Piaget's work on moral

and cognitive stages of development, this theory of conceptual development has not been validated by longitudinal studies.
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Thus it can not be considered
as a developmental
theory
which every person passes through
in an invarient order. 7
However, it is useful to categorize
an individual's position
on the continuum for the
purpose of ascertaining that
person's cognitive flexibility and
for prescribing those environments which might best facilitate
that person's learning.

Conceptual Level is measured by the
Paragraph Completion Test, which asks a person to react
in writing to stimul
which are likely to require some cognitive
and conceptual
work.
The test has such stems as "What I think
about
rules...", "When I am criticized...", "What
I think about
parents...", "When I am not sure...", or "When I
am told

what to do..."

The responses are scored by trained raters

according to a comprehensive scoring manual which has
been
perfected and revised over the last ten years. With raters
who have been trained, Hunt has found the inter-rater relia-

bility to be .80 to .85.

The Paragraph Completion Test for

this study was scored by Joyce Noy, a teaching fellow and

graduate student at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, who was recommended by David Hunt.
The tests are scored by the metric system from
0

0

to

represents "very undifferentiated response, over
generalized exclusion of any negative input, lack
of affective control".

3

1
s

,

overof single

indications of self-delineation and
inter
standards " 10
.

This test is particularly useful in
assessing the CL
of interns entering alternative schools
because alternative
schools have removed most of the structures
which help to

create the highly structured environment of a
traditional
school.

Thus an initial assumption of this study was that

those interns with a low CL would have greater difficulty
in adjusting to the environment of alternative schools
and

consequently would also have greater difficulty in developing social and instrumental flexibility.

This assumption is

derived from both the work of Hunt and Rokeach.

Hunt in

several studies has established a strong link between low
CL and low achievement in unstructured environments.^

Ro-

keach has found that anxiety tends to create a rigid response
rather than a flexible one to a challenging environment.
Thus, an intern with a low CL in an alternative school en-

vironment, which is completely different and less structured
than his/her previous educational experience, will probably

experience strong anxiety.

This anxiety may make it diffi-

cult for that intern to fulfil the requirements of ALE-S
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and to develop social and
instrumental flexibility.
Hunt and Joyce have used the CL
score to predict which
interns would have flexible teaching
style (there being a
significant correlation between a high
CL and the ability
to radiate several teaching styles).
However, their work
which was done with female interns, described
in Chapter 2,
did not investigate the development of
flexibility, nor did
it consider the effect of gender on
their findings.
This
study will compare each intern's CL with that
intern's

teaching performance at the beginning and end of the
semester, as measured by ratios derived from interaction analysis.

This comparison should help to answer the following

questions
1.
Does a high CL predict a high initial score
of either social or instrumental flexibility as
measured by the use of interaction analysis data?

Is the rate of growth of social or instrumental
flexibility, as measured by interaction analysis
data, greater for those with high CL than for those
with low CL?
2.

3.

Is there any relationship between gender and CL?

These questions are addressed in Chapter

5

in the analysis

of the Paragraph Completion Test in comparison with the re-

sults of the analysis of the data obtained from the use of

VICS to analyze intern teaching at the beginning and end of
the semester.

SS£ ^ iBa££l 5 - £gaa£ ^ S
Ker linger

'

s

^
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P <,le VI1 tQ Jleas ure Educational

Education Scale VII is

thirty item scale
which measures teacher attitudes
toward progressive and traditional ideas on teaching,
curriculum, discipline and students.
Kerlinger argues that a person's
attitudes toward
the items listed above are based
on educational referents
that are criterial to him/her.
He has found
a

that the cri-

tenal referents for

a

person with progressive educational

views are the needs of the child, social
learning, and providing for individual differences, whereas
the criterial
referents for a traditionalist are discipline,
subject matter, and moral standards 13
.

T.iis

test with both of its subtests measuring pro-

gressive and traditional attitudes have been successfully
submitted to appropriate tests of reliability and validity 14

Although this test is not perfect for this study because it
does not measure any aspect of flexibility directly, it was

used as an initial way of discovering each intern's attitude

toward certain educational referents with the assumption
that the intern's attitude toward these referents would affect his/her development of social and instrumental flexibility.

The scores on the subtests of progressivism and tra-

ditionalism as well as the scores on some of the individual
items were used to predict intern reactions to alternative
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schools.

They were also helpful in
creating supervisory
strategies for helping interns both
to adjust better to the
alternative schools environment and
to develop flexible
teaching strategies. Thus it was
predicted that those interns who scored the highest on the
traditional test would
have the greatest difficulty in coping
with the alternative
school environment.
If attention to student needs was
not
an important criterion in shaping an
intern's educational
values, then it was predicted that the intern
would have
greater difficulty in developing social flexibility
than

one who had scored strongly on this criterion.

A large num-

ber of items on the traditional subscale measure
attitudes

toward authority, control, and the marshalling of knowledge.
A.n

intern who scores highly on these items may have diffi-

culty in establishing empathetic relationships with students
or in putting him/herself in the shoes of a student, both
of which are necessary ingredients in the development of

social flexibility.
tive score on the

6

In contrast, an intern with a high nega-

traditional items relating to authority

may have trouble figuring out the appropriate role of the
teacher and the appropriate level of social flexibility to

assume in the classroom.

Social flexibility does not assume

flaccidity or giving in to every student whim.

Thus, the

Kerlinger Educational Scale was given at the beginning of
the semester to help in an initial assessment of intern at-

titudes toward progressive and traditional educational

Ill

referents

Omnibus Personality Inven tory to Measure
Gender Conceptu al ization, Autonomy, and Complexity"

—

A number of standardized psychological
tests were
examined before the research began in order
to find

appro-

priate measures for cognitive flexibility
and for gender conceptualization.'
This search eventually narrowed down to
two tests, the California Psychological Inventory,
and the

Omnibus Personality Inventory.

Both give scores on mascu-

linity and femininity as well as on several intellectual
ions which have been defined as part of cognitive

flexibility.

Both tests have received mixed reviews as to

their reliability and validity, but according to the de-

velopers of each test, each has achieved acceptable scores
on tests of reliability and validity. 16

The OPI was chosen

because it was shorter (OPI has 385 items; CPI has 480)

be-

cause it received better reviews in Th e Sixth Mental Measure-

ment Yearb ook, and because it measured more closely constructs which were central to this study.
It was with considerable scepticism that the decision

was made to use any standardized psychological test purporting to measure aspects of personality.

Because the test is

long and personal in nature, its effect could be to scare

interns who could justly ask if we had any right "to psychoanalyze" them.

Most tests of this nature, including the OPI,
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were written and validated in the
late fifties and early
sixties, a generation ago in the
lives' of these
interns.

Given the revolutionary cultural changes,
particularly in
the area of women's rights and attitudes
which have developed
since OPI was written, it is fair to
question the present
validity of their measures of masculinity and
femininity.
However, in studies throughout the sixties

(described in

Chapter 2), women who choose to go into teaching
scored
highly in the direction of traditional female roles.
Thus
the women in this sample who score highly on the subscore
of femininity have chosen a career which women with their

orientation have chosen for the last 150 years.

It will be

interesting to compare the scores of male and female interns
on the Masculinity-Femininity subscale with scores measuring

development of social and instrumental flexibility.

However,

because of my considerable scepticism about the test's

validity in today's culture and because of the interns'
strongly negative reaction to the test, there will be no
statistical analysis to try to establish a statistical cor-

relation between the O.P.I. and other objective measures of
social and instrumental flexibility.
The other subsets of the OPI which will be used in
the final analysis of the data are scores for autonomy and

complexity.

These two scales measure those behaviors found

in this study's definition of cognitive flexibility.

The

OPI scales of Complexity, Autonomy, and Masculinity-Femininity
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are described in greater detail
when the results of the test
are analyzed in Chapter 5.

Assessment of

t he

Development of Flexibility

This section describes the measures
used to assess
tne development of social and
instrumental flexibility.
Interaction analysis is used to evaluate
the intern's growth
in the classroom during the semester.
A variety of informal
measures have. also been created to measure
both the intern's
growth and his/her perception of changes which
took place
during the semester. Although the informal measures
have

not been subjected to formal tests of validity and reliability, as has the interaction analysis system, most of

these measures seek qualitative data about an intern's
feelings, reactions, or experiences, and thus are difficult
to subject to statistical tests of reliability or validity.

The quantifiable data obtained from interaction analysis

will be used to verify and compliment the qualitative data

obtained from the informal measures.
Interaction Analysis
Interaction analysis is exactly what the name
implies, an analysis of each discrete piece of inter-

action which goes on in

a

classroom between teacher and

students or between students.
ing classroom discourse.

It is one way of analyz-

There are over two hundred

different ways or category systems which have been devised
to analyze the verbal and/or non-verbal behavior in a given
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classroom.

The usual method is for the
observer to write
down a number signifying the
observed behavior or behaviors
at pre-determined time intervals.

Flexibility, both because of the
difficulty in defining the concept and the very nature
of those definitions,
is difficult to measure.
Joyce and Hunt, Flanders, Amidon
and Hunter, and Finske have used various
forms of interaction analysis to measure the construct
of flexibility by defining flexibility in such a way that it could
be evaluated
by their chosen system of interaction analysis.
No such

system has been specifically devised to measure
flexibility.
However, the use of an interaction analysis system to
measure change and development in classroom behavior has
the

distinct advantages of being objective, easily converted into

comparable percentages for statistical analysis, and

a

rela-

tively simple and reliable method to execute both in the

classroom and afterwards.

Its major disadvantage is that

the link between the interaction system and the construct
°f flexibility is an implied one and cannot be proven in

terms of an exact one-to-one correspondence.

Thus, we cannot

say that a teacher's profile on a given interaction analysis

matrix proves that the teacher is flexible.

However, we can

say that certain combinations of the results from interac-

tion analysis mean
a

that the teacher is likely to react in

flexible manner in similar teaching situations.
The interaction analysis system used in this research
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is the Verbal Interaction
Category System

(VICS)

by Edmund Amidon and Elizabeth
Hunter. 17

It was chosen for

several reasons:

1)

,

devised

the three supervisors were
familiar

with the system and two of the three
supervisors had established inter-rater reliability
between .84-. 89 before the
research began; 2) it is based on Flanders’
system of interaction for which there is much published
information
on the

norms for different patterns of interaction;
and

3)

its

categories highlight problems which interns
often have in
questioning, in using praise, and in facilitating
student
initiation. VICS analyzes classroom talk by dividing
it

into five categories:

teacher initiated talk, teacher re-

sponse, pupil response, pupil initiated talk, and
other.

Each category is subdivided and coded as follows:

Teacher-initiated
talk

1

.

2.
3.
4.

Teacher response

5.

6.

Pupil response

7.
8.

Presents information or
opinion
Gives directions
Asks narrow question
Asks broad question

Accepts a) ideas
c) feeling
Rejects a) ideas
c) feeling

b)

behavior

b)

behavior

Responds to teacher a) predictably
b) unpredictably
Responds to another pupil

Pupil- initiated
talk

10.

Initiates talk to teacher
Initiates talk to another
pupil

Other

11.

Silence

9.

(Z may be used
Zor 12 Confusion.
alone when confusion drowns out
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verbal behavior, or may be used
alongside another category to
indicate interfering disruption
while someone is talking .)!«
(see Figure 1 for a fuller description
of each of the cate-

gories listed above.)
In order to use VICS, the categories
must be memorized

In the classroom the observer writes
down the number which

describes the verbal activity every three seconds.

If the

activity changes in less than three seconds, the
observer
records the change and then resumes the pace of recording
at three second intervals.

Thus, there are on the average

100 notations for every five minutes,

400 in twenty minutes,

and 1,000 in the usual 50 minute period.

This method of

analysis is based on the assumption that the reciprocal contacts between teacher and student or between students can
be fruitfully studied as a chain of events, with each event

being influenced by the preceding one and in turn influencing the next event as measured on a time dimension.'

1'

9

Each

coded number, a tally, is written in a column in order to

preserve the order in which it occurred.

Before beginning

coding, the observer should briefly describe the class, the

teacher, the students, the nature of the lesson.

The ob-

server should also record verbatim the initial and ending

statements that are tallied, as well as the time at the be-

ginning and ending of the coding period.
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Fig.

1

THE VERBAL INTERACTION CATEGORY
SYSTEM (VICS)

TeacherInitiated Talk

Teacher
Response

1.

Gives Information or opinion: presents
content or own ideas, explains, orients,
asks rhetorical questions. May be short
statements or extended lecture.

2.

Gives Direction: tells pupil to take
some specific action; gives orders;
commands

3.

Asks Narrow Question: asks drill questions, questions requiring one or two
word replies or yes-or-no answers;
questions to which the specific nature
of the response can be predicted.

4.

Asks Broad Question: asks relatively
open-ended questions which call for unpredictable responses; questions which
are thought-provoking. Apt to elicit
a longer response than 3.

5.

Accepts: (5a) Ideas: reflects, clarifies,
encourages, or praises ideas of pupils.
Summarizes, or comments without rejection
(5b) Behavior: responds in ways
which commend or encourage
pupil behavior.
(5c) Feeling: responds in ways
which reflect or encourage
expression of pupil feeling
Rejects: (6a) Ideas: criticizes, ignores
or discourages pupil ideas.
(6b) Behavior: discourages or
criticizes pupil behavior.
Designed to stop undesirable behavior. May be
stated in question form,
but differentiated from
category 3 or 4 and from
Gives Direccategory 2.
tion, by tone of voice and
resultant effect on pupils.

6.

,
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Pupil
Response

Responds

(6c)

Feelings: ignores, discourages or rejects pupil
expression of feeling.

(7a)

Predictably relatively
short replies, usually,
which follow category 3.
May also follow category 2
i.e. "David, you may read

to

Teacher

:

next.

Unpredictably replies
which usually follow
category 4.
Responds to Another Pupil: replies
occurring in conversation between
pupils.
(7b)

PupilInitiated Talk

9.

:

Initiates Talk to Teacher: statements
which pupils direct to teacher without
solicitation from teacher.

10.

Initiates Talk to Another Pupil: statements which pupils direct to another
pupil which are not solicited.

11.

Silence: pauses or short periods of
silence during a time of classroom conversation.

Z

Confusion: considerable noise which disrupts planned activities.
This category may accompany other categories or
may totally preclude the use of other
categories
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The VICS category system was
chosen rather than the
Flanders Interaction Category System
(FIAC)
which is the
interaction analysis schema most often
found in educational
literature for the following reasons.
,

1
VICS focuses on initiation and
which are key concepts in developing socialresponse patterns
flexibility;
-

.

.

*

.

2.
VICS distinguishes between broad
questions which helps interns to develop moreand narrow
varied ouesernS
13 an in ^ redi ^t of instrumental
fiexibili?y;
'

3.
VICS has three subcategories for teacher
acceptance and rejection of pupil response, which can
help interns become aware of their responses to students;
learning
varied patterns of responses to pupils is part of the
development of social flexibility.
(See figure
for a comparative chart of VICS and FIAC.)
2.

In deciding upon the appropriate interaction category

system to use, the author also considered using Bruce Joyce's
system, "Analyzing the Oral Communications of Teachers".

He used it to determine the amount of flexibility which in-

terns had, in his studies described in Chapter

However,

2.

this system is considerably more complex and cumbersome than
VICS.

Since the ALE-S supervisors were unfamiliar with this

system, it would have taken many hours of training to

achieve inter-rater reliability.

Finally this system appears

to have fewer categories which can be related to the construct

of flexibility.

Joyce based his use of this instrument on a

somewhat specious argument that if an intern has

a

high per-

centage of reflective teaching behaviors as measured by his
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coding system, then that intern
will be flexible, being
able to modulate a wide variety
of teaching patterns.
Joyce
defined the reflective teaching
pattern as "one which
utilizes the learner’s frame of
reference to encourage
questioning, hypothesizing." 20 He
measures this pattern by
using only one of four sections in
his interaction
system,

that of Information, which is
subdivided into five categories

I

1

Helps child evaluate information, raise
hypotheses make inferences, define or
advance problem.
Helps child find information.
,

1-2
1-3
1-4

1“5

Asks lecture question.
Makes lecture statement.
Gives conclusion. 2 ^

Joyce then states that "For present purposes, there^ ore

'

the reflective pattern was defined as the number of

1~1 and 1—2 behaviors divided by the total number of
be-

haviors coded in the Information category." 22

Thus Joyce

uses only one teaching pattern as a measure of flexibility

and to obtain this measure he uses only one quarter of his

interaction system.

By contrast, all of the categories in

VICS can be used in the analysis of the development of social and instrumental flexibility, and the different per-

centages showing the amount of use of each of the VICS

categories can indicate the use of different teaching patterns.

Thus on both pragmatic and theoretical grounds VICS
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was the system which was chosen to
analyze intern teaching.
vies was used to analyze one taped
class at the beginning and end of the semester. Two
classes were taped
ror each intern in order to insure
getting a typical example
of the intern's teaching.
The intern with her supervisor
then chose which of the two tapes was most
representative
of her teaching and of the class interaction
at that point
in the semester.
At several times during the semester the
supervisors used VICS for twenty minutes of the class
period
as a supervisory tool.

The data from these VICS were used

in supervisory conferences to provide the interns
with ob-

jective feedback on their teaching patterns.
how eve i

,

This data,

is not to be used in the final analysis of data

for this research because the classes were not all taped

and therefore these samples could not be submitted to tests
of rater reliability.

In Chapter

5

the methods used to

establish interrater reliability and to analyze the data
obtained from the use of VICS are discussed.
Informal Measures
The informal measures to evaluate the de-

velopment of social and instrumental flexibility consist
of two basic types:

dotal records.

written questionnaires and anec-

There were three questionnaires which

were completed by the interns, an initial questionnaire,
a final evaluation,

and a questionnaire recording their

self assessment of their development of flexibility.

The
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cooperating teachers and supervisors
also filled out the
questionnaire on flexibility.
(These questionnaires are
Appendix B.) The anecdotal records
consist of tapes of
the Learning Seminar and of supervisory
sessions, extensive
notes taken by the three supervisors
using participant

m

ob-

servation methodology, as well as
journals written by the
interns
These informal measures will be used to
complement,
explain, and corroborate the findings of the
formal measures.

For example, the results of the interaction
analysis

show that some interns made substantial improvement
in social and instrumental flexibility, while the informal

measures provide some of the data needed to explain why
that improvement occurred.

Many educational researchers,

such as Louis Smith, Philip Jackson, or Kevin Ryan have

argued that extensive notes of classes, of supervisory conferences, and of intern reactions to their experience are

necessary ingredients in building

a

theory of teaching 23
.

The techniques of participant observation, especially as

used by Louis Smith and William Geoffrey in The Complexi ties of an Ur ban Class room

,

are particularly useful in de-

veloping models for supervision of interns to facilitate
the development of flexibility and for developing models

which help to explain this growth.
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Questionnaires

At the beginning of the semester

each intern completed an initial
questionnaire during the
first meeting of the Learning Seminar.
This questionnaire
was called "Questionnaire for ALE-S"and
is found in Appendix
A.
Our purpose in administering this
questionnaire was to
learn about the intern's initial hopes and
fears about
teaching as well as the intern's initial commitment
to
,

teaching as

a

possible occupation which s/he might pursue

in the next several years.

naire is analyzed in Chapter

recurrent

The data from this question4

to see if there are any

;hemes which distinguish the men as a group from

the women, to see what kind of teacher dominates the interns'

images of successful teachers, and to examine the

level of anxiety evident in each answer.

This questionniare, then, gives initial evidence

about possible differences between the men and women as
group.

a

The analysis of an intern's ideal teaching image

provides an early indication of whether the intern's ideal
picture included any aspects of cognitive, social, or instrumental flexibility or whether the initial ideal image
focused on the teacher as a strict disciplinarian or dis-

penser of knowledge.

Finally, this information was used to

help the supervisors devise appropriate strategies for helping each intern achieve the goals of ALE-S as well as to

establish the starting point in which an evaluation of
intern growth and development could be made at the end

*
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of the semester.

During the last session of
the Learning Seminar, a
second questionnaire was completed.
"ALE-S Evaluation and
Report" (found in Appendix B) was
an open-ended questionnaire which asked the interns to
evaluate each aspect of
the program, as well as their own
performance during the
semester.
It furnishes an important record
of the intern's
feelings and perceptions of the semester's
experience. The
section on curriculum gives data on the
development
of in-

strumental flexibility.

The section, entitled "What about

the students?" gives useful data in measuring
the develop-

ment of social flexibility.

The sections on learning a

new non-verbal skill and on working with adolescents
in
a

non-school setting help to evaluate the effectiveness

of these two components.

The section on the Learning

Seminar gives the interns a chance to rank the importance
of the different types of activities which were carried

on in the Learning Seminar.

These two questionnaires, together, provided much
of the data needed to understand the differing growth

patterns of the interns and their reactions to ALE-S.
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Anecdotal Records:
Three Supervisors.

Participant Observation by th e

The three supervisors were the writer,

Aida Levi (co-director of ALE-S and assistant
professor at
Simmons College)
and Jane Swett (supervisor at Simmons

Col-

,

lege)

Levi and the writer had responsibility for
supervis-

.

ing six interns each.

Swett observed the interns' work in

the Learning Seminar, helped them to understand
group pro-

cess as evinced in the Learning Seminar, and observed each

intern once during the semester, at the intern's invitation,

with the purpose of helping the intern understand the group
process within the intern's own classroom.
In writing extensive notes on these observations, all

followed the methodology of participant observation as described by Louis Smith, Frank Lutz and Laurence Iannacone.
As recommended by these researchers, we made extensive notes
of the classes which we observed and wrote summaries of

supervisory conferences and of the Learning Seminar as quickly as possible after the event.

These researchers caution

that the edge is taken off one's ability to recall events

accurately if one talks to others about the events observed,
or waits more than a day before writing down the events ob-

served.

1

Our finding that our memories became faulty and

confused if many hours or dramatic events were interposed

between the actual observation and its recording confirmed

1i

the warning of these researchers.

/

In recording those events

which we had observed in common
such as the Learning Seminar,
we were able to confirm and expand
upon each other's written
record of the observation in the
weekly meeting which the
three supervisors held. As far as
possible, we also taped
many of the Learning Seminars,
supervisory conferences
and

classes to verify our written record
of observation.
Thus
the reliability of our written records
was checked through
the use of tapes and our weekly meetings.
These written records were of two kinds:

those written

during the actual observation and those
written after the
event.

In order to distinguish between these records,
it

is necessary to distinguish between the
kinds of roles

which we played as participant observers.

These roles tended

to shift among "the participant as an observer,"
"the ob-

server as a participant," and "the observer as a non-parti-

cipant

depending on the particular role which the supervisor

was playing at a given time.

Lutz and Iannocone distin-

guish nicely among these three roles:
"The participant as an observer is a person who,
by chance or intent, is entitled to a role in the
system he intends to study"

observer as participant, as defined by Kluckhohn "the conscious and systematic sharing insofar as
circumstances can permit, in the life activities,
and on occasion, in the interests and affairs of
a group of person;"
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observer as non-participant - a
role in which -rmo
Y ei fort not to impinge upon the
social
2
system" y
As supervisors and teachers of
the Learning Seminar
we were participants as observers that is we participated
in the supervisory and teaching
functions, but we also made
brief notations during the process and
summary observations
and interpretations afterwards.

Thus we both participated

in tne process and also focused an
observer's eye on the

process.

In the classes in which we observed, we
most often

played the role of observer as non-participant, sitting
as

unobtrusively as possible in the room, taking extensive
notes when that activity did not appear to be disruptive.
However, because of the nature of alternative schools, often

either at the request of the students or intern, we were

drawn into the classroom interaction.

At this point our

role changed to that of an observer as participant, who

shared in the interaction but from the point of view of an
outsider.

In this role, as in the role of participant as

observer, it is impossible to take extensive notes.

How-

ever, brief reminders of the drift of the discussion and
an occasional cogent comment can usually be jotted down.

Usually the intern and supervisor decided ahead of time
whether the supervisor would be

a

observer who participated

or who remained outside of the classroom interaction.

The records of these observations are commonly called
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"field notes," a term from the
field of anthropology, the
social science that has contributed
the most to the methodology of this form of data gathering.
The analysis of these
field notes had two purposes:
describing the growth
and de-

velopment of social and instrumental
flexibility in each
intern, and collecting data concerning
the differences

or

similarities in the process of developing
flexibility by
male and female interns. We followed
the methodology
of

Geoffrey and Smith in analyzing the data.
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After writing

up our field notes we would read each other's,
add our in-

terpretations to the other's field notes, make note
of any
disagreements, and finally discuss the interpretations
and

generalizations growing out of this analysis.
The data from the field notes helps to explain why

certain results on the formal measures occurred.

In like

manner, the results of the formal measures are used as one

check on the validity of the field notes.

(The results of

the analysis of the field notes are in Chapters

Anecdotal Records

Substitute

.

:

4

and 5.)

Intern Journal or an Acceptable

Each intern kept

a

journal or wrote an essay

twice during the semester, describing and analyzing his/her
experience.
journals.

Four interns wrote essays and eight kept
The eight journals

(in both style and content)

appeared to have been kept daily and not to have been written at the last minute.

These were collected and read in
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the middle and end of the semester
by Levi and myself.
These records provided both a further
check and data base
for the field notes and for the
formal measures.' They also
provided insight into the intern's
thoughts, perceptions,
feelings, and anxieties during their
semester internship.
In the middle of the semester their
use was both as

means of communication between intern and
supervisor with
the goal of creating better supervisory
strategies,
a

and

also as a mid-point check on the questions and
interpretations

which we were making from the field notes.

Thus despite the

time-consuming process of reading and responding to each
journal, it was very important to read them half-way through
the semester.

There are many ways of analyzing journals.

This

author is dependent on the methodology learned from Barbara
Kemp.

(Kemp spent five years working on the analysis of

student teaching journals before her untimely death in
1973.)

In order to get evidence of the development of in-

strumental flexibility, a number of intern comments are
enumerated:

about curriculum development, selection of

teaching methods, student reaction to subject matter and
methods.

For evidence of the development of social flex-

ibility, comments about student behavior, social interac-

tion in the class, and student adverse reactions to the

intern or his/her teaching, are all noted.

This data is

used to give depth to the description of the ALE-S semester
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in Chapter

4

Summary
In this chapter the several ways
in which the struc-

ture and components of ALE-S contribute
to the development
of social and instrumental flexibility
have been thoroughly
described.
Several tests were given to assess the interns'
cognitive flexibility, educational philosophy, and
attitudes toward masculinity and femininity because
these are

variables which can affect development of social and
instru-

mental flc :ibility

,

Interaction analysis and a variety of

informal measures were used to diagnose and evaluate the

progress of the interns in this development.
The results of and relationships among intern per-

formance

1)

on the published tests,

ending questionnaires, and

3)

2)

on the beginning and

on the measures obtained from

the use of VICS all demonstrate the amount of intern growth
in social and instrumental flexibility.

The data obtained

from the participant observation during the semester help
to explain the reasons for growth or lack of growth and

help to build models for future training programs.

These

measures, then, will demonstrate or disprove the two central

research questions of this study:
1.

Does ALE-S increase social and instrumental
flexibility in at least a majority of its
interns?

2.

Do men and women as groups differ in the

deyelo pment of social and
instrumental fi ex women being found more flexible
J both initial and final
in
samples of teaching
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CHAPTER
TREATMENT:

IV

DEVELOPMENT OF FLEXIBILITY

This chapter describes the
individual interns in
close detail, assesses their work
during the second semester of the academic year 1973-74,
and demonstrates the way
each component of ALE-S contributed
to the development of
social and instrumental flexibility.
Reserved for chapter
5 are certain other evaluations
and analyses.
Chapter 5
contains the analysis of data obtained from
interaction

analysis.

It then compares this data to the
results of

the Paragraph Completion Test and OPI, which
give information on interns' cognitive flexibility and
sense of mascu-

linity or femininity.

The purpose of this comparison is

to evaluate intern growth in instrumental and social
flexi-

bility and to determine whether there was differential
growth in the male and female interns.
This present chapter is divided into two parts:
an initial assessment of each intern; and a description of

the effect of each ALE-S component on social and instru-

mental flexibility.

The initial assessment of each intern

includes data from the admissions process, the first ques-

tionnaire given to the interns, and Kerlinger's Educational
Scale VII.

1

It also includes personal items such as
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physical appearance, biographical
background, and teaching environment.
Justification for using each of these
is either self-evident, or is
offered at the appropriate
places in the text. The extensive
descriptions of interns
are necessary because it is important
to the reader to
have a clear sense of whom the interns
were, of their
teaching environment, of each's idiosyncracies
which often
were barriers to the achievement of flexibility,
and of
the several and different distances each intern
had to

travel in pursuit of this goal.

Thus, it is obvious that

methodological and theoretical commitment inherent in
this dissertation and research design is that the objects
a

of educational research need to be more than ciphers or

statistical units.

Insight into ways of changing human

behavior needs to come from a direct approach to the whole
human environment in which the individuals are embedded.
In the second section of this chapter the effect of

each component of ALE-S on the development of social and

instrumental flexibility is discussed.

This effect is

shown through the use of excerpts from supervisor field
notes, intern journals, intern evaluations and excerpts

from the tapes of classes or of the Learning Seminar.

Thus

this chapter describes each intern's personal characteristics and teaching environment as well as the effect of

each of the components of ALE-S on intern growth in social
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and instrumental flexibility.

Bacj^mmjj__Bioc,r a phical Data

anrt

This section displays the results
of Kerlinger's
Educational Scale VII which was used
to get an early measure
of intern attitudes toward
traditional and progressive educational ideas and then gives a brief
biographical sketch
of each intern and his/her teaching
environment. The purpose of this section is to describe the
individuals who had
to interact with the ALE-S program and the
educational en^^-^onments of their schools' placements.

Results of Kerlinger's Educational Scale VII
This discussion gives the results of Kerlinger's Edu-

cational Scale VII for the group as

a

whole and for the men

and women as subgroups in order to provide a basis for un-

derstanding how this data was used to help formulate initial
supervisory strategies for each intern.

In the next sec-

tion, the results of Kerlinger's Scale VII are analyzed for

each intern.

Kerlinger's Educational Scale VII was used to obtain
an initial indication of the interns' attitudes toward pro-

gressive and traditional ideas on teaching, curriculum,
discipline, authority, appropriate student behavior and

educational goals.

It is divided into two subscales, pro-

gressive and traditional which are each measured by fifteen
items.

The test was given at the first session of the
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Learning Seminar in order to
give the supervisors information to help them in creating
supervisory strategies.
The Educational Scale consists
of thirty statements
which are to be responded to on
a scale of 3 to -3 ranging
from "Agree Very Strongly" to
"Disagree Very Strongly". The
responses to the items on the progressive
and traditional

subscales have been summed and are
presented in Table
Table

1.

1

Results of Educational Scale VII

Progressive
Subscale
Pam
Cheryl
Jill
Marie
Pris
Milly
Carol
Nan

Mean
Median
Ron
Sam
Andy
Jon

35
34
34
29
29
27
25
22

Traditional
Subscale
-2
-4
-5
-4

-13
-5

Authority
Items on
Trad. Scale a
-6
-6
-6
-7
-6
-8

4

1

-11

-11

29.38

-5

-6.13

29

-4.5

-6

31
29
24
11

8

1

-5
-1
-14

-7
2

-7

Mean
Median

23.75
26.5

-3
-3

-2.75
-2.5

Mean for whole
group
Median for whole
group

27.5

-4.33

-5

29

-4.5

-6

a

The items which were designated as relating to issues of
authority were #6,7,13,25,27,28. See Appendix B for a copy
of the test.
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Since there are twice as many
women in the sample,
it would be expected that
the point range within
the female
scores would be greater than
within the males. The men,
however, despite their smaller
number, have a greater distance between their top and bottom
score on both subscales.

On the progressive subscale
three women scored
higher than all the men as a group,
while a man had the
lowest score, which was only half
of the lowest female
score.
On the traditional subscale, men
had both the highest positive score indicating mild
agreement with the tra-

ditional icems, and the highest negative
score indicating
strong disagreement with the traditional
items.

Ker linger

in his interpretation of the subscales
states that most

testees agree with one scale, and that their score
on the
2
other scale is either a low positive or negative
one.

Thus,

for this sample of interns, all of whom had chosen

to teach in alternative schools, it would be expected that

the positive and negative reactions to the traditional

items would cancel themselves, which happened for two-

thirds of the interns who scored between -1 and -5.
It was difficult to make predictions from the re-

sults of Ker linger

1

s

Educational Scale VII about the group

as a whole or about the subgroups of males and females,

except in a very gross way, but the scale did contribute

more data on the interns as individuals.'

In the next sec-

tion the way that this data was used to help understand
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the individual interns is
explained.

This scale indicated

that there was d greater
spread in educational
attitudes
among the men as a group than
among the women as a group,

despite the fact that there were
twice as many women as
men in the sample. This spread
in educational attitudes
was echoed by a similar spread in
attainment of the goals
of ALE- S at the end of the semester 4
However, the major
use of Ker linger s Educational Scale
came from an analysis
of the individual intern's scores
which along with the first
ALE-S questionnaire, the application
blank, and impressions
obtained from the first two sessions of
the Learning Seminar, all formed the basis for preparing
supervisory strategies for each intern. This material also
forms the basis
.

'

for the biographical sketches of each intern
in the next

section
Biogra phical Data
This section will contain a description of each in—

his/her reasons for entering ALE— S, biographical data

where pertinent in formulating supervisory strategies, and
his/her courses and teaching environment.

The description

will include physical aspects of the interns both to help
the reader distinguish among the twelve interns and because

physical appearance is one variable in teaching-learning
environments.

An intern's physical appearance is often the

first aspect of a teacher to which the students react,

formulating early positive or
negative opinions about
that
person.
There are many ways that the
biographical data of the
interns could be organized:
alphabetically, by females and
males, by scores on the Kerlinger
Educational
Scale, or by

school placement.

They are arranged by school
placement so
that the teaching environment for
each intern can be presented along with the biographical
data.
Because more than
one intern was often placed in the
same school, the descrip
tion of each school will come at the
end of the description
of the intern (s)
placed in that school. Table 2 presents
the interns, their schools and courses as a
group.
,

Rom and Sam at Community Interacti on Through
Youth,
C a m bridge
The two interns at C.I.T.Y. were the most dis.

parate two in the sample.

whom

v*e

Ron was one of the two interns

had discouraged from entering the program and final-

ly agreed to accept only if he could find a placement for

himself with

a

clear understanding that he could not com-

plete the program if his teaching was not satisfactory during the first month.

Sam, on the other hand,

first struck

us as being the epitome of the attractive, forceful social

studies teacher whose career track often includes coaching
and administrative positions.

Despite this initial favor-

able impression, Sam was the one intern whom we did net

certify at the end of the semester.

In the paragraphs be-

low there will be a brief description of Ron, Sam and C.I.T.Y.
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Ron graduated from University
of MassachusettsAmherst in June, 1974 as a
psychology major.
He had worked
as a dorm counsellor his
last two years, which
influenced
his decision to go into a helping
profession after college.
He came from a working class
family and worked part time
to support himself, but he had
not committed himself to
any occupation at the time of
graduation.

Ron is a small, shy person with
acne scars; he has
trouble looking an adult in the eye. At
first glance, he
did not appear to be the kind of person
who could succeed
in a traditional school, let alone an
alternative school
in which students freely express their
opinions of teachers.

In the fall of 1973, he worked three to
four days a

week as a substitute teacher in the towns surrounding
his
home, and also held other odd and part-time jobs.

He con-

tacted us at the beginning of the fall semester, asking to
join the fall semester group.

We responded negatively be-

cause the internship placements for the fall had all been

assigned the previous spring.
a list of readings,

We gave him an application,

and sent him away, thinking that he

would not actually apply after he had learned more about
alternative schools.
However, he persisted in applying, observed in

several alternative schools, and negotiated his own place-

ment at C.I.T.Y., where he created and taught eight student
an introductory sociology course called "The Individual,
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Family, and Society".

As the semester progressed,
„e
learned that along with his quiet
persistence he also

had
deep concern for the needs and
feelings of students and
that he was able to develop a teaching
style which quietly
drew most of his students into discussion.
a

In his initial questionnaire, he
described his fears

of teaching, about whether the
students would listen to him,
and whether he could succeed in ALE-S
given his initial im-

pression of the out-going nature of the ALE-S
interns.
his journal statement he wrote,

In

I remember the first meeting of
the seminar.
I
was apprehensive and uncertain.
There were a lot
of strange people who seemed to really know where
they v.ere going and whom I could readily have put
upon some sort of pedestal.

In the Kerlinger Educational Scale VII, which was

given at the first meeting of the Learning Seminar, he

scored the highest for the men in the group and fourth

highest for the group as a whole on the progressive subscale.

He also scored the highest positive score for the

traditional subscale.

However, an item analysis of the

traditional subscale reveals that he scored highly on items

which describe a traditional view toward subject matter and
an emphasis on teaching the three R's.

picture of

a

person who had

a

Thus there was

a

pupil centered orientation

coupled with a strong interest in subject matter.

Our ini-

tial assessment of Ron led us to prescribe a strongly

supportive mode of supervision as
well as efforts to help
him contribute to the Learning
Seminar.
Sam was a second semester
junior, majoring in history,
who had transferred to University
of Massachusetts from a
state college after his freshman
year.
His cumulative
average of 2.44 was the next to the
lowest for the group
as a whole.
However, his grade average in his
major was B,
so we did not anticipate that he
would have problems with
subject matter.
He was a tall, blond, good-locking
person
who thoroughly enjoyed and encouraged the
attention
of the

women in tne early sessions of the Learning Seminar.
In his admissions interview, he stated that
he saw

the semester as an experimental one to see if he
liked

teaching and wanted to pursue it as

a

career.

If the semes-

ter's experience was positive, he stated that he would
then
have his senior year to take courses which would best pre-

pare him for getting a 30 b.

He also described his family's

experience in helping boys from
he was growing up.

a

nearby reformatory while

It was this experience that had most

influenced his decision to consider teaching as an occupation.

He was the only intern who had done no other work

with adolescents before entering the program.
In stating why he chose this program,

it was the al-

ternative school focus which appealed to him:
I don't want the traditional mechanics style of
teaching, where the head of the department is
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As the semester progressed, we
realized how revealing this
statement was.
Sam had a very difficult time with
accountability, whether it was the staff at
C.I.T.Y. wanting to
know what he was doing or his supervisor
attempting to

schedule a supervisory session.

This statement also re-

veals that Sam had certain expectations of
the students,
that they should be appreciative of the teacher's
work.

When he was challenged rather than appreciated by the
students, Sam became very angry at students.

This anger

hampered his efforts to establish relationships which he

considered appropriate or was learning to think of as
appropriate.
On Kerlinger

'

s

Educational Scale on the progressive

subscale he scored at the median point for the group as a

whole and was second for the men as

a group.

In analyzing

the items in the traditional subscale, he had a positive

score of

on items relating to traditional presentation of

3

subject matter; while he had
authority.

^

a -7 on items

which related to

Thus there appeared a picture of an intern who

might have problems in relating to others in authority positions and in establishing his own authority in the class-

room and who had quite
traditional ideas about subject
matter.
In our initial assessment
of his' needs, we decided
that we would have to be very
clear about what were the
goal
and expectations of an ALE-S
intern and would have
to ini-

tiate an observation as early in
the semester as possible.
Ron and Gam did their internship
at C.I.T.Y., which
IS a public alternative school
funded by federal funds and
draws its student population from
Brookline, Cambridge, and
Boston.
It was started as an effort to
provide a metropolitan school without walls which would
use the resources of
the three communities involved.
It has no paid teachers,
but rather counselors who work with the
students in an advisory capacity and who find the learning
resources and

volunteers who actually teach the students.

Sam and Ron

taught two of the thirty courses which were offered to students in locations all over Cambridge and Boston.

enrolled in C.I.T.Y. take

a

Students

minimum of 25% of their course

load at their home high school and receive their diploma

from their home high school.

Each day students travel by

public transportation to their C.I.T.Y. classes, which made
frequent tardiness and absence

a

critical problem for both

interns

Sam and Ron taught at C.I.T.Y. headquarters in an

abandoned parochial school in large classrooms which were
sparsely furnished.

There was no attempt by either intern

to decorate or improve the drab classroom environment. Since
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theirs were the only classes
taught at the headquarters,
there were no other models to
suggest improving the classroom environment.
One counselor was assigned to each
of them to be a
resource in curriculum development and
a guide in working
through problems with the students. Ron
took advantage of
this help and worked out a very useful
relationship with
two of the counselors who gave him both
curricular suggestions and support.
Sam alienated a Black staff member
by

refusing to accept new students in his course
and was then
assigned to another counselor, to whom he did a lot

of com-

plaining, but from whom he rarely accepted offers for
help.

Finally this staff member had to insist that he come with
Sam on each of Sam's field trips because there was so much

disruption on them.

C.I.T.Y. was the most difficult site

for an internship which we used because there were no other

teachers working at the main site and because the very nature of the program encouraged student absence and tardiness.
Thus, some moderate proportion of Skip's problems

can be attributed to the learning environment.

However,

the counselors at C.I.T.Y. were very interested in the

ALE-S program and went out of their way to try to help both
Sam and Ron.

They were particularly interested in the

American History course which Sam proposed to teach, "Boston
From Carriage to Cable Car."

Sam proposed to teach this
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through the use of extensive field trips
to historical sites
around Boston.
The staff at C.I.T.Y. thought
that this

course would appeal to a large group of
their students who
had to take American History for graduation
requirements,
but did not want to take it in the traditional high
school.
Sam, however, closed his course to further
enrollment at 10

when he discovered that students were choosing it because of
the field trips.

This action was the first of several con-

flicts with the C.I.T.Y. staff.

Ron, however, encountered

no difficulties with the C.I.T.Y. staff over the development
of his sociology course, but rather found the staff helpful
in obtaining audio-visual materials as well as in making

suggestions for field trips.
Jill at Education Without Walls, Lexington

.

Jill,

like Ron, was a Continuing Education student who had gradu-

ated from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst in June,
1973 as an Animal Science major.

Although her central ambi-

tion was to go to veterinary school, she did not have the

grade point average to get into one.

She heard about ALE-S

from one of her friends who had been in the fall program.
She was a tall, big boned person who was shy and had

difficulty expressing herself, especially stating what she
was actually thinking.

V7e

were dubious about accepting her

into the program, but, like Ron, she persisted in doing

several observations in alternative schools and in finding
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a placement in Lexington.

At E.W.o.W. she found a
biology
teacher, Joan, who was willing
both to help her in E.W.O.W.
and to let her teach one biology
course in the regular high
school for eight weeks. Jin
stayed at E.W.O.W.
for two

eight-week quarters, teaching different
courses each quarter.
At E.W.O.W. courses are changed
quarterly.

Thus, the

first quarter she taught "Animal
Science" to five students
and the second quarter she taught
"Pet Care" to eight students and "Nutrition" to five students.
The "Pet Care"
class had five students from the
"special class" which had

been placed in E.W.O.W. during 1973-74,
preparatory to trying to integrate these pupils into
the regular school as
mandated by Chapter 766, of Massachusetts law.
Three of
these students were retarded and two were aphasic.
Although
Jill had not had any experience working with such
students,
her subject matter and her slow, calm style of interacting

with students helped her to be successful with them.
On the Ker linger Educational Scale on the progressive

subscale

r

Jill's score of 34 was the next to the highest for

the group as a whole.

On the traditional subscale her at-

titude toward subject matter was positive and at the mean
for the women, while her attitude toward authority was nega-

tive and also at the mean for women.

With her high score

on the Progressive Dimension and her disagreement with the

items relating to authority coupled with her shy personal
style,

it was not surprising that she had a problem with

students cutting her classes.

Her highest enrollment
of

eight students was because the
"special education"
decided to enroll five of his
students in her "Pet
course. Although her other three
courses had five
apiece, there were many days when
only one student
came, especially during the
first quarter.

Absence of students was
the teachers in E.W.O.W.

a

teacher
Care"

students

actually

problem which plagued all

but the frequent absences in her

,

class were an extreme abuse of the
cutting of classes, which
was tolerated by E.W.O.W. staff.
This situation contributed
to the anxiety which Jill felt especially
during the first
quarter at Lexington. On the basis of the
Kerlinger Scale
and her quiet, though anxious behavior in
the early sessions
of Learning Seminar, we decided on a supervisory
strategy

both of support and of helping her see the defenses
which
she was using to avoid coping with the problems at E.W.O.W.

E.W.O.W. describes itself as

a

school without walls.

However, most of the classes, taught under the aegis of

E.W.O.W., are taught within the wing which Lexington High
has assigned to E.W.O.W’., rather than out in the community.

At least half of its teachers teach in the regular school
for half of their teaching load and most of the students

take only part of their courses in E.W.O.W.

Jill found it

very difficult to become

She was too shy

a

part of E.W.O.W.

to ask for a desk to be assigned to her in the section where

the staff had their desks until the last month of the semes-
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ter.

She found it difficult to meet and
talk to students
and thus had problems in recruiting
students to take her
classes.
She received little support or notice
from the
staff at E.W.O.W. to help her adjust to an
alternative

school or to give her the support needed to allay
seme of
her anxiety.

Pam at Needham Alternative School. Needham

.

Pam was

a second semester senior who had majored in Animal
Science.

She was a quiet though intense and caring individual with a

stocky build.
a

She came from a small rural community, from

family with upper-middle class background (by her own

definition).

She had participated actively in her family's

raising of horses, chickens, angora cats and sundry other
barn and family pets.

Although her earlier college ambi-

tions had been in the direction of either raising horses
and cattle or veterinary medicine, she had by senior year

become committed to teaching.
in answer to the question,

In the initial questionnaire

"If you had complete control of

your destiny, given your talents and interests, what would

you like to be doing at this time next year?

In five years?"

she replied
I'd really like to become a fantastic teacher.
I'd really wish that I could have students love
I myself want to continue my own
to learn.
education.

She was one of four in the program who saw themselves
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teaching in the future, and
is one of twQ Qf fche
second
raester interns who is
actually teaching this year.
She created three courses
for N.A.S.:
Animal Care,
With twelve students, Physiology
with nine students and
Nutrition with ten students.
since her own education in
parochial schools had been very
formal, she felt a strong
need to have structure in her
teaching situation and to find
a positive way of coping with
the problems of attendance and
handing in of assignments, both of
which she knew through
her reading and observations in the
fall semester

_

to be a

problem in alternative schools.

Thus she created a point

system in which every student had to get
200 points in order
to get credit for the course.
Two points were awarded for
each class attended so that 128 points could
be obtained by
perfect attendance and the rest were obtained
by various
projects, tests, quizzes and homework assignments.
A student
who cut class had to do other work in order to get
the re-

quisite amount of points.

This system, which she clearly

explained to her students at the beginning of the semester,

apparently appealed to them, for she had remarkably high
attendance even for her Animal Care class which met at
8

:

00 A.M.

Her background and previous training particularly

fitted Needham because the school system had a science center which was unusually well equipped with live animals,

both domestic and wild.

She quickly became a favorite in
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the science center because
she was one of the few
people
working in science that had had
training with live animals 8
She centered her animal care
class around animals which
she
brought from the science center
each day.
Although she had
good background in her subject
matter and a major talent for
working with small animals, she had
initial difficulty in
carrying out a discussion with her
students and in breaking
from the format of the teacher as
lecturer and presenter of
all new information.
She also found it difficult to look

anyone in the eye when talking to them.

Thus she tended to

cut off all attempts of the students to
initiate discussion.

However, as her score on Ker linger *s Educational

Scale indicates, she did not conceive of the
teaching role
as only pouring knowledge into the student.
She had
the

highest score

(35)

on the progressive subscale of the test.

On the traditional subscale, she agreed with a more tradi-

tional view toward subject matter, scoring

5.

Only one

other person scored in a more positive manner on these items.
On the authority items she scored -6 which is at the mean
for the women on these items.

Despite her parochial school

background and her need to establish structure, she disagreed with five out of the six items relating to authority
on this measure.

In our initial assessment of her strengths

and weaknesses, we decided upon a supportive mode of super-

vision with
for her.

a

focus on modeling a variety of teaching styles
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Her teaching setting was
perhaps the best fitted to
an individual intern of any
of our sites.
n.a.S. was a
school within a school, with
three rooms located next to
the
front office of Needham High
School.
It had four full-time
teachers attached to the school, who
worked very closely together and with the 100 students in
N.A.S.
One of the teachers was sick for the semester,
but was not replaced officially until the last six weeks of the
semester.
Pam was welcomed into the school to fill a major
hiatus in the staff.
The staff members were open in their support
and in making
her feel a part of N.A.S. Although she had
some early dif-

ficulty in getting to know the students, she soon
discovered
that the animals which she brought daily to N.A.S.
brought
the students to her.

N.A.S. tended to attract two kinds of

students - those who were highly motivated and wanted the

freedom of an alternative school and those who disliked
school and wanted anything that was different from the con-

ventional school.
course as

a

Her physiology class, which had a biology

prerequisite, attracted the first kind of student

and her other two courses attracted the latter type.

By the

end of the semester, she had learned to adjust her teaching

style and materials to both groups of students, demonstrating
a

high degree of instrumental flexibility.

Cheryl and Jon at the Pilot School, Cambridge

.

Cheryl

was a first semester senior, having applied to ALE-S in the
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spring of 1973 with the
plan of taking the fall semester
off in order to travel
through the West. She had
obtained
her placement at Pilot School
before she left on her trip
and kept in touch with us
throughout the fall.
She was a
psychology major who had participated
in the teaching of an
introductory psychology course for
freshmen at the university.
It was this experience that
had interested
her in

teaching as a possible career, although
counseling was another strong interest.
Cheryl was a thin, lively, and empathetic
person who
worked hard and thought hard about what she
was doing and

expected others to do the same.

On the initial question-

naire in answer to the question which asked "In your
years
as a student what helped you to learn the most
effectively?"

she wrote:

Teachers who talked with me individually;
Being given lots of support. Writing a
journal.
Applying my ideas at the time that
I get them, reading, discussion, and doing. 9
This statement describes how she acted with students, being

available to them

,

seeking to give them support, trying to

find activities which would involve the student actively,
and assigning journals.

She also expected from the director

much individual time and support and participated actively
in the Learning Seminar.

Her expectations about the teach-

ing-learning relationship were occasionally

a

source of

anger directed toward the students when they did not show
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the same quality of commitment
toward her and her courses
which she felt toward them. She
taught Introduction to
Psychology, a study skills workshop,
and assisted in a Community Health course and in the
"Wilderness Program".
On the progressive subscale of
Kerlinger's Scale
she scored, along with Jill, the next
to the highest for the
group as a whole.
However, on the traditional subscale
she
agreed with six out of eight items referring
to traditional

orientation toward subject matter, while she disagreed
with
four out of six items referring to authority. 1
Establish^*

ing hei ova authority, relating to others in
authority, and

deciding on which "authorities" in psychology to use in
her
teaching, were all problems which Cheryl met during the
semester.

Part of her difficulty with authority during the

semester stemmed from her orientation toward teaching and
learning which she had expressed in her application blank,
My interests have changed from helping through
therapy to helping through education.
This approach to teaching assumes that the students want to
be helped.

In our initial assessment of supervisory strate-

gies for Cheryl, we decided to be supportive while helping
her to learn that she had the resources to help herself.

We

also had to help her sort through her anger at the students

who did not want to be helped, at least not in the way in

which she was defining help.
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Jon,

the other intern at Pilot,
was a tall, thin,
nice-looking person who had a dreamy
expression in his lyes
He was a second semester junior
whose major was in the program of Bachelor's Degree with
Individual Concentration
(B.D.I.c.) with a focus on alternative
education and religious literature. He was
twenty-four, older than most of
the interns, having dropped out
of school for several years
On his application blank, he wrote
that he wanted to teach
in an slternative school because

am interested in alternatives to
the educational
system to which I was subjected and from
which I
gained nothing positive. My interest in
teaching is
airly recent though I do feel strongly
the need for
change
education especially in civil rights for
students and in true academic freedom as opposed
to the institutionalized elitism which I have
encountered in both high school and college.
I

m

He came to teaching with the goal of creating change, al-

though he did not have a clear idea of what the nature of
the changed environment might be.

His interest in alterna-

tive education carried beyond the classroom to an alternative lifestyle as seen in his answer to the question on the

initial questionnaire about what he would like to be doing
in five years:

Within five years I hope to be living in an
experimental community somewhere.
I am interested
in an alternative life-style but one which has
some structure to it. Anarchism, which many
hippie communes experience, holds little attraction for me.
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His proposed courses were
much more alternatives to
traditional high school courses
than those which most of
the
interns created.
He devised two courses,
"The Influence of
the Far East on American Literature,"
in which six students
enrolled, and "History of American
Communes" in which eight
students enrolled.
He also helped with The Wilderness
Program, which like Cheryl required
that he work with students
in a training program, go on several
Saturday outings, and
go on a week's expedition, including the
monitoring
of a

three-day solo for each student.

The Wilderness Program was

the most structured and disciplined activity
in which he

participated throughout the semester.
On the Kerlinger Educational Scale, surpr isingly
he

scored the lowest in the group on the progressive subscale,
scoring 11 which was half the nearest score of 22.

Yet he

also had the highest negative score on the Traditional Di-

mension - 14, indicating that he disagreed with most of the
items on the traditional scale.

He had a -4 on the items

referring to traditional treatment of subject matter, which
seemed to fit his attitude toward subject matter.
a -7 on

He had

the items relating to authority, which tied with

Sam for the highest negative score of the men toward

authority.

In our initial strategy for supervising Jon, we

anticipated accurately that he might have some problems

with agreeing to the structure imposed by ALE-S and with
the authority of his supervisor.

He appeared to be very
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open and flexible in his attitudes
toward subject matter
as evidenced by his choice of
curriculum and toward interpersonal relationships as evidenced by
his responses on the
initial questionnaire application blank,
and items relating
to authority on Kerlinger's scale.
However, we worried
whether this openness might make it difficult
for him to
establish limits for his students and a curriculum
with
sufficient structure to be comprehensible to his
students.
,

Cheryl and Jon chose to do their internships at the

Pilou School, a school within a school, which occupies
the
fourth

f lc

Mass.

It has two hundred students with ten full-time staff

members.

or of Rindge Technical High School, Cambridge,

Its population represents the diverse ethnic and

economic range of Cambridge.

The teachers devote long

hours, evenings, and weekends to the students.

One teacher

scheduled an appointment with an ALE-S supervisor at
7:00 A.M. over breakfast because that was the only time
she had free between 7:00 A.M. and 10:00 P.M. that week.

Thus the norm of the school is one of intense student and

teacher interaction with the focus of energies on process
goals rather than on curricular goals.

Both Cheryl and Jon

had to find ways to fit into the interpersonal relationships
of the school.

They received support from the staff and

particularly from interns from other colleges in this process, although they did not get help from the staff until

they organized the interns into

a

group to create mechanisms
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for this support.

However, they received
little help in
the area of curriculum
development which vacuum the
ALE-S
supervisors had to fill.
C arol, Milly,

and Marie at Homebaso School.

town.

The three interns at Watertown
were very different
in their approaches to
students, curriculum, and
teaching.
Carol was a bouncy, enthusiastic
person who expressed
through body language and facial
expression her feelings
at any given moment, ringing from
cheerfulness to anger
and sulkiness. On her application
blank she gave the following reasons for choosing ALE-S:
The best part of it is that I can
provide an
atmosphere so that the student will want to
come to my class.
I'll be able to come down
to his level and relate my field of study
to
his everyday life.
Teaching in an alternative
school sounds much more appealing because
the
student and the teacher can relate to each
other.
She viewed the teacher as the center of the learning

process as illustrated by her answers to the initial questionnaire for ALE-S and by her performance in the classroom. On
the questionnaire she wrote in response to the item, "Close

your eyes, picture yourself teaching to a group of students
and write down what you see"

group of students sitting around in a room. I'm
giving them some information and they are beginning
to think about it for the first time in their life.

A.
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In answer to the question,

"In your years a s a
student what

helped you to learn most effectively?"
she replied:

Stimulation from the teacher.
I needed
motivated.
So usually the teache^f
to

hr

amuse.

Her cumulative average at
the University of Massachusetts-Amherst where she was a second
semester senior majoring in animal science, revealed
that she was not often
motivated.
She had the lowest cumulative
average of any
intern, 2.15, though she had obtained
a B average in her
major in the two semesters preceding
her entrance into
ALE-S.
Her view of the teacher as dispensing
subject matter
to students is confirmed by her results on
Ker linger'

cational Scale.

s

Edu-

She scored 25 on the progressive subscale,

which was the next to the lowest for the women and
third
lowest for the group as a whole.

On the traditional sub-

scale she was one of two interns to have a positive score,

indicating that she agreed with most of the items on that
dimension.

She agreed with four of the six items relating

to authority, but "very strongly disagreed" with two of

the items which lowered her score to

1.

However, nine of

the other interns scored between -6 and -11 on these items

which indicates that Carol had

a

much more traditional view

of authority than most of the interns.

In our initial

assessment of her needs for supervision we felt that the
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lack of traditional
authority structures in
alternative
schools would be a central
issue for her to consider,
along
with helping her realize
that there were more ways
of teaching than lecturing.
The second intern at Homebase,
Hilly, was a vivacious,
independent person who was
completing her last semester
at
University of Massachusetts in
three years time.
Iler major
was
the B.D.I.c. program with a
concentration on juvenile
delinquency.
Her goal was to go to law
school and then "be
involved in legal dealings of youth."
Despite her goal of
law school, she had spent her
college years and summers
picking up other kinds of credentials.
She had passed the
realtor's examination, though she could
not be licensed until
she was twenty-one.
She had also passed those tests necessary to teach swimming, life-saving,
and scuba diving.
She
had spent the summer of 1973 working as
a tutor/counselor

m

in a juvenile detention program.

It was this experience

that caused her to decide to get the credentials
necessary
to be a teacher.
In her admissions interviews she appeared to be self

assured, excited about teaching, and knowledgeable in her
field.

However

as the semester progressed, there appeared

both to her supervisor and the staff at Homebase, deficiencies in her knowledge of sociology, in her ability to find

teaching materials, and in her ability to do sustained
thinking about curriculum.

On the Kerlinger Educational
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scale She scored on the
progressive subscale just
below
the mean for the group as a
whole.
On the traditional subscale on the items relating
to authority, she had
the next
to the highest negative
score.
Her anti-authoritarian
attitude is also evident in her
response on the questionnaire
to the statement, "Describe
the teacher who was your favorite in either elementary or
high school?"
None, really although maybe was
a few.
As Iona as
S
e
and d ° thin ? S
1°
-/own
f e!t that
t°
her W " S ° Ut t0 help me not

f

i

dfscipUne

me.

In our initial assessment of her
needs, we thought

that she would need help in establishing
herself as an
authority figure in the classroom, but we
did not foresee
that she would need as much help in the areas
of classroom
control, subject matter, teaching techniques,
and reminders
to meet ALE-S requirements as she eventually
did.

The third intern at Homebase, Marie, was a quiet,
soft-spoken, fair-skinned person whose skin became red and

blotchy whenever she was under tension.

She was under ten-

sion until spring vacation when she finally began to be more
at ease with herself and the students.

She was a first

semester senior because of acceleration, had a strong

academic average, and planned to graduate as a sociology

major in January, 1975.
or social work.

Her career interests were teaching

She stated on the questionnaire that
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t __
I
may

th

Kids and swimminq or rimisfir7
or rather
will be married and also
working
p_.ants and learning about
floral designs.
’

She had clearer pictures in
her mind of what she might
be
doing in five years than most of
the interns, which was an
indication of the quiet strength and
determination to accorr,
push what she had started which lay under
her shy, anxious
exterior.
Her anxiety and determination
are implicit in
the questionnaire.
In response to the directions to
picture herself teaching, she wrote:

Myself talking and asking questions and
getting
very little response.
(This is biased due to
m Y experience today in class.) I can also see
a lively debate and quite a bit of
enthusiasm.
In response to the question "What worries or fears
about

this semester are most in your mind at this moment?"
she

replied,

Mostly I am afraid of failing miserably in
getting any message across to my students.
I’m worried that I won't be adequately prepared and that my knowledge may not be
enough.

She was the eldest in a large middle class family

with what she described as a strict parochial school education.

Despite this background she still scored at the

median for the group as

a

whole on the progressive subscale

of Kerlinger's Education Scale and had one of the higher
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scores disagreeing with
the authority items on
the traditional subscale. 11 Her
attitude toward subject
matter was
more traditional than most
of the group.
I» assessing her
needs at the beginning of the
semester, we decided that
she needed support in as many
specific ways as possible,
with frequent observations early
in the semester, because
general support alone would not
help to allay her intense
anxiety.

These three interns at Homebase
were teaching in a
satellite alternative school which was
located in a church
basement.
Homebase was in its third year of
operation
with 100 students and seven paid staff
members. Marie and
Milly were assigned to work with the
social studies resource
teacher while Carol worked with the science
resource
teacher.
Homebase depended on interns to increase
the number of courses offered to the students, and
thereby treated
interns as an integral part of the teaching staff.
The
,

courses which the interns offered were partly devised from
the interests and strengths of the interns and partly ori-

ginated from what the staff conceived as either necessary
for or desired by the students.

Thus Marie was asked to

teach American History, although her background in history
was not as strong as

.it

was in sociology; and Carol taught

Man and his Environment," for which she felt inadequately
prepared.

At Homebase at the beginning of each semester, each
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teacher prepares an outline of
his/her course and then
students with the help of
advisors choose among the
courses
offered.
The interns' courses and
enrollments were as follows

^

,

Carol - Man and his Environment,
73
Wildlife
{2

Milly

-

Marie

-

Criminology,
Origins of Penal and Mental Institutions,
•

3

American History, 10
Social Welfare
4

The usual enrollment at Homebase ranged
from

6

to 15.

Carol

also taught a leatherworking course which
met twice a week
in the late afternoon for ten students.
Ar ts Laboratory in Urban Education
B oston

,

Andy was a second semester senior who had majored

.

in City Planning and spent his junior year in
Scotland.

He

was the only student who applied to the program with an

internship placement already arranged, which he had sought
out because of his strong desire to teach about the urban
environment.

On his application blank he wrote,

have been involved in city planning for the
past two years and all my interests have come
to focus on teaching people about their urban
environment.
I have the offer to student teach
in an alternative school which has as its goal
to "expose students to the working processes of
the city," and "a direct involvement with affairs
closely affecting their own lives and communiI want to be a good teacher.
ties."
Your
I
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program appears to be an nil
le

n

a

am prl;ty exci?;r^ou?
rn ^ Program.
One
particular asnprt
T
gain on my own is Si J„"° Uld n0t be able to
P seminar with the
other student teachers ?
I

Andy is

“^cgST

a tall,

wiry person with a bounce
in his
step and with a limitless
supply of enthusiasm even
when
he is discouraged.
He quickly became an integral
part of
the full-time staff of three
at V.A.L.U.E. and was able
to
verbalize early in the semester
what were effective

and in-

effective ways of working with
the students in V.A.L.U.E.
In part, because his own
education and family background
was traditional and conservative
in orientation, he questioned the lack of structure and
substantive work which was
given to students at V.A.L.U.E. 15
However, this questioning
did not degenerate to griping, but
rather was the basis for
his working to make concrete changes and
improvements in
the program.
His traditional orientation toward education
is re-

flected in the fact that he scored in the bottom
quarter on
the progressive subscale on Kerlinger's Educational
Scale.

His score of -1 on the traditional subscale showed
that his

reactions to these items cancelled themselves out.

quarters of the interns had

a

Three-

more traditional attitude

toward subject matter than he; and three-quarters of the
interns had a less traditional attitude toward authority
than he.
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In assessing his needs
at the beginning of
the se-

mester, we were impressed by
his openness, his
willingness
to raise questions about
teaching and learning, and
his excellent background in urban
affairs.
Thus, we saw ourselve
in the role of helping him
to try to answer some of
his
questions and to find strategies
which he could try at
V.A.L.U.E.

V.A.L.U.E., like C.I.T.Y. is an
alternative program
rather than an alternative school.
its goal is to bring
juniors and seniors from suburban towns
and Boston high
schools together for a seven-week
experience in studying
the city with an emphasis on improving
visual literacy.
Each of the three groups of 30 students
at V.A.L.U.E., whom
Andy worked with from January through June,
spent one week
in orientation to the city and to audio-visual
equipment,

and then three weeks learning about the urban
environment

from such diverse points of view as history,
economics,

city planning, urban renewal, architecture, or city
government.

The last three weeks was spent designing and execut-

ing a project about the city, which was to result in a

product that would teach others about what the group had
studied.

Andy was involved in all phases of the program,

from teaching the students how to use the video equipment,
to giving lectures on urban history, and directing some of

the group projects.

V.A.L.U.E. was sponsored by the Boston

public school system and by the Institute of Contemporary
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Art, Which occasionally
led to problems in the
interpretation of goals, policy, and
responsibility toward students.

These difficulties along with
V.A.L.U.E.'s amorphous focus
on the urban environment
created problems for
Andy, es-

pecially during the first session.
Pr rs and Nan at Worces ter
Alternative School Wnr cester.
Fris and Nan both asked to
teach in Worcester but
.

they agreed to come to Cambridge
for the Learning Seminar.
We agreed to this placement, both
because W.A.S. appeared
to be a good environment in which
to student teach and because they bo-.h presented compelling
personal reasons to

justify their request.
Pris is a tall, dynamic person who throws
herself

totally into whatever activity to which she
has committed
herself.
She came from an industrial city in western
Mass-

achusetts from a family in modest circumstances

.

She de-

scribed her high school as one which, was traditional and

conservative in the extreme, writing in her application
that

Just the mere thought of an alternative to the
education system that I was unfortunately a
product sounds exciting.
She was a second semester senior with a strong aca-

demic record who had majored in anthropology.

At W.A.S.

she taught an anthropology course to three different sec-
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tions of students durina thp f-ir-c+g t.nc tirst ten-week quarter
(two
sections had 9 students and
one had 5 students).
During
the second quarter she taught
one section of anthropology
to 8 students and an experimental
ecology course which met
three hours a day, four days a
week to 30 students.
,

On the Kerlinger Educational
Scale on the progressive subscale, she scored at the
mean and median for the
women, 29.
However, she had one of the highest
negative
scores (-13) showing disagreement with
the traditional subscale.
She and Jon disagreed the most with
the subject
matter items, while she scored a -6 on
the items relating
to authority, which was at the median
point for the group
as a whole.

The fact that her score on the progressive
sub-

scale was only at the median for the group while
she scored

one of the most negatively on the traditional subscale
in-

dicated that there were some conflicts in her educational
philosophy
This

contradiction made us think that we had to

consider closely our initial impression of Pris as an intern who was self-assured, well-organized, willing to con-

tribute to the Learning Seminar, and pleased about her initial success at W.A.S.

The initial supervisory strategy

was to give her constructive criticism combined with spe-

cific support in areas in which we could praise her and

with help in suggesting curriculum materials.
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Nan, the other intern at
W .A.b.,
A
c
came from
Worcester,
graduating from one of the large
Worcester high schools.

was a second semester junior
majoring in B.D.I.c. with a
focus on "An Interdisciplinary
Approach to Counseling," who
planned to graduate early in January,
1975.
She was a small,
Stocky, quiet person, who described
her fears about teaching and her lack of creativity
over the telephone to
her

supervisor at the beginning of the
semester.
Like Mane,
there was also a core of quiet
determination in her. Although she clearly felt overshadowed
and dominated by Pris,
at W.A.S., she was able to speak up
and contradict her at
the fourth session of the Learning
Seminar and thereafter
when she felt the need to.
The first quarter at W.A.S. she taught two
sociology

courses with six students in each as well as an
introductory
course in psychology at a nearby conventional high
school.

During the second quarter she taught a sociology course
to
six students and a psychology course to eight students.
She

felt more comfortable with the materials in the psychology

courses

,

but haa problems finding and developing curriculum

materials throughout the semester.
On Ker linger

'

s

Educational Scale she scored the

lowest (22) on the progressive subscale of all the women
(only Jon scored lower than she, overall).

However, like

Pris and Jon she had a high negative score on the traditional

subscale (-11).

Her scores on the subject matter items

cancelled each other out so
that she scored
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a 1 on those

items.

Her disagreement with
the items representing
a traditional view of authority was
the strongest in the
whole
group (- 11 ) . This negative
reaction to schQol aufchor
ty
issues foreshadowed the
difficulties which she experienced
during the semester in establishing
herself in a teaching
role and in setting limits in
her classroom.
In our early
assessment of her needs, we decided
that she needed support
and praise for her successes,
that we would try to creat a
series of small successes for her
especially in her curriculum development, and that we would
try to make explicit for
her (using examples from the Learning
Seminar) different
.

styles of approaching students.

Worcester Alternative School was

a

satellite school

and one of 30 different alternative schools
or programs

within Worcester public schools.

It had about 180 students

with seven paid staff members and was in its
fifth semester
of existence.
It was located on the top floor of an old
elementary school, which the staff and students together
decorated.

The staff had only one woman on it, which per-

haps explained in part why the enrollment in Pris' and Nan's

classes was heavily female.

Pris and Nan were welcomed into

the school and made to feel an integral part of the staff.
Pris,

in particular, became heavily involved in the decision-

making process of the school.
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Summary
I'Uo

purpose of the above descriptions
of each intern
and their schools is
to give a picture
Qf

entered

A,, E _ S

^

and of the environraent in
which they

^

^

ing to learn to become
teachers and trying to increase
their
social and instrumental
flexibility. These were the
people
who had to interact with
the requirements of ALE-S, and
the
contexts n which they
operated.
In this section there has
been a description of all
interns, of their teaching assignments, and of the initial
assessment of the interns needs
necessary to decide upon supervisory
strategies.
This
assessmen, was made from the
information given by the interns
on the aj lication blank, the
initial ALE-S questionnaire,
the Kerli.ger Educational Scale
and the behavior of the interns at lie first two learning
seminars.
The next section
of this chapter, describes the
ways in which each of the
component:; of ALE-S contributed to
the interns' development
i.

1

;

.

of social and instrumental flexibility.

—
^

tions of

octs of ALE-S Components on Development of
Social and Instrumental Flexibility
rv
.

;

the first section of this chapter the descriphe individual students and schools indicated some

of the uncontrolled variables with which ALE-S had to work.

Each

inte.*-

abilities,

n entered the program with individual commitments,

and expectations.

Each was at a different place
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in their ability to
demonstrate social and
instrumental

flexibility at the beginning of
the semester and grew differently during the semester.
Each of the school settings
also differed and contributed
to the growth and development
of the intern in different ways.
For example, the support
Pam received from N.A.S. was
crucial in her decision to

dare
to try methods other than
lecturing, which contributed to
her growth in the area of instrumental
flexibility.
Sam

found it very difficult to develop
instrumental flexibility
and was hampered in its development
by the lack of support
and teach-ng models at C.I.T.Y.
In order to place some control on these variables, the interns and
schools were described in close detail in the first section
of this chapter.

In this section the definitions of social
and instru-

mental flexibility are first reiterated.

Then each of the

components of ALE-S is examined to see if it contributed
to
the development of social and instrumental flexibility.

The

purpose of this examination is to consider whether ALE-S as
a program increased intern flexibility and whether this

flexibility was differentially acquired by male or female
interns
As argued in Chapter Two, the concept of flexibility
is difficult to define and difficult to operationalize into

behaviors which can be measured.

Both social and instrumen-

tal flexibility were defined in Chapter Two in relation to

behaviors exhibited inside and out of the classroom, which
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definitions will be repeated
here:
F1

cTasl^~ responds Y'positivei aC ^ i0n With Students in
student contributions is willino^ 6 "*; ldeas uses
9
material to meet the needs of
P] ani ? ed
day works to meet the needs thl s?u!ent on
en
of the individual fi*
U~
'

» riSL?U
n

he gr ° UP

-

3

whole^encour ag es

legibility in interaction with
others in thp
e
t0 ° therS BakOS USe
°^he
ideas"
; rs ira SL
° n ' ° OI >siders the needs of
other- In J£.
? community
when solving problems
or planning!""

“

h

'

^e
V
S
method
'

11" 11

^- in tea °hing style in class:
metnods rather than the same apDroarbh ,°
nr
r m
each day, uses a variety of materials and resources to accomplish
teaching goals asks
more open-ended questions than narrow
able to rearrange the environment in questions, is
order to facilitate teaching goals.
Se^riair

-

In strumental Fle x ibility in examining
teaching style:
in planning a lesson, considers several
approaches to
the lesson; in evaluating that lesson,
considers

several other ways that the lesson could
be
again; is open to suggestions of different done
approaches

In this chapter social and instrumental
flexibility

are measured through the use of intern journals,
teaching

materials, units, and final evaluation as well as by
super-

visor summaries of observations and of the Learning Seminar.
In Chapter 5,

social and instrumental flexibility is evalu-

ated through the use of interaction analysis, the final

flexibility questionnaire and the final intern evaluation.
This section is organized around the different components
of ALE-S as they were described in Chapter

3.

At the end

of description of the effect of each component upon the de-

velopment In tl» ..In and

Intern teaching in

jm

intern.

alternative

This section describes
the effect of student
teaching
ln alternati
schools on the development
of social and instrumental flexibility,
it is based on supervisor
field
notes and intern journals,
and therefore, the
documentation
in this section is
impressionistic and selective.

-

(More

formal documentation of the
effect of internship on the
development of flexibility is
provided through an analysis of
the interaction data, in
Chapter 5.)
This sub-section delineates two major variables which
contributed to the development of flexibility: the
environment of alternative schools,
and the supervision of intern
teaching in these schools.
The environment of alternative
schools contributed
to the development of social and
instrumental flexibility
because the very nature of the schools
encouraged both
teachers and students to think in terms of
alternatives, of
experimentation, and of finding new ways to
relate to students and to approach the curriculum. Thus
in each session
of the Learning Seminar, interns brought
up questions pro-

voked by their school experiences concerning
methods of
teaching, of relating to students, of choosing materials.
In the search for new methods and materials,

interns were

continually saying, "This is an alternative school.

I

don't
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want to do things the same way
school

I

would do them in a regular

.

All interns, both male and
female, experimented with
using the community and fieldwork
in their courses, which is
a characteristic of
instrumental flexibility. For example,
Sam tried to design his American
history course around the
use of field trips to historic sites
in the Boston-Cambridge
area.
Because it was a norm in their schools
and because
there was little red tape, they all made
extensive use of
field trips and of the community, taking
students
to li-

braries, police stations, a horse auction,
farms, mental

institutions, state parks, historic sites, tours
through
the Boston Harbor islands, court houses, other
alternative

schools, and factories.

There was some difference in the use of field trips
by the men and women.

only one field trip.

Of the men, Ron took his classes on

Jon led no field trips, but he often

saw students outside of school on an informal basis.

Andy

and Sam led many field trips, which were strongly encouraged

by their school's philosophy.

Andy, before he entered the

program, however, was committed to using the resources of
the city from his background in city planning.

Sam, however,

had difficulty integrating his field trips with his class-

room material.

On March 11, in a lesson on the American

Revolution, he did not mention the Freedom Trail field trip

which his class had taken just a few days before.

Sam would
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probably not have been so
eager
yc to use
usp field trips if
this
had not been a sucjqestion
o-f his
v.i o
jgeotion of
cooperating teacher when
they were working
the aesign
y on rne
desian of his course
at the begin14
ning of the semester
Thus, Andy was the only
one of the
men who took full advantage
of using the community
and made
the city an integral part
of his curriculum.
,

.

Of the women, four made
field trips an integral part
of their courses, and four
used field trips when appropriate,
averaging four field trips per
semester.
The four who used
field trips regularly took their
classes away from their
school site at least once a week.
Of these four, only
Jill experienced the problems
which Sam had encountered in
not properly preparing either
herself or the students for
the field trip.
However, with criticisms and suggestions
from her supervisor and cooperating
teacher., she did improve
her preparation for and integration of
field trips before
the end of the semester . 15 Thus the women
in this group

made more and better use of the community, a
hallmark of
alternatlve schools, than did most of the men. However,

be-

cause of the small sample and the variation in their
school
environment, binding generalizations concerning this fact

cannot be made.
The interns as a group, also, experimented with using a wide variety of materials and classroom formats in

their courses, which is an important characteristic of in-

strumental flexibility.

Because there was no control group,
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matched to the abilities,
gender, and field of study
for
tne ALE-S interns, it is
difficult to measure whether
this
group tried a greater variety
of methods and materials
than
would a control group in a
traditional high
school.

However,
as a group they were more
interested in experimenting with

curricular approaches than groups
of student teachers which
the author had worked with for
the previous six years. 16
Unlike most student teachers in
conventional schools, they
did not have cooperating teachers
whom they regularly observed and from whom they could easily
gather ideas about
methods and materials. Although each
intern had a cooperating teacher to whom s/he could go for
advice and help on
curriculum, each intern created and taught
his/her own
course rather than taking over courses from a
cooperating
teacher.

Interns did get some help on curriculum from their

cooperating teachers, but in their journals, in the Learning
Seminar, and in their final evaluation, they commented that

most of their help in finding new methods and materials
came from ALE-S, their students, and the environment of the

alternative school.

In developing instrumental flexibility

their help from ALE-S came from their supervisors and from
the Learning Seminar.

All the interns mentioned in their

journals and final evaluations the use of materials and

methods which they had learned from their supervisor.
example, on March

6,

For

one intern wrote in her journal about
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her relationship with
her supervisor
1

^

ways to°better'accomDlish d l0 °* f ° r alternative
ob 3ectives.
gives me more ideas and o
Katie
from
allowing mo to
.

^rnTLltllT^

Although during the semester
there was no overt discussion that social or
instrumental flexibility was
a central goal
ALE-S, the supervisors
asked during each supervisory conference, "How would
you teach this class if you
were to do it again an hour
from now?" This question,

m

which helps to develop instrumental
flexibility in that it
asks the intern to consider
alternative methods and materials for accomplishing his/her
goals, became a norm in the
group.

The intern quoted above alludes
to this process.
We frequently heard interns posing
this question to each
other in the Learning Seminar.
Although there is no empirical demonstration that the model of
supervision which helps
interns to consider alternatives will
increase instrumental
flexibility, most interns wrote that their
supervisors

helped them to think in terms of alternatives
and provided
many examples of alternative methods and materials.

Another major source of the development of instru-

mental flexibility through their internship came from
feedback from their own students. Two of the men and six of

the

eight women began the semester with the lecture style of
teaching.

All but Sam quickly learned from negative student
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response that the lecture
method empdoyed daily
was not the
best way to approach
students in alternative
schools.
answer to the question,
"How much effect did
students, individually or as a group,
or your supervisor,
or school personnel have on your planning?"
two thirds of the
interns
Stated that their students
were the major influence
on
their choice of methods
and materials.
A typical answer
to this question is the
following:

m

students made the inatpn' si
C anged
direction frSf m^or^n!^
planning
£ supervisor effected the
M
9
way !
£.
learnt ;
1119 skills and exposed
me
to different sourn^T
sources I never would have
gotten.

^

r-rr^

•

Another intern used predominantly
the lecture method
teaching for the first month until
she received the monthly student evaluations of
teachers, which were done at her
school.
60% of these evaluations said
that there was not
enough discussion or student involvement
in her classes.
(Her journal also contained her
teaching notes.
During the
first month there were seventeen pages
of lecture notes.)
However, by the beginning of the second
month in response
to both student comment and discussions
with supervisor,
she was able to create with the students a
class project
through which they could learn experientially the
anthro-

pological concepts which she had been trying to teach through
lecture presentations.

In March and early April her super-

visor observed a series of lessons in which the students
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were studying the sub-groups
of their school and mapping
on a large chart the flow and
mixing among the sub-groups.
It was impressive to see the
students using the terms and
concepts which the intern had tried
unsuccessfully to teach
by the lecture method during the
first month of the term.
In the chart below there is a
list of commonly used

classroom methods with the percentage
of the number of interns who tried these methods in their
classes.
The chart
indicates the percentage of men, of women,
and of the group
as a whole who used these methods.
This chart gives an
in-

dication

i

f

the number of different methods that the
interns

used, which is part of the behavioral
definition of instru-

mental flexibility ("uses

a variety of methods rather than

the same approach each day"

)

TABLE

3

INTERN USE OF DIFFERENT TEACHING METHODS

Method
Lecture
Discussion
Demonstration
Student Reports
Debate
Class Project
Use of A-V Materials
Dramatic Improvisation
Role Playing
Individual Projects
done in class
Group Work
Field Trips

Female

Male

Whole Group

100%

100%

100%

100

100

63

25
50

100
75

100
25
75

75
25
50
88
63

100

25
50
25
25

83
25
58
66
33
42

25
25
75

66
50
92

0
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Of the twelve different
methods listed, all the
women tried a third of
them, while all the
men tried onesixth of them. For the
men there were six
activities which
list that 25% of the men
tried them. This 25%
represents
one male and was the same man
(Andy) throughout.
For only
five activities of the twelve
did other men than Andy try
them, whereas for ten out
of the twelve activities
half or
more of the women tried them.
In this particular small
sample the women as a group tried
a wider variety of methods
and classroom activities than
did the men as a group.
This same difference between
the number of methods
used by the men and women is found
when the number of
methods used by the individual interns
are compared. Cheryl,
Pns and Andy tried eleven of the twelve methods,
and five
more of the women tried between eight
and ten of the methods
Jill, who had the most difficulty in
her internship gen-

erally among the women, tried five of the
methods, while
the other three men tried between two and
four of
the

methods.

The group as a whole grew in this aspect of instru

mental flexibility because two-thirds of the group
demonstrated that between eight and eleven of these commonly
used

methods were part of their teaching repertoire.
In another aspect of instrumental flexibility ("Uses
a

variety of materials and resources to accomplish teaching

goals"), the interns also made good progress.

The chart be-

low compares the men and women in four measures of this
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aspect of instrumental flexibility.

Evidence that interns

had demonstrated these behaviors
came from interviews with
cooperating teachers and from
supervisor evaluations.

TABLE 4
INTERN USE OF A VARIETY OF MATERIALS
AND RESOURCES

Female

Male

Whole Group

Willing to learn new
material

75%

50%

66%

Willing to search for
material

88

50

75

Works to incorporate
community resources

88

50

75

The results here are similar to the previous table
in which the women used more of the teaching methods
than

did the men.

Although this sample is too small to make any

generalizations from this finding, it is nevertheless evident that these women were more willing to "use a variety
of materials and resources to accomplish teaching goals."

The experience of student teaching in alternative
schools, combined with supervision, increased the instrumental flexibility in most of the interns, particularly the

women in the group.

This experience also helped to in-

crease the intern's social flexibility.

The environment

of alternative schools helped to develop social and instru-

mental flexibility, because a central norm of alternative
schools is that students and teachers work together in

^
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establishing the life of
the school
Just as
:s
dfd not hesitate to
influence intern choice of
teaching materials so the students would
also give feedback when
they
thought that interns were not
listening to their ideas or
were not taking their needs
or interests sufficiently
into
account. Most of the interns
chose to teach in alternative
schools because their educational
philosophies were strongly
oriented toward helping individual
students.
Thus it could
be argued that these interns
already had a high degree
.

of

social flexibility when they
entered the program.
However, most interns found that
it was harder to
interact flexibly with students in
and out of class than
they had expected. For example,
Cheryl, who taught psychology and who had the next to the
highest score on the

progressive subscale of Kerlinger's Education
Scale, had a
difficult time learning to not overly control
discussions.
She had a tendency to respond to student
statements in such
a way as to stop any further discussion
or to control the

discussion so that students could not respond to each
other.
The following brief dialogue from the field
notes of Febru-

ary

4

during a lesson on learned behavior (using the example

of likes and dislikes of food) demonstrates the way in
which

Cheryl prevented a discussion between two students from de-

veloping

.
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B °y.

don't like mushrooms. »
(In response to boy) "
I.
nevo r 4-- 0 ^d Som *“
thing like mushrooms before ~
,
And"i
mushrooms and I get sick?
I'knowVm not
t
llke lt:
And 1 know I started out
?.
hating it, and my reaction's
the same "
Boy responds:
"Would you taste a mushroom?"
Cheryl interrupts and speaks
to boy
"You hate
mushrooms, Right?"
Boy answers Cheryl:
"Yeah, you're right."
The discussion continue s between
with the girl excluded, who does Cheryl and Boy
not speak again
that class.
I

Girl:

4-

-

Before this class, Cheryl asked
her supervisor to
help with strategies for getting
more student discussion
and particularly student discussion
in which the students
would talk to each other and not express
all their comments
through the mediation of the teacher. Her
supervisor taped
the class and took extensive field notes so
that Cheryl
had

a record after the class of the ways in
which she had

limited discussion.

Although she was able to recognize her

behavior, this recognition did not immedia.tely cure the
problem.

On Feb. 12 her supervisor noted that when she

asked a question, she tended to look down at her notes as
if to make sure that she knew the answer.

Her focus of con-

centration seemed to be on getting the right answer rather
than listening to the responses of the students in order to

discover the kinds of questions and information which the
class needed in order to discuss the issue at hand.

Again

after class Cheryl could analyze the class with her super-
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Visor and demonstrate her
instrumental and social f lexibinty outside of the classroom,
by thinking up a variety
of options and approaches
to individual students
which she
could use in teaching the lesson
again and which she might
use during the coming week.
However, in March she was still
having trouble with
class discussions and even
in getting students to come
to
class.
At this point she brought up
the issue of student
participation directly in class and
was able to listen for
half the period about the fears
which students had that
Cheryl or other students would "analyze"
them and about
their boredom when Cheryl would ask
obvious questions. Although she listened well and tried quietly
to facilitate
this discussion, when the period was half
over, she turned
to her lesson plan on "Barriers to Communication"
and pro-

ceeded to work through a structured lesson, complete
with
work sheets, without reference to the discussion
which had

occurred during the first half of the period.

She was still

having problems developing social flexibility in her in-

ability to adjust her plans to fit the needs of the students
on a given day and in her inability to make use of the stu-

dent ideas.

Nevertheless, after class she demonstrated a

growing social flexibility as she analyzed what happened in
class.

She continued to work on the skill of listening to

students and their responses and needs rather than focusing

completely on the demands of her own lesson plan.

By the end
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Of the semester she was
much more able to
demonstrate the
same quality of socia!
flexibility in the classroom
that
she had been able to do
outside of the classroom.
Although
ln the ° Pini ° n ° f the ALE "
S supervisors and
of her cooperating teacher, Cheryl was
one of the interns most
able to diagnose and evaluate her strengths
and weaknesses, in her

actual teaching behavior as
measured by interaction analysis, she was near or below
the mean for the group on
several
of the measures of social and
instrumental flexibility.
However, these measures did show
good improvement during the
semester

A detailed description of Cheryl's
efforts to develop social flexibility has been
presented in order to
demonstrate the complexity of both measuring
it and facilitating its development. Although Cheryl
did not know that
one of the directors of ALE-S was interested
in measuring
the development of flexibility, she began
the semester with
a conscious committment to becoming a
flexible teacher.

She

stated at the third meeting of the Learning Seminar
that
"In an alternative school the most important
thing for a
teachej.

to have is flexibility."

During the semester she

learned to develop her social and instrumental flexibility

through her own self-analysis, the response of her students,
and the work of her supervisor.

Many of the other interns

went through similar processes, though never with identical
problems or solutions.

Because of space constraints,
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rather than documenting the
progress of each intern in
this anecdotal way, their
progress will be analyzed in
Chapter 5 through the data gained
from interaction analysis.

Nevertheless, Cheryl's efforts to
develop social
flexibility exemplify the effort,
time, and analysis that
contributed to the growth which the
interaction analysis
data demonstrate happened between
the beginning and end of
the semester.
To summarize

,

then, the experience of student
teach

ing in alternative schools had a major
effect on the in-

tern's development of social and instrumental
flexibility.
The environment of alternative schools
contributed to this

development by raising questions concerning the nature
of
teaching, of learning, of relationships between
students
and teachers.
The very concept of alternative schooling
helped the interns to think in terms of alternatives in
their choice of methods, materials, and resources.

Because

alternative schools encourage students to speak out about
their reactions to teaching and teachers, the interns had

more feedback from students than student teachers get in

most traditional high school situations.

This feedback in

most cases helped in their development of social and instru
mental flexibility.

Finally their supervision, which em-

phasized such questions as "what are other ways that you
could accomplish your goals" or "what are other ways to respond to a given student" contributed to their growth in
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instrumental and social flexibility.

The following two

quotations summarize the impact which
the student teaching
experience in alternative schools had on
most of the interns
Cheryl:
My goals have changed to more emphasis
on individual work and group cooperation
in the
class... [My approach to curriculum] is moFe
tentative and flexible.
1 try to see what the students
know about an area before presenting my information.
Pam:

I received much feedback from my
students.
The classes operated on a cooperative basis and
the students were free to encourage, to comment,
and to of fer criticism at any time, I have expanded my original goals and have become more
flexible.
_

As a result of the student teaching experience, the

women as a group demonstrated greater growth in instrumental
flexibility; three of the four men and all of the women pro-

gressed in the development of social flexibility.

The de-

velopment of social and instrumental flexibility was also
facilitated by the Learning Seminar, which is described in
the following section.

Learning Seminar
The Learning Seminar consisting of all the interns
and the three supervisors met twice

a

week during the first

two weeks of the semester and weekly thereafter for a two-

hour session.

At the beginning and end of the semester it

met at one of the supervisors' home.

For the middle seven
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weeks of the semester it met once at
each of the alternative school sites in which interns were
placed.
Each week
there was a specific theme which ranged from
dramatic

impro-

visation, Kohlberg

'

s

theory of moral development, to curri-

culum development or organizational problems of
alternative
schools.

The Learning Seminar was entitled officially,

Methods of Teaching in Alternative Schools" and awarded
300 modules of credit for its successful completion.

^

The

supervisors and interns together decided upon the choice of
topics to be pursued during the first session of the Learning Seminar.
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The goals of the seminar were twofold:

to

introduce the interns to new methods, materials, and resources which they might be able to use in their courses;
and to provide a forum in which the interns could share

their problems and triumphs and get support and help in

coping with the myriad of issues which student teachers
face in their induction to teaching.

The Learning Seminar helped to facilitate the de-

velopment of social and instrumental flexibility.

It helped

in the development of social flexibility through the model

which the supervisors tried consciously to create of listening carefully to the members of the seminar and of using

the ideas of others in the discussion, both of which be-

haviors are part of the behavioral definition of social
flexibility.

It helped in the development of instrumental
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flexibility through presenting

a

variety of methods, ma-

terials and resources which the
interns could net get
through their schools and through
providing a forum in
which the interns could exchange ideas
about methods, materials and resources. Although there
is no definitive objective data to prove that the Learning
Seminar contributed
to the development of flexibility,
there is indirect evidence from intern journals evaluations, and
comments during
the seminar, that the seminar did help in its
development.
The development of social flexibility, particularly
the skill of actively listening to others and
making use

of their ideas, was an important goal to the ALE-S
super-

visors because this skill is

ment of

a

a

key element in the develop-

strong actively functioning group.

One of the

supervisors who had had intensive training in group dynamics

actively worked during the semester with both the Learning
Seminar and individual interns

.in

their classes.

Her goal

was both to help build an active learning group among the
interns in the seminar and to help all interns understand
the ways in which interpersonal relationships and group dy-

namics affect teaching and learning.

A third of the in-

terns wrote in their journals about this supervisor's work

with them, stating that it gave them much more insight into
the functioning of their classes.

Perhaps the best evidence that the Learning Seminar

affected the social flexibility of the interns is in the
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actual behavior of the interns,
especially

in

the area of

"Listens to others, makes use of the
ideas of others in a
discussion." Two of the interns, Jill
and Carol, found it
hard to accept suggestions from their
supervisors, but were
both having problems shaping their curricula
and finding materials.
In the middle of the semester when the
curriculum
units were due, Carol spoke in the Learning
Seminar
of the

difficulty which she was having with curriculum
and planning, but was unable to accept any of the
suggestions which
members of the group gave her. She answered "Yes, but..."
proceeding to argue why each suggestion could not help her.
Then Pam picked up on one of the methods which Carol said
she had tried in her class and explained how she had tried

that same method in her class, what the problems had been
and how she had approached solving those problems.

For the

first time all afternoon, Carol appeared to be listening to
the experience of one of her peers.

After the session, Carol sought Pam out and the two
had a long discussion on possible materials to be used in

Carol's Wildlife course.

Jill, who had also been facing

curriculum problems, but had not talked about them, joined
Pam and Carol.

The three met at the beginning and end of

each of the next three sessions to talk about curriculum.

These talks appeared to give Carol confidence that she was

going in the right direction in curriculum, and they gave
Jill the first help which she would accept in curriculum
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development.

Before this incident Jill had
been pressed by
both her supervisor and cooperating
teacher to plan two new
courses for the second quarter at E.W.O.W.
She had been
having difficulty thinking of possible
courses whose material she felt comfortable with and in
which she thought the
students might be interested. Each suggestion
which either
her supervisor or her cooperating teacher (whose
field was
biology) made had something wrong with it. However,
after

these discussions w’ith Pam she came up with two courses

which were similar but not identical to two successful
courses which Pam was teaching at N.A.S.
Jill had been under great stress during the first

part of the semester

,

because she was having many discipline

problems in one course and her students tended not to come
to her other course.

On a given day only one of the six

students might come to class.

For example, on February

1,

she wrote in her journal, "No one really showed up for the

Animal Science course, but
pretty nervous about it.

I

was just as glad.

Getting

Cried a bit afterwards."

She had

shown little social flexibility in being able to listen to
the suggestions or criticisms which her cooperating teacher
and her supervisor had made.

One of the first signs of so-

cial flexibility which she had shown during the semester

(her

ability to listen to Pam's ideas and then to use them) was
in the small group discussions among the three interns in

science.

During the second quarter she also began to demon-
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strate some social flexibility in
the classroom with the
students from the "special class."
There are probably
several reasons why Pam was able to
elicit this response
Jill.
First Pam shared with Jill the same
college major,
though they had not known each other, and was
also a quiet
and shy person like Jill.
Secondly, enough trust

m

and the

norm of helping each other had been established
in the Learning Seminar that enabled Jill to accept help
from Pam. Without the existence of the Learning Seminar, it is
doubtful
if Carol and Jill would have had an alternate
experience of

accepting help from Pam and of working on curriculum with
others
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Their curriculum work also helped to develop

their instrumental flexibility by giving each other a wider

repertoire of methods and materials.

The women as a group

took greater advantage of the seminar as a resource than
did the men as a group.
The Learning Seminar also contributed to the de-

velopment of instrumental flexibility by exposing the interns to a variety of methods, materials, and teaching

styles and by raising the issue of the interrelationship

between environment and learning.

For example the first

session of the Learning Seminar was held around

a

room table, which was crowded with 12 interns and
visors.

dining3

super-

This environment fostered a sense of physical

closeness and helped to improve the quality of the recording on the tape recorder.

However, the interns were uncom-
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fortable with this arrangement,
wanting a more relaxed
atmosphere and comfortable
chairs which the livingroom
could provide. At the third
session we moved to the
livingroom and used the move to
raise the question of the
effect
which environment has on
teaching/learning situations. The
question of environment remained
a salient issue throughout
the semester with interns
often raising it as an issue
when
we visited the different
alternative school sites.
Interns also increased their
instrumental flexibility
by learning and using techniques
which were introduced in
the Learning Seminar.
For example, five of the interns
tried either dramatic improvisation
or role playing in their
classes.
Two thirds of the students used
audio-visual materials in their classes, often ones which
were directly
obtained from the Learning Seminar. These
methods were more
used by the women than the men. Except for
V.A.L.U.E. it

was not a norm at any of the alternative schools
in which
they were placed to use audio-visual materials, so
the in-

terns might not have experimented with this medium
without
the example of the seminar.

All of the interns wrote units

which they duplicated for the seminar.

In their final

evaluation they rated this activity and its discussion in
the seminar as either "helpful" or "essential"
as essential and

5

(7

rated them

as helpful)

The units also provide another evaluatory technique
of the progress which the interns were, making in developing
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instrumental flexibility.

They were written when
the
semester was two-thirds over so
that the interns

had an
initial grasp on curriculum
development and so that there
was still time for the interns
to work on skills which
the
units might suggest that they
needed to do. To assess social flexibility the units were
evaluated on the basis of
evidence of pupil planning and of
fitting materials to individual needs. To assess instrumental
flexibility, the
units were evaluated according to the
criteria of the use
of choice, the use of a variety of
activities, materials,
and methods, and the use of open-ended
questions.
The following table shows the number of units
which showed evidence
of these criteria as evaluated by the
supervisors.

TABLE

5

EVIDENCE OF SOCIAL AND INSTRUMENTAL FLEXIBILITY
IN CURRICULUM UNITS

Criteria

of Use
in Units

of Use

%

%

by Women

in Units
by Men

of Use

%

Units
by Group
ir

i

Pupil Planning

63

50

44

Fitting Materials
to Pupil Needs

38

50

42

Provision of Choice
for Pupils

50

50

50

100

100

100

50

50

50

Variety of Methods,
Activities, Materials
Use of Open-ended
Questions
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There is little difference
between the men and
women as a group in the ways in
which they demonstrated
flexibility through the construction
of a unit.
Half of
the group did very well on these
criteria, demonstrating
evidence of social and instrumental
flexibility in formal
curriculum development. One of the
supervisors also constructed a unit and passed it out, which
also modelled

so-

cial and instrumental flexibility for
the interns.
As the duplicating and sharing of units
demonstrates,
a

cental goal

for the Learning Seminar was to provide
a

forum in vhich the interns could both learn about
new methods
and materials and share them among each other.
The sharing

which occurred between the science interns was one example
of the achievement of this goal.

Another function of the

Learning Seminar was to provide a place where interns could
their problems, fears and anxieties.

^

This function

may have contributed indirectly to the growth of flexibility because it is very difficult for a person who is
anxious and afraid to be flexible either in his approach to

curriculum or to people.
The following excerpts from two journals written

during the first four weeks of the semester show that the
interns were finding the sessions to be valuable.
Cheryl: Feb. 25.
"I realized, in the course of
the discussion today, that there is a lot of
value in coming together."
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e three

science
scuss curricu-

All the women and three of the four
men mentioned in their
journals the help which they were
receiving from the Learn
ing Seminar.
~n

conclusion, the Learning Seminar
contributed to
the development of social flexibility
through helping the
interns to listen to each other and to make
use of the ideas
of others in the Learning Seminar
discussio
us s 1.0ns
It contri.

buted to instrumental flexibility by modelling
or introducing a variety of methods, materials, teaching
styles and
by being a forum in which the interns could share
problems
and successes as well as learn new techniques and resources

from each other.

The seminar visits to the alternative

school sites also provided models for different ways of coping with alternative school problems, and thereby contri-

buted to their repertiore of strategies for dealing with
the complexities of alternative schools.

The evidence for

evaluating the effect of the Learning Seminar on the develop-

ment of social and instrumental flexibility is of a qualitative nature and came from statements in journals, from the
final evaluation and from the behavior of the interns in

using some of the methods and resources which were introduced
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in the seminar.

With the exception of Sam,
who was the

only intern found not to be
certifiable as a result of the
program, all the interns reported
being affected by the
Learning Seminar. However, the
women as a group made greater use of the Learning Seminar
to help each other and
they
used more of the techniques and
materials demonstrated in

the Learning Seminar.

Learning a new non-verbal skill
One reason for including this
requirement into the
program was the assumption that understanding
one's own
learning style and hearing about the learning
experiences
of others in the seminar would help the
interns to be more
sensitive to different learning styles of their
students.
Part of the definition of social flexibility is
"works to

meet the needs of the individual students as well as the
group as a whole."

Bruce Joyce argues that a major ingredi-

ent of flexibility is the ability to discern the learning

styles of one's students and then to devise appropriate learning strategies for the different learning styles 24
.

The interns agreed at the first meeting of the

Learning Seminar to demonstrate the results of their learning at the last session, and to determine as a group if a

person had successfully completed this requirement.
interns picked a wide variety of activities.

below there is

a

The

In the chart

list of the activities, the way in which
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they learned the skill

(from a person or course)

and

method of final demonstration.
TABLE 6
INTERN'S LEARNING A NEW NON-VERBAL
SKILL

Name

Skill

Method of
Learning

Carol

quilting

family

Cheryl

course

Jill

modern dance
carpentry

Milly

crochet

friend

Marie

lamp making

family

Nan

tennis

group
lessons

family

Evaluation

Patchwork quilt
demonstration
small table
scarf and afghan
lamp

Pam

knitting

family

demonstration
pair of socks

Pris

playing piano

piano
teacher

demonstration

Andy

Scuba Diving

Course

Certificate of
completion

Ron

finishing
furniture

family

finished chest

Jon

Table Tennis

students

Participation in
student teacher
tournament

Sam

metal welding

family

planter

The chart reveals the variety of choices which the

interns made, but more uniformity in the way in which they

chose to learn their non-verbal skill.

Seven chose to

learn it from family and friends for the obviously prag-

matic reasons of no expense and availability of the teacher.

Four chose to commit some expense to this enterprise

and took lessons, while one learned the skill from his
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students.

All the interns were able
to demonstrate, in a
way acceptable to the group,
their non-verbal skill
at the
end of the semester.
The question of whether this
requirement of ALE-S
contributed to the development of
social and instrumental
flexibility is difficult to prove
in an objective
way.

There was an effort on the part of
the supervisors to help
the interns make conscious some of
the possible parallels
between this activity and the learning
of their
students.

For example, early in the semester,
one supervisor presented a list of questions about this
activity to the in-

terns which they discussed then and during
the final
session.
These questions are reproduced below to show
the
kind of thinking which the directors of ALE-S
wanted this

requirement to generate:
Given that you had a choice about what to
learn, why did you choose that particular skill?
1.

2.

How did you choose to learn it?

Why?

3. What problems have you had in learning the
skill? What aspects of the learning have been
difficult? Why?

In what ways have you been able to help yourself with these problems? In what ways have
other people been able to help you? i.e. what
is helpful to you when you learn?
4.

5. What joys have you had in learning the skill?
What has been the source of those joys?

If someone else has been learning with you,
what has been the relationship to that person
6.

(those people)?

Has the relationship been
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cooperative? competitive’ Hac -i+learning? hindered
t^Lar^ng?
7.

u

i

^

the

What other questions might
we add to these?

As interns considered these
questions, they gained
insight into their own learning
style and that of others
in
the group, which made them
sensitive to the varying needs
of their pupils.
There is no direct evidence
that this insight would help to increase their
social flexibility.
However, in their final evaluation,
they were able to make
connections between this activity and
the teaching and
learning which they were experiencing
in alternative
schools.
The following exerpts from the final
evaluation
demonstrate these connections.
Nan:
I had a choice between many
skills as in
W.A.S.
I chose a method which was
inexpensive
and known to be pretty good. Not risky.
Students of ten choose traditional school classes
for the same reasons.

Pris:
I received an immense amount of
pleasure
out of learning my non-verbal skill, because I
always believed I couldn't do it. What helps me
to learn is that there was no pressure to learn.
Pam:

It's hard to learn something new and someI don't particularly like (knitting).

thing

Carol
Sometimes I didn't want to listen as my
students felt sometimes.
Sometimes I thought I
knew more than my mother.
:

Cheryl
The teacher was effective by showing the
steps, then letting each of us do whatever we could
with it.
She was very supportive.
I tried to plan
classes where each student had a chance to do whatever he would within the exercise the class was
doing.
I tried to be supportive of any participa:
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,^r
Sam:

There were problems with
periences and also a feeling of both learn ina P y
self 9 tlflcatlon
a nd accomplishment at
the end.
[I 1( arned] from advice
and trial and error
f
t
learning
can take place from doing.
Experi-'
Xpei
y
ence is a good teacher.

Yes,

and teaching had to be a
cooperative
project or else it was either
frustrating or uninteresting.
This is something which I
important and applicable to any school think is
situation.

initely a good idea to be learning a
new
you were teaching.
I have carried the
idea with me to Thompson Academy.
I'm learning how
to Play basketball from the students.
A particuarly bea Lth Y Idea.
1) For one, most respect at
the school; comes from the sports field
and not the
a
room
Students
see
you
as
a
real
person.
^f
Tney see themselves as being important and
useful
ufn
skiH w
while

7;

^

*

.

The first excerpt mentions the idea of choice.

This

was one of several requirements within ALE-S in which
the

intern had considerable amount of choice in what s/he would
do and how s/he would learn the new skill.

It was expected

that the cumulative effect of the choices, which the program

insisted that the interns make, would enhance their instru-

mental flexibility by providing them with both the example
and experience of choice.

Interns did begin to build choice

into their curriculum materials and thereby provide the

possibility of individualization for their students.

The

excerpt from Cheryl described her effort to provide options
for individual students within her lessons.

All of the
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interns built into their curriculum
either in their formal
unit or
lessons which their supervisors saw
an element

m

of choice so that the students could
pick what best suited

their own interests and needs.

Although choice in assign-

ments or class exercises does not mean that
the curriculum
is individualized, it does mean that the
intern has learned
to design a variety of materials, methods, and
assignments

which taxe into account the individual learning styles
and
needs of the students.
Without, this component in ALE-S,

the interns might

have learned the value of considering the needs of their
students, part of social flexibility, and the skill of de-

signing

a

wide variety of materials and methods, part of

instrumental flexibility.

The supervisors, however, contend

that this component gave the interns an experiential basis

upon which to learn the benefits of considering the learning
styles of their students and to experience the positive
and negative effects of choice.

There were no differences

between the men and women in their approach to this component, or in the perceived effects which this component had
on them.

At the final evaluation session the interns were

unanimous in stating that they thought this kind of require-

ment was helpful during student teaching.

As the final com-

ment in the intern excerpts noted, there was also carry-over
of this activity in the teaching of one of the interns after

the program was terminated.
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Working with Adolescent-*

in a

Non-school Setting

Like the learning of a
new non-verbal skill,
the
relationship between this
requirement and the development
of flexibility is indirect.
The purpose of this
requirement
threefold.
to give interns an
opportunity to learn more
about adolescents,- to observe
and try out new ways of
interacting with adolescents; and
to explore occupations
for

working with adolescents other
than teaching,
if this requirement contributes to the
development of flexibility, it
is in the area of social
flexibility.
Insight into the behavior patterns of adolescents
and a chance to experiment
with modes of interaction in an
environment, which is
free

from the stress which interns associate
with student teaching, should contribute to the
development of social flexibility.
Since there was no control group, the
effect which
this component had on social flexibility
cannot be definitively proven.
However, excerpts from journals and the final evalua-

tion help to document the effect which the interns
perceived
this component as having.

Below is a list of the activities

which the interns did while they were also student teaching
to fulfill this requirement.
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TABLE
INTERNS

WORK WITH ADOLESCENTS IN A
NON-SCHOOL SETTING

Name
Carol

Cheryl

Jill

Milly
Marie

7

Work

Watertown Youth Center-teaching
leathercraft
Children's Hospital Teen
Center-recreation aide
Children's Hospital Teen
Center-recreation aide
*
Ut Center_couns e 1 ling with
students
5
considering dropping
out of high school
field “ aide 111 3 halfwa
^
,

SS^°

—

^Ksc^s

Nan

Eriendiy House, Worcester-aide in
Specialized Child
Care rogram, an after school program
for early
adolescents with special needs
hurch Youth Group- leader
Friendly House, Worcester-tutor in a literacy
J
program
..

Pam
Pris

(

,

Andy
Ron

Jon

Sam

Orient Heights Housing Project, East Bostonrecreation aide
Devens School-aide working with retarded adolescents
Wilderness Program-leader for 20 adolescents on a
program similar to outward bound for Pilot
students
Orient Heights Housing Project, East Bostonrecreation aide

In the final evaluation the interns were asked,

"Did

you find that this work helped you in your teaching and in
your understanding of the students whom you were teaching?"

Eleven of the twelve interns answered "yes" to this question.

Pris who replied negatively, had spoken positively

about the experience at several of the seminars, where she
stated that she had come to understand and be able to work

with adolescents who had severe reading problems.

Her
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objection to her work in this
component was, "It was too
much like teaching" and that it
required many hours of
time.
As supervisors we did not insist
on veto power over
the activities which they chose. Our
major criteria for
an activity being acceptable was that
there be some person
connected with the activity who would act
in a supervisory
way toward the intern. This requirement
was met by all.
Below are some excerpts from the final
evaluation in answer
to the above question which demonstrate
the interns' perceptions oi the effect of this work.

Cheryl
it was an excellent off-set for the
teaching because I worked with others and
could be more flexible. There were very few
formal goals.
I could be very helpful and
learn from others.
I gained some insight into
teaching as helping others to do what they want
and are able to do, for their own purpose.
I
found this work very rewarding.
;

,

Many of the kids at Transition House
were being tutored and having trouble getting
down to studying. This helped me to understand
why the kids didn't want to do assignments.
Also some of the kids at T.H. were very aware
and motivated and had definite goals whereas
most of my students did not.
Margie:

Nan
Yes I got to see kids at play, letting out
frustrations and I understood frustrations students must have. And since I worked with emotionally disturbed students, understanding the
abnormal always helps in understanding the norma]..
It made me more patient in my teaching.
:

Andy
I had an opportunity to see what a housing
project was. The kids there were very open with
me.
There was no problem with being accepted.
I could beat anybody at pool and ping pong, so I
was in right away. There was always a certain
amount of testing though with drugs, with stories
:
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*5?°^ ? te * lin 9 and skipping school. Many of the
01
365 did come from housing
project^ "so'Ti
S * partlcularl
* worthwhile
experie^e ?or J?

^

.

Sam
These kids were very much like
the kids
1
was teaming s ° I
‘^'’things
?!
J
them [my students]
;

I

.

Ron:

Not so much in teaching methods as
learning a little more about life and perhaps
people
and finding enjoyment in what I did.

m

Jon:
This program gave me a deeper appreciation
of students as people and their abilities
and
strengths ana for the staff members who spent
long hours.
The rewards, though intangible,

were beyond measure.
Ti

ese remarks indicate that the interns found that

this requirement broadened their understanding of adoles-

cents and gave tnem further experience in working with them,

which could then be translated into their work in alternative schools.

There appeared to be little discernable dif—

f^^snce between the men and the women in either the type
of work chosen or in the connections which this work enabled

them to make between working with adolescents in and out of
school.

However, although the men took longer to find their

work with adolescents, they were more enthusiastic in describing its benefits and in recommending that this activity
be a part of a teacher preparation program.

Three of the

eight women thought that this component should not be part
of a student teaching semester whereas all the men found

that it should be.

27

The reactions to the question on the

final evaluation which asks "Would you recommend that this
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kind of work be built into a
student teaching semester?"
indicate the different reactions
which the men and the women
had to this requirement.
NOt lf

at^T^did

^

Student Caching did as much

Cheryl:
Definitely.
it helps you
spective and to foster creativity. to keep a perSonya! my
supervisor, helped to make it a very
profitable
^
experience.

Jill

Yes.

:

Milly

;

Yes.

Marie:
I really don't think it is
necessary.
I
1. ^ed it because I am also
interested in social
work.
It does give you an idea of what kids
are
like outside of the classroom and that is
good.
But I think the type of outside work you do may
or may not be helpful.
(Depends on the work)
Nan:

Yes for the experience.
But the time involved is very difficult to handle.
Pam:

To tell you the truth I found the teaching
experience tc be adequate, as I often had little
time for volunteer work.

Pris:

No,

would not.

I

A ndy
I certainly feel that an informal kids experience is worthwhile. You get the chance to see
kids as real people.
:

Ron

:

Yes,

do.

I

Jon
Most assuredly, this was one of the most
important and rewarding parts of my whole year.
:

Sam:

Yes.

It gives two types of settings.
2. Non-classroom which are of equal

classroom.
importance.
1.

There is no clear explanation why the men were more

favorable toward this component of the program.

It is
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possible to make some speculations,
but these speculations
are outside of the scope of
this study 28 However, by
placing this activity in the student
teacher semester, it may
have contributed to the flexibility
of the interns by giving an experiential basis for
comparing teaching to other
social service occupations.
In the experience of the directors of ALE-S, we have found that some
student teachers,
.

particularly those who have difficulty in
the classroom
find it very hard to admit that teaching
is not an appropriate occupation for them because they have
invested
so

much time and effort in preparing for the
student teaching.
By providing an alternative experience during
the intern
semester, interns can more easily disengage their committ-

ment to teaching and focus it elsewhere.

Thus this require-

ment appeared to help some interns to consider alternatives
to teaching and thus to think more flexibly about their

career options.

Both semesters during the final evaluation

session the interns who had decided not to go into teaching
spoke about the ways in which this work had helped them to

decide on other occupations.
In conclusion, this requirement of working with ado-

lescents in a non-school setting was an important component
of the program to the interns, despite its extra demands on

their time.

This requirement did help interns as measured

by their own perception to understand adolescents and to

give them opportunities for finding new ways of relating to
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adolescents.

It also gave them an
experience of trying out
other career roles in the helping
professions. This work

helped them indirectly to develop
social flexibility by
giving them a greater understanding
of adolescents and by
providing them with a different kind
of experience in interacting with adolescents than the school
setting usually
al-

lows.

Finally the men both semesters found this
work to be
a more salient activity than did the
women.
In order
to

explain the reasons for this difference between
men and
women, further study particularly of the effect
of career
choice cr

a

feminine" profession is necessary.

Summary
This chapter first describes each of the interns,
their school settings, and initial supervisory strategies,

using their application form, their initial ALE-S questionnaire, the results of Kerlinger's Educational Scale VII, and

initial supervisory observations as evidence.

The purpose

of this first section is to show that the interns entered

the program with different needs, strengths, weaknesses,
and levels of flexibility.

This description further pro-

vides a baseline upon which to measure the progress of each
intern in the development of social and instrumental flexibility.

The second half of the chapter examines four major

components of ALE-S to document their effect on the development of social and instrumental flexibility.
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In this chapter the major
sources of evidence used
to demonstrate the development
of flexibility came from
in-

tern journals, final evaluations,
comments in the Learning
Seminar, and the field notes of
supervisors. This kind of
data focuses on the individual
intern and on his/her needs
and growth.
Since a central goal of this
study is to determine whether an individual's
social and instrumental

flexibility can be increased through
participation in a
complex teacher preparation program,
it is appropriate that
part of the evaluation of the
accomplishment of this goal
has come from the perceptions of the
interns themselves.
Each of the four major components of ALE-S
did contribute to the development of social and
instrumental flexibility in a variety of ways. Table 8 summarizes
the ways
in which these components helped in its
development.
In three of the four components, men and women
be-

haved differently.

Only in learning a new non-verbal skill

was there no difference in either the behavior of the male
and female interns or the effect of that component on the

development of flexibility.

In the first component., women

made more use of field work and better integrated community
resources into their courses than did men.
a

Women also used

wider variety of methods and were more willing either to

search for new materials or to learn about new areas of
study than were the men.

In the Learning Seminar women

took more advantage of the forum as a place for helping each
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TABLE 8
the effect of ale-s
components on development of
flexibility
Social
Flexibility

Component

Teaching in
Alt ernative
school

encouraged consideration of individual
needs and student
participation
encouraged changing
plans to fit student
needs on a given day
encouraged change
through student and
supervisor feedback

Learning
Seminar

modelled norm of
listening to others
and using others'
ideas

encouraged norm of
helping each other
provided opportunity
to learn from school
other than one's own
through school visits

Instrumental
Flexibility

encouraged use of
many methods and
materials

encouraged integration of community
into courses
encouraged change
through student and
supervisor feedback

modelled variety of
methods materials,
and resources
modelled the use of
the environment to
facilitate goals
provided requirement
of writing units and
sharing them.

Learning New
Non-verbal
Skill

provided experiential
base for analysis of
individual style of
learning and comparison with others in
ALE-S

provided experience
in choosing among
many options

Working with
Ado Icscents

provided experience
working with adolescents to better understand them

provided experience
in choosing among
options, related to
possible career exploration

in a non-

school
setting

provided experience
in using new patterns
of interaction in a
non-evaluatory situation
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other

but there was no discernible
difference between the
men and women in the writing
of the units or in their
final
evaluation of the seminar experience.
In the last component, working with adolescents
in a non-school setting,
the men were more enthusiastic
about building this component into a teacher preparation
program and took more advantage of this fieldwork to explore
career options than
did the women.
In the first two components
women showed
a greater development in social
and instrumental flexibility
than did the men.
In the last component, the greater
male
use of this activity to consider career
choice is probably
more closely related to cognitive flexibility
than to in,

strumental flexibility.

The willingness to think flexibly

about career choice is not part of the behavioral
definitions of either social or instrumental flexibility.

Thus

the data derived from intern perceptions or supervisory

fieldnotes suggests that the women as

a

group made more

progress in developing social and instrumental flexibility
theii teaching than did the men.

Although these find-

ings imply that there may be differences in the ways and
in the process through which men and women develop flexi-

bility, the sample in this study is too small to make any

definitive conclusions.

In the next chapter these findings

are both amplified and refined through the use of data from

interaction analysis and tests which the interns took during
the semester.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FOOTNOTES

These forms are found in Appendix
A and

B.

2

Fred N. Kerlinger,
ihe First and Second Order
Factor Structures of Attitude s toward
Education," American
Educational Journal IX, May, 1967,
p.

,

193.

3

See Appendix B for a fuller
suits of Kerxinger's Educational Scale.discussion of the re-

^

pervlso s did a ra «k order of the interns
f“
J
the semester
on the order of achieving the
goal., of fiLE-S.
One man was at the top of the grouo and
one man at the bottom, with all three
supervisors in complete agreement on these two men.
at thP

n

*°

:

-

A11 other interns had worked with adolescents
either as camp counselors,
coaches, tutors, or dorm counselors before entering ALE-S.
.

g
I L.ems 6, 7, 13
28 were the items relat25, 27
ing^ to authority.
If all were scored "Disagree very strongly," the highest score would be minus eighteen.
Items 2,
5, 8, 11, 16, 19, 20 were the items relating to traditional
,

,

attitudes toward subject matter. The highest positive
score on this would be twenty-four and the negative minus
twenty- four

For women the mean on the knowledge items was 3,
on the authority items was -6.25; for the men the mean on
the knowledge items was 1.25 and the mean for the authority
items was -2.75.

Later in the semester Pam took twenty bantam hens
home with her to persuade the hens to sit on fertile eggs.
Once a bantam hen begins to brood, the hen then can be
placed, uncaged, in a classroom until the eggs are hatched.
The science center was having trouble accomplishing this,
but Pam was able to get the hens to brood on her farm and
then bring the hens back to classrooms.
9

For all journal and questionnaire entries, spellpunctuation, and emphasis will be as the intern wrote
them, unless otherwise noted.
ing,
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10 _

items which
was above the ^ean^ofwomen
° n the
authority items which was at o^thes^'tomf^
the mean for ^omen/
a

e

r

It is
interestiig to no?e that the°?hree ferity items.
0011131
school background scored similarly
oftheL^temsf
Knowledge items
Authority items

Marie
Pam
Jill
e

a whole?

5

-7

5

-6
-6

3

ndiX B tC COmpare these results with
the group as
12 .

,

came from a middle-class suburban family.
German immigrant and his father continued
his work :n the scouting movement, despite
the fact that
h s s° ns were in college.
Alan
went
from
kindergarten
J
through
high school in the same conventional public school
system.
Anct Y

™°*;her

a

Sam made an attempt to find new approaches to his
curriculum, an example of instrumental flexibility, but
he
did not take the next step of becoming thoroughly^ familiar
with his new materials. Thus, he did not go over his field
trips ahead of time, and plan what his students might learn
from them.
This is an example of instrumental flexibility
outside of the classroom, which was not followed through
to affect his behavior in the classroom.

Sam stated in his journal that "Because of the
structural set up at C.I.T.Y., my supervisor [from C.I.T.Y.]
and myself came up with the present course that I am now
teaching." At the end of the semester this staff person
commented to the ALE-S supervisor that the field trips had
been his idea and that he thought Sam had leaped to the
idea to avoid doing preparation, thinking that field trips
would be easy to lead.
‘

15

On an observation in April, Jill's students were
able to describe in detail a field trip which they had
taken two days earlier, while in February the students had
been unable to answer questions on a field trip taken the
day before and had commented about how uninteresting the
trip had been.
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seminars ellT
chusetts.

^

-i.

rege, Lcoton, Massa-

^

in an in '
tern's repertSLe^or^urpolel?
tern had demonstrated competence
as judged by the supervisor and in the use of ?he method"
by
s/he was comfortable in using that the intern's bpl inf Vh f
method?

this^T

18 t
in conversations with her
sonalized student cutting until with supervisors s'np n^rthe help of her super
?
“h
Sgan t0 think ° f °ther reasons
why students
f u
C
n
ClaSS and then le ^ r "ed from stu?°
dent ad?isoro
?
S Ude
S Wh ° Were cuttin
9 her course

°r

^

^

wlr?
v ere also
Slo cutting
cutti^a all
?!? th
their other courses.
-

19

The criteria for successful completion
were partiP
cipation in the activities of the Learning
Seminar and
successful completion and distribution to the
group
y
* of a
teaching unit.
•

.

.
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.

Appendix A there is a list of possible
which the interns rated during their first meeting. topics
This
rating provided the basis upon which the directors
decided
which topics to include in the Learning Seminar.
*n

Carol said in her final evaluation that she found
difficult to accept help from her supervisor and from
her coopera cmg teacher who had an excellent background
in science.
She wrote, "I'm independent.
He [cooperating
teacher] couldn’t help me because I do things all myself."
it.
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Pam even brought Jill a pair of white rats to use

in her "Pet Care" class second quarter.

An example of the importance of the Learning Seminar to interns is summed up in Ron's comment on his final
evaluation where he said that the Learning Seminar had been
essential to him because, "Seeing that you didn't have all
the answers and could fail and could succeed was important
to me
.

Bruce Joyce, "The Teacher Innovator: A Program
for Preparing Educators," in Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil,
ed. Perspectives for Reform in Teacher Education (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-HalT? Inc.), 1372, p. 19.
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A
t
1
and did !! afLrhe had b^un°h?r n in hiS £inal ^aloation
ncbooi where be pS

oHhe

iT^rZ^ro,

26

the be 9inning of the third
+-ho women
7Am
f^^
the
had a placement while only halfweek all but one of
of the men had.
,

27

In both semesters the nine men
students were all more enthusiastic about out of twentv-four
this requirement
the women as a group.
Of the nine men six were
considering alternate careers to teaching
semester in the areas of their work with by the end of the
adolescents <n
C
SettlngS
F ° Ur ° f theSG Six Were in the bottom
o?°fh
third of
the group
teaching ability as rated by their
superiors.
Four of the fifteen women also were conside'rlng careers
the area of this work.
The teachina ability
of these four ranged from the top to the
bottom of the
group.
Clearly this option gave the less successful interns another alternative to teaching, but which
option
the men took more advantage of.
.

,

,

*

m

m

Since teaching is still considered to be a career
more appropriate for women, it may be that the men found
their work with adolescents in non-school settings to be a
which is less linked with female stereotvpes than
teaching is.
The choice of teaching was a problem for at
least one of the males. Andy reported in the Learning
Seminar that "My family would rather I was a whore than
teach.
How can a male be a teacher."
(Feb. 4)
Of the
nine men both semesters, four others also made reference
to the feminine nature of teaching in their journals.

CHAPTER

V

ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM FORMAL MEASURES
In this chapter the data from
interaction analysis

and standardized tests are used to respond
to the research

questions which are stated in Chapter One
and repeated in
a shortened form here.
1.

Does ALE-S help interns to develop social and
instrumental flexibility? Do one or more components stand out as being more responsible
for this development?

2.

Is gender an important variable in the process

through which interns develop social and instrumental flexibility, or do the differences in
this development seem to be more a matter of
individual variation?
In order to address these questions, this chapter
is divided into two parts.

In the first section the data

from interaction analysis demonstrates that the interns became more flexible during the semester and that the women
as a group made more progress than the men as a group.

In

the second part of the chapter, the data from interaction

analysis is compared with the results from two standardized
tests:

Paragraph Completion Test and Omnibus Personality

Inventory.

A comparison of the interaction data with the

conceptual level

(CL)

of each intern is made in order to

try to compare the results of the interaction analysis with
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the findings of Hunt and Joyce
as described in Chapter
Three
This comparison should also
indicate whether the interns who
showed the most development during
the semester, were also
the most cognitively flexible as
indicated by their CL.
Two
subscores of the O.P.I. (Complexity
and Autonomy) are used
to add supporting data to the findings
of the Paragraph Completion Test in order to determine with
greater reliability
the level of cognitive flexibility which
the interns brought
with them into the program. A third subscore
of the O.P.I.

(Masculinity-Femininity) contributes supporting data
to the
second of the research questions.
The Use of Interaction Analysis to Measure Flexibility
To measure the interns' development of social and

instrumental flexibility, each intern was recorded teaching
two lessons of his/her choice at the beginning of the semester and again at the end.

Two lessons were originally re-

corded and then the supervisor and intern together chose
that tape which was the most representative of the intern's

teaching at that given point in time.

In the majority of

cases the two lessons were similar in teaching style and

would have yielded very little difference in the interaction analysis.
However, by having two tapes, provision was made for
the occasional failure of the tape recorder (which happened
once)

,

for intern nervousness which might cause the intern
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to teach in a way that was
not typical, or for unexpected

school problems which might interfere
with the usual teaching-learning environment. To check
on whether the use of
one tape was representative, both
tapes for one student at
the beginning of the semester were
analyzed and correlated.
The same procedure was repeated at
the end of the semester
for another student.
The correlation was .93 for the two
tapes from the beginning of the semester
and .91 for
the

tv/o

tapes from the end of the semester.

Because of the time-consuming task that coding and
analyzing interaction data represents, a twenty-minute

sampl

of the intern’s teaching was taken from the chosen
lesson

at both the beginning and end of the semester.

A twenty-

minute sample of teaching is the length of time which many
researchers using this tool find an appropriate length for
analysis.

To obtain this sample, the first ten minutes of

each lesson was analyzed, then a five-minute segment from
the middl

-2

of the lesson followed by the last five minutes

of the lesson were analyzed.

This format was followed on

the advice of Marsha Weil, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

versity.

2

Ned Flanders' research also supports the use of

the first ten minutes.

In his analysis of thousands of

tapes he has found that the first ten minutes of a lesson
set the tone of the teacher-student interaction for the

rest of the lesson.

3

Although VICS was frequently used during the actual
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supervisory observation in order
to provide an intern with
immediate and objective feedback
after the lesson, it was
redone to analyze each tape in order
to get more reliable
coding than sometimes can be obtained
in the classroom.
A
total of twenty- four tapes were
analyzed, twelve from
the

beginning and twelve from the end of
the semester.
Half of
these tapes were checked for interrater
reliability in order
to demonstrate the reliability of the
author's
coding.

The methodology used to establish interrater
relia-

bility is found in Appendix

D.

Twelve tapes were submitted

to the te.t of interrater reliability.

The average coeffi-

cient of reliability for these twelve tapes was .91 with
a

range of .87 to .97.

Flanders states that a coefficient of

.85 or above is sufficiently high to establish confidence

in the results of interaction analysis.^

Along with the

interrater reliability test, the author also went over portions, with the other rater, of five additional tapes in

which there were possible coding ambiguities.

Thus, there

should be considerable confidence that the results obtained
from the use of VICS have not been distorted by observer
error.

Analysis of VICS in order to Measure the Development of
Social and Instrumental Flexibility
After a tape from the beginning and end of the semester was coded for each intern, the resulting data was
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analyzed through the use of four
ratios derived from the
work of Ned Flanders. These
ratios provide indices by which
an individual's development can
be measured and compared
with other interns in the group.
The indices, the first
two of which help to measure
social flexibility and the
second two instrumental flexibility,
are listed briefly below:

Teacher Response Ration (TRR)-that
proportion of
t ac a r
es P° nse to students that is positive;
,
T
?
5
upil ^-nitration Ratio (PIR)-that proportion
of pupil
talk that is initiation;
Teacher Question Ratio (TQR)-that proportion
of
teacher lecturing and questioning that is
questioning; D
Teacher Indirect Question Ratio (TIQR)-that
proportion
o
teacher initiation that is indirect question<

ing

The first three ratios are computed directly from

Flanders

work while the fourth one is a modification of

his TQR.

The TIQR was created because VICS, unlike FIAC,

divides questions into narrow and broad categories.

Thus

the TIQR measures a particular kind of questioning behavior

which is important both in alternative schools and in the
study of flexibility because open-ended questions usually

allow for a greater variety of student response than do
direct or narrow questions.

Flanders has computed the

first three ratios for thousands of classes.

Thus he has

established a norm for each index, which is the average of
the results from analyzing thousands of classroom hours of
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teaching.

Obviously there are different
averages for different types of Classes, but as he
states the norms are "a
good estimate of the average of all
averages." 6 His norm
for TRR is 42; for TQR is 26; and
for PIR is 34. 7
'

if a

teacner scores at or above the norm,
it does r.ot mean that
s/he is a good teacher, but rather has
scored at the point
found to be the average through the analysis
of many classroom hours of teaching.
Both Flanders and Amidon have repeatedly argued
that it is necessary and desirable to compare new
data ob-

tained through interaction analysis with previously
gathered
data in order to build up a storehouse of data needed to

create a general theory of instruction.

8

Through the use of

Flanders’ norms, this group of interns in alternative
schools, a setting not mentioned in the literature on in-

teraction analysis, can be compared with the norms established in the analysis of classroom interaction at the
elementary, junior and senior high levels in traditional
schools.
a

This study posits that an intern whose score on

given index is above Flanders' norm can be thought of as

more flexible than those scoring below the norm.

Flanders

uses these norms to make such comparisons between teachers.

The relationship between these norms and pupil achievement

have not been definitively established.

However, Flanders

and his followers have found that those students who make
the greatest growth on standardized tests are in classrooms
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in which pupil initiation

positive teacher response and
teacher questioning behavior are
higher than the norms 9
The TRR, PIR, TQR, and TIQR
indices will be used
to answer the following questions:
1*

,

1]?terns Progress from
beginning to the
0f h SemeSter toward Flanders'
norms or
above them?

Dlc

?

^L ^ %
2.

How much difference was there
between those
interns rated at the bottom of the group
and
hose rated at the top of the group as
seen
through a comparison of their final indices?

3

Ho ™uch difference was there between
males
Y females at
and
the beginning of the semester,
at the end of the semester, or in the
progress
made during the semester? To what extent did
those differences hold true across all the

"

indices?

Ratios Measuring Social Flexibility

.

The first

index, Teacher Response Ratio, measures a teacher's

tendency to react to students' comments by either praising
or using a student's idea rather than by criticizing or

giving directions.

The formula for finding this ratio

(and the others to be described subsequently)

transposed for use with VICS.

have been

(See Appendix C for a com-

parison of VICS and FIAC as well as for a chart showing
the computation for each of the ratios using FIAC and

VICS.)

TRR has been translated into VICS by using 5a, b,

and c which measure teacher accepting behavior divided by

VICS category
6,

2,

teacher giving directions, and category

teacher rejection.

Thus the VICS formula for TRR is

(5a,b,c) 100
5a b c +2+6
,

,
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,

The TRR index measures the
interns' use of student
ideas and their positive responses
to student ideas, which
qualities are part of the construct
of social flexibility.
Although it is not a perfect measure
of social flexibility,
its use allows for comparisons
to be made of the initial
and final intern classroom behavior
as well as comparisons
to be made between interns as
individuals and groups.
Flanders' categories have been exactly
transposed into VICS
to preserve the possibility of comparing
results of this
study with Flanders' results.
In the following table, and other similar
subse-

quent tables, the interns are ordered according
to the
three supervisors' ratings of their general
teaching ability
at the end of the semester.
The supervisors' rank ordering has been used in order to allow a visual comparison
of

their development on this index with their general teaching

effectiveness rating.

Those at the top of each group, re-

ceived the lowest rating while those at the bottom of each

group received the highest.

Although ranking according to

teacher effectiveness is a crude measure, it has some

validity because of the close agreement of the three supervisors; and it is useful because it reminds the reader that
a high score on this or the other indices is not alone

synonomous with effective teaching.

The supervisors used
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TABLE

COMPARISON OF

Intern
Sam

TP.R

9

FROM INITIAL AND FINAL
OBSERVATION
BY GENDER

Initial
Observation 3

Final
Observation

Change
+ or -

26

43

17

33

40

7

90

93

3

87

83

59

65

6

0

67

67

Nan

82

67

-

15

Marie

70

63

-

7

Carol

47

41

-

6

Milly

40

67

27

Pam

78

85

7

Pris

71

80

9

Cheryl

92

56

Female
Mean

60

66

6

Group
Mean

60

66

6

Jon
Ron

Andy
Male
Mean
Jill

Flanders norm for TRR is

4 2

-

-

4

36
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the following criteria in their
ranking:

ability to de-

velop curriculum, ability to plan
daily, ability to analyze
own teaching performance, quality
of relationships with
student and staff, use of supervision,
social and instrumental flexibility.
Table

demonstrates that all but two interns, one
male and one female were above Flanders' norm
of 42 at
9

the

end of the semester.

In fact only two men and two women

were below Flanders' norm at the beginning of the semester.
The high TRR found in this group of interns is probably
at-

tributed

\.o

both the alternative school environment which

encourages positive teacher feedback as one of its norms
of teacher behavior and the Learning Seminar in which the

topic of finding ways of giving feedback to students was

frequently discussed."11

Three-quarters of the men and

half of the women showed a gain on this measure from the

beginning to the end of the semester.

Of the four ratios

used in this study, the least amount of improvement oc-

curred in this area.

However, a decrease in the amount

of positive teacher response from the beginning to the end
of student teaching has been a common finding by other re-

searchers using interaction analysis.

12

It could be hypo-

thesized that student teachers at the beginning of their

work are unsure of pupil response and are thus more sensitive to the need to praise students in hopes of gaining

student affection.

However, by the end of the semester,
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student teachers are usually
well established in their
control over their students and
thus have less need to use
teacher accepting behavior in
order to win student acceptance.
Nevertheless the bulk of Flanders’
research indicates that there is a strong
correlation between teacher
praise and use of student ideas and
student achievement. 13
Thus if the pattern of this group in
which almost half of
the interns used less positive feedback
to students at the
end of the semester is typical, then
this is an area in
which more effective supervisory techniques
to help interns
increase or maintain high pupil accepting
behavior must be
found

Despite the fact that five interns failed to improve
on this measure, four of these five were 14 or more
per-

centage points higher than Flanders' norm at the end of
the
semester.

As a group

9

out of 12 interns were from 14 to

51 percentage points higher than Flanders' Norm.

Thus the answer to the first question on the use of
Flanders' indices, whether interns made progress during the

semester toward Flanders' norm, is that

8

interns were above

the norm at the beginning of the semester and that three

more interns progressed above the norm by the end of the
semester, while one intern regressed to one point below the
norm.

At the final observation the scores ranged from two

percentage points below the norm to 51 points above it.
a group these interns compare very favorably in their use

As

of positive teacher responses
with the experienced teachers
whom Flanders studied in his
research.
In answering the second
question relating to Flanders'

ratios, concerning whether there
was a difference as measured
by TRR ratio between those interns
who were ranked at the
top and bottom of the group, this
index does not distinguish
between those interns ranked most and
least effective by
their supervisors.
There appears to be little correlation
between those interns who made large
increases on this

measure and their ranking on general teaching
effectiveness.
Two of the three highest gains

(Jill with a gain of 67% and

Sam with a gain of 17%) were made by the
female and male who
were ranked the lowest in teaching effectiveness.
These

gains do not invalidate the rankings on teacher
effectiveness, but rather illustrate where these two interns,
es-

pecially Jill, made improvements during the semester.
For Jill a comparison of her performance on all the

ratios indicates that she made real progress in her ability
to respond positively to students, to ask questions and to

increase student participation.
•

.

.

.

1

Despite these gains in

her ability to manipulate her teaching behavior, thus making improvement in her social and instrumental flexibility,

she still had significant problems with curriculum develop-

ment,

lesson planning, and asking open-ended questions.

The comparison of the supervisory field notes on her teaching with the data obtained from interaction analysis demon-
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strates the limitations of
interaction analysis. Jill substantially improved in her teaching
ability during the semester especially in the areas of
social and instrumental
flexibility.
However, VICS does not give any
information
on a teacher's ability to develop
curriculum, to achieve
content goals, or to use accurate or
meaningful content in
the classroom.
Jill was weakest in these latter areas. 15

The third question relating to Flanders'
ratios

concerns the comparison of the male and female
interns on
this index. A greater percentage of males increased
on

this

rrtea,

ure during the semester than did females

compared with 50%)

(75% as

However the average increase of the

women was 28 percentage points, three times the average

percentage increase of the males (which was

While the women as

a

9

points)

group showed a larger amount of progress

on this measure, those women who declined during the semes-

ter declined more sharply than the one man who declined.

The mean for the male and female groups differed by only
one point both at the beginning and end of the semester.
In sum there is very little difference between the scores

of the men and the women on this measure.

The second index which has been used to measure

social flexibility is the Pupil Initiation Ratio (PIR)

which measures that proportion of student talk initiated by
the student.

PIR measures that aspect of social flexibility

which is described in the behavioral definition in Chapter
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One as

encourages student initiation,"
by delineating
the portion of student talk which
is initiatory rather than
responding in nature. This ratio is
complementary to the
TRR index, but gives additional
data by focusing on student
initiated behavior rather than on the
teacher response
pat-

tern to all student talk.

If an intern scores above
the

norm on rhe TRR index, but below the norm
of 34 on the PIR
index then the intern is responding
positively

to students,

but not in a way that encourages student
initiation.

Such

an intern would not score as highly on the
dimension of so-

cial flexibility as an intern who scored above
the norm on
both the TRR and PIR indices. The PIR index needs
to be

compared with the per cent of pupil talk in

a

given observa-

tion because if an intern has a high PIR index but a low

amount of student talk, the PIR index is not as meaningful
as

•*-*-

^-

s

lor an intern who is high in both measures.

Be-

cause student participation, and especially student initiation is one of the goals of most alternative schools, it
was expected that most of the interns would want to encourage

student initiation and thus would score at or above Flanders'
norms by the end of the semester.

PIR is calculated by multiplying the sum of pupil

initiated behavior by 100 and dividing this figure by the
sum of all pupil talk.

To adapt this ratio to VICS, this

study uses the following formula:
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(initiates talk to teacher (9) tiniti.ates
talk fn mplinomnn
Sum of all p5p li talk (Tat
7b + Tf 9+ lof^

Table 10 compares the results of
the PIR and per cent of
pupil talk from the first and last
observations.
The data shown on Table 10 illustrates
the difficulty of interpreting interaction analysis
data without
also having available the field notes taken
during the super
visory observation. The data suggests that
the women
as a

group made a sharp decline from an average PIR
of 51 at the
beginning of the semester to 37 by the end of the
semester
and thus were less flexible in allowing student initiation

by the end of the semester.

In many cases, however,

high PIR figure is accompanied by
student talk.

a low

the

percentage of total

Thus, for the students to participate at all

in some of the classes, which participation both interns

and students knew was a norm of alternative schools, they
had to interrupt the intern with their contributions.

The

field notes for the initial observations of Sam, Jon, Jill,
Nan, Carol, and Pam, describe classes in which the interns

were lecturing, using few questions, and being interrupted
by students.

1

These same six interns all had initial dif-

ficulty in establishing control in their classes, which is
also probably reflected in their higher than average scores
on this index.

17

Thus for these interns the decline in

their PIR from beginning to end of the semester does not

represent a decline in social flexibility, but rather an
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TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF PIR AND PER CENT OF
PUPIL TALK
FROM FIRST AND LAST OBSERVATION
BY GENDER

Intern

Sam

First
Observation 3
PIR
% Pupil
Talk

Last
Observation
PIR
% Pupil
Talk

Change
PIR

%

Pupil
Talk

56

25

50

16

-

Jon

79

12

12

29

-67

Ron

15

43

31

42

16

Andy

0

38

47

40

47

2

Male
Mean

38

30

35

32

- 3

2

Jill

58

5

35

47

-23

42

Nan

58

35

52

34

-

6

- 1

Marie

27

17

26

50

-

1

33

Carol

88

20

37

56

-51

36

Milly

38

29

23

22

-15

3

Pam

74

14

58

42

-16

28

Pris

29

8

32

38

3

30

Cheryl

22

24

31

36

9

12

Female
Mean

51

18

37

41

-14

23

Group
Mean

46

22

36

38

-10

23

cl

Flanders' norm for the PIR index is 34.
that the average of pupil talk is 20%.

6

-

9

17
-

1

He has also found
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increase in their ability to control
their own behavior in
the classroom in such a way to get a
better balance between
teacher talk, student talk, and student
initiation.
To answer the first question related
to Flanders'

ratios concerning intern progression toward
or above
Flanders' norm of 34, Table 1C indicates that
eight of the
twelve interns declined on this measure during the
semester.
3

However, two-thirds of the interns were either within

percentage points of Flanders' norm or above it, while

the amount of student talk increased substantially.

Thus

nine of the interns achieved a balance of a third or more
of the student talk in their classes initiated by students.

The improved balance between the total amount of student

talk and the amount of student initiated talk suggests that
the interns became more flexible as the semester progressed
in providing opportuniti.es for student input into their

classes
In response to the second question relating to

Flanders' ratios, concerning whether this index distin-

guished between those interns rated at the top

and.

the bot-

tom of the group, the data show strong differences between
the top

2

women and

2

men and the rest of the group.

Ron,

Andy, Pris and Cheryl were the only ones who showed an in-

crease in this index from beginning to the end of the semester.

These four also had the lowest scores at the begin-

ning of the semester which when compared with the field
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notes indicates that they were
the four most in control of
their classes at the beginning of
the semester.
As the
semester progressed, they were then
able to encourage both
more student participation and more
student initiation.
Thus this index, especially when compared
with the total
proportion and kind of student talk, does
help to distinguish
between the best and the worst interns. The
poor and average
interns, as they gained control over the
students and es-

tablished themselves as teachers during the semester,
allowed less student initiation; while those interns rated
at
the top

o..

the group allowed more student initiation, demon-

strating greater social flexibility.
The third question to be answered from Flanders'

ratios refers to whether there is any difference between
the males and females on this measure.

Both groups de-

clined on this index during the semester, with the average
female decline being 14 percentage points while the male

decline was only

3.

This greater decline by the women was

in part caused by the fact that at the beginning of the

semester the women as

a

group had more difficulty in es-

tablishing themselves as the authority figures in the

classroom than did the men.

The mean by the end of the

semester was almost identical for the men and women, with
50% of the men and women at or above Flanders'

norm.

On

this measure the significant difference between the two

groups was the increase in student talk found in the female
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interns' classes.

The women as a group made an
average gain
of 23 percentage points in student
talk, while the men only
gained 2 points in pupil participation.
In a t test for
related, measures, the increase in student
talk from the beginning to the end of the semester for the
group as a whole
and for the women as a sub-group was found
to be significant
at the .01 level, while the increase for the
men as a group

was not significant.

Thus the women as a group made

greater progress in allowing student talk.

women (with averages of 32 and

41)

Both the men and

were substantially above

the average amount of student talk which Flanders has found
to be roughly 20% of class time.

-1"

9

Thus on the two measures of social flexibility, TRR
and PIR, this group of interns in alternative schools pro-

gressed to or above Flanders' norms.

All but one intern

used more positive responses to student ideas than did the

teachers whom Flanders studied, on the average.

A major

ingredient of social flexibility is being able to respond
to and use student ideas.

The high TRR scores at the end

of the semester are all the more remarkable because Flanders
has found that TRR ratio tends to decrease at higher grade

levels.

2G

Although the interns as a group did not progress

on the PIR ratio but rather the majority of the interns ac-

tually declined, the final scores for nine of the interns

clustered around or above Flanders' norm.

There was also

an improved relationship between the amount of student talk
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as a whole and the amount of
student initiated talk, showing that the majority of the interns
were able to elicit

more student participation at the
end of the semester than
at the beginning with roughly a
balance of one-third student
initiation and two-thirds student responses.
Although there is no criterion in teacher
education
by which to judge the effectiveness of
above ratios of
student talk, or of positive teacher responses,
Flanders'

work on the relationship between pupil
achievement and
teacher behavior indicates that there is a relationship

be-

tween an increase in positive teacher responses and
in stu-

dent initiation of ideas, and improved student achievement

.

In future studies done to judge the effectiveness of teacher

preparation programs, there needs to be both measures of
pupil achievement and measures to evaluate intern abilities
to praise students, to use student ideas, and to encourage

student initiation in order to further verify these interrelationships.

Nevertheless the high percentage of posi-

tive teacher response behavior, pupil initiation at or

above Flanders' norm and increased pupil participation

support the findings in Chapter Four that these interns
did learn to control their teaching behavior and grew
in the dimension of social flexibility during the semester.

Furthermore, the change in scores on these three

measures from the beginning to the end of the semester was

much greater for the women as

a

group than for the men as
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a group.

For example although the women
showed

decline

a

of 16 percentage points in the FIR
at the end of the semester, they more than doubled the amount
of pupil talk which

they allowed.

The amount of either positive or
negative

change on these three measures for the men
ranged from
6 percentage points, while the amount
of change

3

to

for the

women was from

6

to 21 percentage points.

Thus despite the

fact at the end of the semester that the PIR for
both the

groups is the same and only

6

or

5

points respectively

separates the TRR and amount of student talk, the women as
a group showed more change in both positive and
negative

directions than did the men as a group.
Ratios measuring Instrumental Flexibility

.

For

this study, one measure of the improvement in instrumental

flexibility is the comparison of two indices, Teacher Question Ratio and Teacher Indirect Question Ratio.

The former

is directly derived from Flanders' work, while the latter
is an adaption of the TQR, which has been changed to reflect
a way in which VICS is an improvement of FIAC.

TIQR de-

scribes the amount of open-ended questions which the interns
use in guiding the content of a given class, while the TQR

measures the total number of questions which a teacher uses.
First to translate TQR into VICS, the percentage, of
talk found in categories #3 and #4

(asks narrow questions and

asks broad questions) is summed, multiplied by 100 and di-

vided by the total questioning

(#3

and #4) and lecturing

(#1)
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behavior.

The formula is
(3+4)

100
1+3 + 4

It is from the TQR used with the
VICS system of interac-

tion analysis that the TIQR has been
derived in order to
measure that aspect of instrumental flexibility
described
as "asks more open-ended questions than
narrow questions".
TIQR is computed by using the following formula:
4

x 10 0

1+3+4

TIQR helps in the measurement of instrumental flexibility because it indicates the degree to which an intern
uses broad questions to accomplish his/her goals.

Category

#4 in VICS is defined as "questions which are relatively

open-ended ... questions which are thought-provoking or require expressions of opinion or feeling." 22

Thus the higher

the intern's score on the TIQR index, the more that intern

uses open-ended questions to accomplish his/her goals.

The

use of open-ended questions encourages broad and often
longer student response.
In contrast to the use of open-ended questioning

Flanders reports on the relationship between high teacher

control of a discussion and pupil dependence on the teacher:
The hypotheses described by Flanders (42, pp.
110-116) suggest that a sequence that begins
with extended teacher initiation and pupil
response establishes (even fixes) unwanted
dependence of pupils on the teacher's initiative which subsequently reduces creative pupil
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n
Ce establis hed this pattern
is diff?rni?
;
°f
dl f
11 to
chan<? e A more open and responU
sive fteaching
pattern early in a discussion or
f

.

T

lesson, on the other hand, curtails
ence and permits, or at least seems overdependto be associated with the flexible adaptation of
teacher
influence to the situation of the moment.

The research which yielded the above results
suggests that
there is a relationship between the use of
open-ended ques-

tions and the ability to act flexibly in classroom
discussion.

However, if an intern has a verbal pattern of using

open questions almost exclusively, it is then likely as

Flanders states,

that the teacher is withdrawing his guid-

ance and influence in the control of thought processes." 24
The use of the TQR in comparison with the TIQR shows whether
any intern is overly dependent on open-ended questions.

This comparison also indicates whether an intern is demon-

strating instrumental flexibility or has become passive
in his/her approach to content.

The norm for TQR is 26, which does not necessarily

represent the best teaching but rather reflects the low
number of question-asking behaviors observed in teachers
over a broad sample.

At the senior high level Flanders has

found a lesser tendency to ask questions of any type than
at the elementary or junior high level.

Teachers only

spend 6-8% of their time asking questions at the senior

high level, the level at which the interns in this study
taught.

25
'

Thus the higher TQR norm of 26 is derived from the
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fact that the majority of classes
which Flanders has analyzed have come from the elementary
and junior high levels.

There is no norm for the TIQR since it
was created for this
research.
Because this group of interns works in an
alternative school setting it was expected that
their scores would
be higher than Flanders' norm of 26 by the
end of the semes,

ter, and that those who score above Flanders'

norm would be

judged more instrumentally flexible than those who scored

below the norm.
T‘-ble 11 shows that the progress
a

group and the women as

a

which the interns as

sub-group made in their question-

ing behavior is greater for these two indices than for the

previous two.

At the beginning of the semester only one

intern scored above Flanders' norm of 26.

Despite their

placement in alternative schools, which they knew to demand
teaching methods other than lecture, the vast majority of
their time devoted to content was spent in extended lecturing

(#1).

Thus in the initial observations for the group

as a whole, only 12% of the total time devoted to content

presentation was spent asking questions, while the rest of
the time was spent in lecturing or giving directions.

By

the end of the semester, however, the average amount of

time which the group as a whole spent on questioning was
33% or one-third of the time spent on content presenta-

tion.
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TABLE 11
COMPARISON OP TQR AND TIQR FROM FIRST

LAST OBSERVATION

.AND

BY GENDER

Intern

Sam

First
Observation
TQR a
TIQR

Last
Observation
TQR
TIQR

Change
TQR
TIQR

13

8

10

3

Jon

2

1

45

11

43

Ron

44

20

31

19

-13

Andy

12

9

15

7

3

- 2

Male
Mean

18

9.5

25

10

7

.

4

0

48

3

44

Nan

12

5

13

1

1

Marie

23

14

66

44

43

30

Carol

3

0

61

29

58

29

Milly

10

1

29

13

19

12

Pam

4

3

10

2

6

-

1

Pris

2

.24

27

.

25

-

,1<

Jill

-

10

3

-

5

10
-

1

3

-

4

Cheryl

15

7

39

17

24

10

Female
Mean

10

3

37

14

27

11

Group
Mean

12

6

33

12

21

6

a

Flanders

norm for the TQR index is 26.

5
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Ten of the twelve interns
improved on this index
while three-fourths of the group
exceeded Flanders' norm
on this measure.
Thus, in answer to the first of
the questions on these indices, the interns,
on the whole did make
progress toward and above Flanders' norm
on this index 26
.

However, even by the end of the semester,
despite the environment of the alternative schools and
supervision which,
in part,

concentrated on questioning behavior, the
interns
as a group still relied on lecturing for
two-thirds
of

their content oriented discussion.

This is an area in

which imp oved techniques of supervision and training
need
to concentrate in the future.

The use of open-ended questions, which is a measure
of instrumental flexibility, was also very low at the be-

ginning of the semester.

Although the group as

a

whole did

double in its use of open questions by the end of the semester, the amount of progress made on this measure was not

...

statistically significant. 27
.

,

Only half of the group im-

proved on this measure, although five of the six who showed

improvement progressed from ten to thirty percentage
points.

The half of the group who declined in their use

of open-ended questions, at least, only declined from less

than one to five percentage points.

over-used this kind of question.

No one in the group

Nevertheless the results

from this measure are disappointing.

Instrumental flexi-

bility means, in part, the ability to use open-ended ques-
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tions in order to increase the number
of student response
options. Although a very high score
oh this ratio might
mean the intern has abdicated his/her
control over the content or direction of the lesson, a very
low percentage of
open-ended questions means that the intern
is closely controlling the content flow of the lesson
and not giving much
opportunity for possible divergent or amplifying
responses
from the students.
Thus, although the interns as a group

improved on this index, the amount of their improvement
suggests that this area of instrumental flexibility
was

weak for the group as a whole.

As stated in Chapter

4,

the

interns showed much more improvement in instrumental flex-

ibility in areas relating to the use of a variety of methods,

materials

,

and resources, than in their verbal interaction

with students as measured by the amount of use of openended questions.

The next research step would be to find

the TIQR for a group of teachers in alternative schools

and in conventional high schools in order to determine the

degree to which the questioning behavior of these interns
is typical.

The second question relating to these ratios asks
for a comparison of performance of the top and bottom of

this group on these two indices.

Like the results of the

first two indices, the rate of progress on these two in-

dices is scattered throughout the group rather than closely related to their ranking on general teaching effective-
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In order to be most meaningful,
these two indices
need to be compared with PIR and
with field notes for the

ness.

actual observations.

For example, those interns who
were

most dependent on the lecturing
method at the beginning of
the semester had a TQR of under 5.
In each of these cases,
the supervisors worked particularly
hard to help them to
diversify their style of interacting
with students and of
presenting content. These are the interns
who made dramatic
improvement on this index.
T

.\ith the

low initic

1

exception of Pam, these interns with the

TQR scores improved from 25 to 58 percentage

points during the semester.

percentage points, had

a

Pam, who only progressed six

high rating on the PIR index at

the beginning and end of the semester, and made a strong

improvement in the amount of student participation during
a lesson.

The data from VICS

the student initiation.

do

not reveal the nature of

However, the field notes show that

Pam did not have control problems, so that the pupil initiation was not seen as interruption or student disruption.

Pam developed a style in which she encouraged much student

initiation (PIR of 58, TRR of 85, and total student talk of
42%)

through demonstrations and experiments, but not through

her questioning behavior.

Although the use of questions

is an area in which Pam needs to improve,

an examination of

her scores on TQR and TIQR, alone, does not show the ways
in which she flexibly encouraged student initiation and
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thought about the subject matter.

Thus an examination of

Pam's development during the semester
by looking at just
one or two ratios does not fully describe
this intern's
progress, but it does help to show this intern's
strengths
in using student responses and encouraging
student initiation as well as her weakness in the use of
questions to

facilitate her goals.

The initial and final scores on the

TQR ana TIQR do not match the ranking of these interns on
general teaching effectiveness, but they do indicate the
interns for whom the ALE-S program made the most impact.
Ti.e

third question which comes from these ratios,

addresses itself to the issue of whether the men or the

women as subgroups made more progress toward instrumental
flexibility as measured by these indices.

The men as a

group began the semester asking three times as many openended questions and almost twice as many questions of all
types as did the women.

However, by the end of the semes-

ter the men had made almost no improvement in TIQR and

gained only

7

percentage points on TQR, while the women pro

gressed from a mean TQR of 10 to 37 and a mean TIQR of
14.

20

3

to

On the final observation three-fourths of the women

scored above Flanders' norm of 26, while only half of the

men did so.

Two of the men declined on this measure while

none of the women did so.
The results for the TIQR are similar, but not so

dramatic.

Three of the four men declined on this measure.
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in contrast to three of eight
women who declined.

Half of

the women improved 10 or more
percentage points on this
measure, while only one-fourth of
the men did sc.
Thus,
there was a distinct difference in
the ability of the men
and women
this sample to develop questioning
behaviors
their teaching. Further research needs
to be undertaken
to see whether this finding would
hold true in other groups
of student teachers and to understand
the reasons for this

m

m

difference
For purposes of this study it is only
possible to
speculate about the reasons for this difference.
For exam-

ple Jill, ranked at the bottom of the women, made
dramatic

improvements on two of the four indices, while Sam ranked
at the bottom of the men, showed much less improvement.

Perhaps Jill reacted more positively to female supervisors
than aid Sam.

Or perhaps Jill made more progress because

she had the most supervision.

The supervisors observed the

interns on the average of six times during the semester,
but Jill was seen ten times, and Sam only six times.

Sam also missed the most sessions of the Learning Seminar
(5

out of 18 sessions).

Two of the four males

(Sam and

Jon) were resistant to supervision while only one of the

females was.

However, these differences could be attri-

buted to the random differences found in any group and not
to the gender of the interns or supervisor.

Further research

will have to be undertaken to determine whether the dif-
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ferences between men and women found
in this study on the
j-QR and TIQR indices are
significant.

—

S-Unynary of t.he R esults of the

Four rati os.

These

ratios demonstrate that the interns as
a group attained a
score similar to Flanders' norm on the PIR
and substantially above it on the TRR and TQR by the end
of the semester.
Thus for the majority of interns, their ability
to manipulate their own behavior increased during the semester:

by

using student ideas, by allowing for student initiation
and increased student talk, and by asking more questions,
xhe objec ive data derived from interaction analysis sup-

ports the more subjective data described in Chapter

4

which

came from supervisory field notes, intern journals or

evaluations, and the Learning Seminar.

This data also pro-

vides a pattern of development for each intern and would
be very helpful in general supervision, as it pinpoints

areas of improvement and areas where more is needed, such
as in questioning behaviors.

These four ratios showed which of the interns on

whom ALE-S had the most impact, but it did not distinguish
between those interns who were rated by the supervisors as
being in the top or bottom of this student teaching group.

Finally the results of these ratios show that the major

difference in the behaviors measured by the ratios between
the men and women was in their use of questions.

Whereas

the men showed little change on this behavior, the women
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as a group on the TQR went from

8

percentage points below

the men to 12 points above them by the
end of the semester.
On the TRR the average amount of change
from beginning to
end of the semester was the same for both
groups, whereas
the women made a greater negative change on
the PIR during
the semester.
By the end of the semester on the measures
of so-

cial flexibility the whole group had achieved a score
on

TRR which was well above Flanders' norm and on the PIR which
was at Flanders' norm.

On the measures of instrumental

flexibility, the interns progressed to a score above
Flanders' norm on the TQR and doubled their average use of

open-ended questions as measured by TIQR.

However, given

the fact that these interns were working in alternative
schools, the progress made in this area was not as great
as might have been expected.

Analysis of the amount of Teacher Talk and Pupil
Talk

.

Although the interaction data could be analyzed in

many ways and could give a much fuller picture of the interaction patterns for each intern, only one more use of its
findings will be made in order to give a more complete picture of intern-pupil interactions.

This measure is a simple

comparison of the amount of student talk, teacher talk,
silence and confusion there was in the observed lessons at
the beginning and end of the semester.

By comparing the

amount of student and teacher talk a fuller picture of an
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intern's instrumental flexibility
can be gained because
these figures will give an indication
of the balance of
participation in these classes. The most
common classroom
technique is lecture-recitation, which
technique can be
spotted when the teacher is dominating the
interaction for
more than two-thirds of the class time. Thus
a high percentage of teacher talk in a lesson is an indication
that
the teacher is not varying his/her methods
or techniques

and therefore would not be rated as instrumentally
flexible.

Flanders has found that the average amount of
teacher talk is 68%, of student talk is 20%, and of silence
or confusion is 12%.

This study, however, will posit

that an intern who talks less than 55% of the time will be

demonstrating more instrumental flexibility than those interns who are near or over Flanders' average for teacher
talk.

This study uses a lower figure as its criterion than

Flanders' average for two reasons:

first a central goal in

alternative schools is the encouragement of greater student
participation; and secondly, as stated previously, Flanders'

work has demonstrated that increased student initiation is
related to increased student achievement.

Table 12 compares

student and teacher talk, silence, and confusion from the

beginning to the end of the semester.

From Table 12 it is clearly evident that the group
as a whole and the women in particular greatly improved dur-

ing the semester in controlling the amount which they talked
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during a lesson, with the group mean
declining 21 percentage
points.
Two-thirds of the interns were at or above
Flanders'
average of 68% for teacher talk at the
beginning of the
semester, with only one intern below the norm
of 55% which
was set for this study.
By the end of the semester 7 of the
12 interns were below this standard of 55%
with the average

of the women as a group also falling below this
standard.

At the end of the semester only two interns, one
male and
one female, were above Flanders' norm of 68% and
all
the

rest were below 60%.

which

1

One of the more interesting findings,

able 12 shows, is that the women as a group dominated

the lessons

1 Or.

more than the men at the beginning, but made

greater improvement than the men in controlling their input
by the end of the semester.

Thus the average amount of

teacher talk for the women was 50% with an improvement of
27 percentage points as compared to the male average of 59%,

an improvement of only

8

percentage points.

'

As discussed in connection with the PIR the student
talk also increased for the group as a whole and especially
for the female interns.

For the category of silence/con-

fusion there was also an increase, especially for the male
interns, though the final scores for the men and women were

very close.

Although silence and confusion are scored as

separate categories on the VICS, they have been collapsed

together for purposes of this analysis because the scores
for the confusion category ranged from 0-3% with a group
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average of 1.5% and almost identical
averages for the men
and women as a group.
Silence that represented a class doing written work at their seats was not
recorded. Thus

the

silence recorded for this study means that either
the intern
dared to pause for a moment to think or that s/he
allowed
the students to have time to think before responding
to a

question
To summarize, the results in Table 12 demonstrate

the interns, and particularly the subgroup of women,

were able to control their verbal behavior and allow for

significantly more student talk by the end of the semester.
This ability to control their verbal behavior better is in-

direct evidence of increased instrumental flexibility because their decreased dominance of the interaction means
that they should be more able to respond flexibly or to

manipulate the direction of the lesson in order to facilitate the accomplishment of the teaching goals.

The data

on Table 12 when compared with the results of the TRR, PIR,
TQR, TIQR indicate that the group as a whole progressed in

the dimensions of social and instrumental flexibility.

While the total amount of teacher talk decreased in the
final observation, the interns also improved in their

positive use of student ideas and in their questioning behavior.

Thus the lesser amount of teacher talk at the end

of the semester included within it an improvement in social

flexibility as measured by the TRR and in instrumental
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flexibility as measured by TQR and TIQR.
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Therefore, to respond to the research
questions

stated in Chapter

1,

the interns did improve in the dimen-

sions of social and instrumental flexibility
during the

semester as measured through the use of interaction
analysis, especially in instrumental flexibility,

in the areas

of asking more questions, and in encouraging greater
student
.

They did not show as much change in social

flexibility as measured by the TRR and PIR, the latter of

which actually showed a decline, but not to a level below
Flanders’ norm.

As a group they did not decline on the TRR

index, which is not a common finding in the research on

student teachers.

A close analysis of the data obtained

from interaction analysis, along with supervisory field
notes, gives a detailed picture of the rate of progress on

each of the measures which the individual interns made.
The amount of growth which individual interns made during
the semester varied on each of the measures and was not

related to their rating on general teaching effectiveness.
For example the gains which Jill, rated at the bottom of
the women, made on most of the measures was much greater

than the gains which Cheryl, who received the top female
rating, made.

However, Cheryl’s initial scores on all the

measures ranged from

7

to 92 percentage points higher than
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Jill's at the beginning of the semester.

Thus, although

Cheryl's rate of change was much lower than Jill's,
she began the semester with more teaching competencies
than
did

Jill.

Because there was no control group which taught in

alternative schools, but did not complete the reguirements
of ALE-S, it cannot be demonstrated in a statistically valid

way that ALE-S caused the improvements which the interns
made.

However, two factors support the contention that

ALE-S did have an effect on this group of interns:

(1)

the

amount of improvement on the several measures which eleven
of the twelve interns made; and

(2)

the fact that on four

of the five measures, for which Flanders gives norms, the

interns scored from

7

to 23 percentage points better than

Flanders' norms.
As described in Chapter

4,

the individual ALE-S

requirements had different effects on different individuals.
However, from the evidence in their journals and final

evaluations, the environment of alternative schools, the
supervision, and the Learning Seminar were the major con-

tributing factors to the improvements which the interaction

analysis measured.
The amount of change for the whole group and the men
and women as subgroups is displayed in Figure

3.

This graph

illustrates the amount of positive and negative change,
ranging from .5% to positive 25% and negative 27% which
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was made during the semester.

The negative change for

teacher talk is the appropriate
direction of change, as a
decrease in teacher talk has been
interpreted as meaning
that the intern is better able to control
his/her verbal
behavior and thus be more instrumentally
flexible.
The
negative change in PIR, representing a decline
in that ratio, however,

is a contradictory finding.

It suggests that

the interns were less flexible in allowing student
initia-

tion by the end of the semester.

However, a comparison of

these findings with the supervisory field notes suggests
uhat for

hose interns for whom the decline was greatest,

the decline represented the intern's increased ability to

manage a class rather than a decline in social flexibility.
Figure

3

also presents graphically the difference

in the rate of progress between the male and female in-

terns.

The second research question asks whether gender

is an important variable in the process through which in-

terns develop social or instrumental flexibility.

The rate

of change, both positive and negative, was greater for the

women on all the measures but TRR, where the rate of change
was the same for both groups.

On the two measures for so-

cial flexibility, TRR and PIR, the men and women had es-

sentially the same final score so that there appeared to
be very little difference in their ability to interact

flexibly with their students in class.

However on the

measures for instrumental flexibility, TQR and TIQR, and
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the amount of teacher
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the women as
,

better scores and

a

group had both

a

much greater rate of improvement.

For

example the women began by dominating
the classroom interaction on the average of 77% of the time as
compared with 67%
of the time for the men.
However, by the
end of the semes-

ter,

the women had learned to involve the
students more in

the interaction, reducing their average amount
of teacher

talk to 50% as compared to 59% for the men.

The women also

began the semester by asking fewer questions of
all types
and fewer open-ended questions than the men, but
surpassed
the men in these two areas by the end of the semester.

Thus

the women as a group made greater progress toward instru-

mental flexibility than did the men as

a group.

These find-

ings suggest that gender ought to be further studied as a

possibly important variable when constructing teacher preparation programs.

The amount of difference in the rate of

change on the interaction measures suggests that gender
indeed may have accounted for some of the differences rather
than just individual variation, or chance.

A Comparison of the Results of Two Standardized
Tests with Data from Interaction Analysis
Two tests, the Paragraph Completion Test and Omnibus Personality Inventory, which are described in Chapter
Three, we re given to the interns in order to see if there

was any relationship between the results of these tests and
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the intern development of
social or instrumental
flexibility.

Paragraph Completion Te st:
Bruce Joyce and David Hunt
have written that the
ability to modulate one's teaching
behavior from one style
to another as the pupils' needs
change is strongly correlated with a high conceptual level
(CL)
In a study which
they did with two groups of female
student teachers they
found that a high CL did, in fact,
predict those student
teachers which showed flexible teaching
behavior as measured
by interaction analysis done on one
half hour tape recording
32
of their teaching.
Their definition of CL is similar to
this study's definition of cognitive
flexibility.
Thus it
seemed likely that a person entering a teacher
preparation
.

program such as ALE-S who had a high CL would both
begin
and end the semester with higher scores on the measures
of

social and instrumental flexibility than would the interns

with lower scores.

In Chapter Three, three questions

v.*ere

asked concerning the relationship of interns' CL and their

performance on the measures of social and instrumental
flexibility which are repeated here:
1.

Does a high CL predict high initial scores on
TRR, PIR, and TIQR?

2.

Is the rate of change, as measured by the VICS
ratios, different for those with high CL than
for those with low CL?
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Is there any relationship
between gender and CL?

3.

This study cannot replicate Joyce
and Hunt's findings because it did not use Joyce's
interaction analysis
system to analyze the interns' teaching.
VICS is sufficiently different from Joyce's system so
that it cannot be
directly transposed. However, Joyce and
Hunt created what
they called a "reflective index" to measure
flexibility.
This was a ratio that measured the proportion
of teacher
talk defined as reflective in comparison to all
the teacher
talk defined as information giving. 33 in this study
although
TRR, PIR and TIQR do not measure the same behavior
that the

"reflective index" does, they are also ratios which have
been used to measure aspects of flexibility.

Therefore

just as a high CL predicted a high score on the "reflective
index" in Hunt and Joyce's two samples, so then should a

high CL predict

a

high initial score on the ratios used to

measure social and instrumental flexibility.

Table 13

gives the results of the CL and compares them with the results of the VICS ratios from the beginning of the semester.

Table 13, first of all, indicates that as a group
these interns did not score particularly well on this
measure.

Only two were at the highest level of cognitive

f lexibility

,

while four more scored at 2.0, representing

"conditional evaluation, beginning self delineation, ex-

pression of alternatives," and half of the group scored
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TABLE 13
COMPARISON OF CL WITH VICS RATIOS
FROM FIRST OBSERVATION

Intern a

CL

b

TRR

PIR

2.0

87

0

9

1.8

26

56

8

1.8

90

15.

20

1.0

33

79

1

Male
Mean

1.65

59

38

9.5

Pris

3.0

71

29

Jill

3.0

0

58

3

Cheryl

2.0

92

22

7

Carol

2.0

47

88

0

Nan

2.0

82

58

5

Pam

1.8

78

74

3

Marie

1.7

70

27

14

Milly

1.5

40

38

1

Female
Mean

2.13

60

51

3

Group
Mean

1.89

60

46

6

Andy
Sara

Ren

Jon

cl

TIQR

.24

»

The interns are grouped by gender with high score on CL
being the top.

b„
Cu

.

is scored from

tive flexibility.
Three

0

with 3 representing high cogniFor further information see Chapter
to

3

2G7

between

1

and 1.8, where

1

represents "categorical judg-

ments, over-generalized and unqualified
acceptance of single
rule, recourse to external standards." 34
There are two explanations of these low scores:
either the low scores accurately reflect the level of cognitive
flexibility in the
six interns who scored below 2 or the
scores are a result
of the interns' exhaustion at the end of
a day of teaching
and anger at having to take such a test.
The interns took
the Paragraph Completion Test at the beginning of
their

second week of teaching at the start of the Learning Seminar.
They

exprt. ->sed

some anger and reluctance at having to take

the test and wrote short answers to the sentence stems pro-

on the test.

If they had taken the test when they

wore relaxed and fresh, the results might have been higher.
Table 13 also shows that

a

high CL did not neces-

sarily predict a high initial score on the VICS ratios. For
the two interns who scored 3.0, each had a relatively high

score on one of the three ratios, but no consistently high
scores.

It is noteworthy that Jill who had a 3.0 was one

of the interns who showed the most change on the ratios

during the semester.

It might be possible to argue that,

although her general teaching effectiveness still remained
low at the end of the semester in relationship to the other

women, her dramatic increases in TRR and TQR can be ex-

plained by the fact that she was one of the most cognitively
flexible interns in the group.

Thus her high cognitive
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flexibility meant that she was able
to improve social and
instrumental flexibility during the
semester in a way that
she was not able to do in other areas
of teaching skills
such as curriculum design.
However, without analyzing

the

results of the VICS ratios and CL through
the use of a computer program of multivariate analysis, it is
impossible to

establish a statistically reliable relationship
between an
intern's CL and his/her scores on the VICS ratios.
This

material was not submitted to multi-vari.ate analysis
because of the small size of the sample and the
imbalance between the men and women

Nevertheless a simple comparison of an intern's CL

with his/her scores on the VICS ratios do not support the
contention that CL predicted intern initial performance.
These findings do not agree with Hunt and Joyce's that a

high CL correlates with flexibility in teaching.
be several reasons for this lack of agreement.

There can
The scores

on the CL may not be the best scores which these interns

might have had.

For example from discussions in the Learn-

ing Seminar before the results from the CL were known, the

supervisors rated Andy, who got

a 2.0,

tively flexible intern in the group.

as the most cogni-

Secondly the VICS

ratios measure social and instrumental flexibility, which
is not the same kind of teacher behavior which Joyce's in-

teraction analysis was measuring.

Thus had Joyce's instru-

ment been used there might have been greater agreement in
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the results.

Thirdly Hunt and Joyce were
using only one
teaching behavior, "reflective
teaching" to measure flexibility under the assumption that if
a teacher could radiate
a reflective environment
s/he could radiate many behaviors.
It is obviously easier to establish
a correlation when only
one behavior is being measured.
In this study flexibility
is more concisely defined and
measured in a more complex
way, using four ratios and the amount
of teacher and student talk.
If only one ratio had been used,
such as the
TRR, the results would have been much
neater, but would not

have reflected the complexity and difficulty
of measuring

flexibility.
This study was also interested in trying to improve
an intern's flexibility through a specific teacher
prepara-

tion program.

Although the CL did not predict initial

scores on the VICS ratios, the amount which each intern

progressed was also compared to his/her CL to see if there
was any relationship between high CL and the rate of progress.

The relationship between the amount of progress and

the level of CL is illustrated in Figure
TT.QR

4

for TRR, TQR,

and for the amount of increase in student talk.

PIR

and the amount of teacher talk have been omitted so as not
to over-complicate this chart with negative change figures.
In this illustration, where there is more than one intern

at a particular level of CL, the amount of change which

those interns had in a given ratio have been averaged,
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because the focus is on whether

a

given level of CL can

predict growth and not on the
actual growth of individual
interns
Figure

demonstrates the problems of using
so small
a sample from which to try
to create generalizations.
4

On
this graph the amount of change for
the interns at the 3.0,
2.0, and 1.8 levels shows generally
a decreasing amount of
change as the CL goes down.
It is at these three levels of
Cl, that there were several
cases making up the average

amount of change for each of the measures.

At the bottom

three levels of CL, which had one intern
at each level,
the pattern of change is mixed with some
of the amounts of
change exceeding the average amount of change
shown by interns at the 3.0 level.

The mixed levels of change at the

bottom three levels could either be caused by chance,
particularly since the number is so small or by ALE-S having
a strong enough effect on these interns to create
change

greater than their CL might have predicted.

However, the

pattern which was created at the CL levels where there was
more than one intern suggest that this test be used again

with a larger sample to see if it had any predictive power
in ascertaining which interns are most likely to develop

flexible teaching styles.
On one of the measures, increase in student talk,

there appears to be a stronger relationship between CL and
the amount of student talk allowed by the end of the

L
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semester.

With the exception of the
intern at 1.7 level,
the amount of student talk
allowed descends with the
levll
of CL.
There is a drop of 16 percentage
points from the
3.0 to 2.0 level and of 17
percentage points from the 2.0
to the 1.8 level.
This relationship gives further
support
to the suggestion that this
measure be used in further
studies of flexibility.
The third question to be asked of
the results of
the Paragraph Completion Test is
whether there is any relationship between gender and the CL test.
In examining the
CL levels shown in Table 13, it is obvious
that the men as
a group scored lower and had a narrower
range of scores than
the women, with a range of 1.0 to 2.0 as
compared
to 1.5 to

3.0 for the women.

However a t

test showed no significant

difference between the CL levels of the two groups.

Thus

the difference between the range and levels of the two
groups

could have happened by chance.

The recent work of Maccoby

and Jacklin, which summarizes the research on the intellectual abilities and cognitive style of each sex, supports

this finding that there should be no difference in CL levels

attributable to gender between the men and women in this
group.
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The fact that these interns were teaching in al-

ternative schools raises one additional question which knowing the interns' CL might be able to answer.

Chapter Three, Hunt has found

a

As stated in

correlation between low
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achievement in unstructured
environments and low CL, which
an who scored below 2.0 had. Alternative
schools represent
an unstructured environment
which is very different

from
the high school experiences which
these interns had.
Thus it was predicted that those
interns with low CL would
have more difficulty in fulfilling
the requirements
of

ALE-S and in developing social and
instrumental flexibility.
Ron, Jon, Sam, Pam, and Marie were
those with CL below
2.0.
All of these interns with the exception
of Sam ful-

filled the requirements of ALE-S.

On the basis of journal

entries, and the final evaluation, there was
little dif-

ference between these five and the rest of group
in the

ways in which they fulfilled their requirements,

Sam's

failures in fulfilling the requirements may have
been related to his low CL, but there is no proof of such a relationship.

However, on the basis of journal entries and

the Learning Seminar, these interns experienced the

most difficulty in adjusting to alternative schools and had
the most anxiety at the beginning of the semester.

Only

Jill, who had a CL of 3.0, experienced an equal amount of

anxiety and difficulty at the beginning of the semester.
Thus the correlation between low CL and initial difficulties in adjusting to student teaching in alternative schools
is not a perfect one, but it is highly suggestive.

The

following quotations from journal entries at the beginning
of the semester suggest the level of anxiety that these
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interns felt:

After both my interviews,
I still felt as
if i
didn’t know what the hell
anyone
expected
me
to
do at Pilot and I didn't
even know where to go
to find out.
The first several days
Pilot School.

I

almost said Fuck the

Nobody showed up for my Friday
morning class.
I
r a while, I think
for the whole
»j°
Period not quite wanting to
period,
believe my eyes and
feeling very mixed up.
I felt disappointed
unhappy and also somehow cheated,
like
I h"d x„
led by people into some bogus
expectations.

•

I did all the talking
today and even answered mv
own questions
I did have a bit of
trouble in
n
qu stlons mto my talk, but
when I
f
did i ?tn? 9
n ° ansv;ers
1 asked if all was
unde^onH
understood - no expressions.
I was bewildered
* fe t I
U t be doing something terribly
T e
i? ?like the
wrong.
I
felt
students were laughing
at me and maybe they were.
»

*

,

If the results of the CL had been
known at the be-

ginning of the semester, earlier supervisory
intervention
and help in structuring their initial
attempts at teaching
might have helped these interns in their
initial adjustment
to student teaching and formed the basis
for greater progress in the development of a flexible teaching
style.

In sum, although the Paragraph Completion Test
pre-

sents difficulties in scoring as it has to be sent to a

person trained in the scoring system, it appears to be a
test which would be useful to include as a diagnostic instr ument in future studies on flexibility.

Its use in this

study did not establish a correlation between a high CL,
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which can be defined as

high amount of cognitive
flexibility, and high scores on the
initial measures of social
a

and instrumental flexibility
taken from the interaction
analysis data. However, there appeared
in Figure 4 to be

suggestive correspondence between CL
and the amount of
growth which the interns made in social
and instrumental
flexibility during the semester.
O mnibus Personality Inventory

This test was given in an attempt both
to study the
effect of gender on the outcomes of this
research and to try
to establish greater reliability about the
level of cognitive flexibility which the interns brought
with them into
the program. As was mentioned in Chapter Three
the interns

complained strongly both about taking the test and about
the absurdity of some of the questions in light of the
major

cultural changes which our society has undergone since this
text was written and validated.

Thus the results of this

test are only used to see if they can support findings al-

ready made from other data or to suggest any reasons for
the findings derived from the interaction analysis.
The Paragraph Completion Test was used to determine
the cognitive flexibility which the interns brought into
the program in order to see if their initial cognitive

flexibility helped to account for their progress in the
other two dimensions of flexibility.

Likewise two of the
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fourteen subscores of the OPI
were used to give added
data
on the degree to which the
interns were cognitively
flexible.
These two subscores are briefly
described below:

C£mplexity_(CO)-32 items: This
measure
reflects an experimental and flexible
orientation rather than a fixed way of
viewinq and or
ganizing phenomena. High scorers
are tolerant
of ambiguities and uncertainties;
They
are fond
of novel situations and ideas.
^Htonomy (Au) -43 items: The
measured by this scale is composedcharacteristic
of liberal
nonauthoritarian thinking and a need for
independence.
High scorers show a tendency to* be
independent of authority as traditionally
through social institutions. They oppose imposed
infringements on the rights of individuals
and are
tolerant of viewpoints other than their
own;
they tend to be realistic, intellectually
and
politically liberal, and much less judgmental
than low scorers.
Neither of these two measures corresponds exactly
to cognitive flexibility as it is used in this
study, but

the two measures together combine most of the behaviors

used to describe cognitive flexibility as defined in Chapter One.

The group as a whole scored better on Au than

Co with a mean standard score of 60 on the Au and 52 on

the Co.

It is not surprising that this group should score

somewhat higher on the Au since this subscore also measures

independence

.

To choose an unorthodox teacher preparation

program such as ALE-S which was held 100 miles away from
the university means that most of the interns who choose to

enter ALE-S could be characterized as independent.
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The male and female means
on the Autonomy subscore
were almost identical for the men
at 59 and the women at

There was a small difference between
the women and men
on the Complexity subscore with
the average score of the
women at 49 and the men at 57. Because
of the imbalance
between the men and women in numbers,
it is unlikely
61.

that

this difference would be statistically
significant.

On

the autonomy subscore the whole group
scored above the national mean of 49 for all college students
and above the

mean for male college students, which is two
points higher
than the female mean. On the Complexity subscore,
two

thirds of the group scored at or above 50, the
national
mean.
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The fact that this group on the average scored

above the mean on the measures of Autonomy and Complexity
supports a contention that this group entered teacher pre-

paration with a higher than average degree of cognitive
flexibility.

However, because the national norms were

established on college freshmen and not seniors and because
the norms were established over ten years ago, this finding

should be interpreted only in a suggestive manner.
The relatively high scores on these two measures

contradicts the lower scores on the Paragraph Completion
Test.

In rank ordering the scores on Autonomy, Complexity

and CL, four students were in the same position relative
to the rest of the students.
CL)

Jill (who scored 3.0 on the

also scored the highest on these two measures.

Thus
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the enormous amount of
improvement which she showed
on the

interaction analysis measures was
probably due both to her
initial cognitive flexibility and
to the ALE-S program.
Sam
(who showed the least improvement)
had a low CL of 1.8 and
scored at the bottom of the male
group on these two
measures.
However, in comparing Sam's
performance with
other interns who also scored at the
same level or
lov/er on

the CL, Au or Co, it becomes clear
that there are two central
variables which help to explain the differing
levels of

cognitive and social flexibility attained
by the end of the
semester.
The first variable is the cognitive
flexibility
which the interns brought with them into the
program.
Since
this group scored above the national means on
the
Co and

Au,

it is likely that all members of this group
entered

7vLE-S

with sufficient cognitive flexibility to allow them

to progress in the dimensions of social and instrumental

flexibility during the semester.

The second variable was

the intern's willingness to accept supervision, to adjust
to the demands of alternative schools, and to make full use

of the AijE-S requirements and resources.

Marie, who scored

slightly below Sam on the CL and Co measures, worked con-

sistently throughout the semester to meet the requirements
of ALE-S and demonstrated greater growth than did Sam on
the interaction measures.

These two subscores of the OPI have helped to give
a fuller picture of intern abilities and to corroborate
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some of the results of the
CL.

However, as a general pre-

dictor of either cognitive flexibility
or of the ability to
develop a flexible teaching style,
this instrument should
not be used as the sole measure.
The third subscore of the OPI to be
used was Masculinity-Femininity.
it was examined in order to see
whether the trends found in the fifties
and sixties about the
type of women who enter teaching
still hold true in this
group.
OPI defines this subscore in the
following manner

Masculinity-Femininity (MF)5S items: This
Suale assesses some of the differences in attitudes and interests between college men and
women.
high scorers (masculine) deny interests
in esthetic matters, and they admit to few
adjustment problems, feelings of anxiety, or personal inadequacies.
They also tend to be somewhat less socially inclined than low scorers
and more interested in scientific matters.
Low
scorers (feminine), besides having stronger
esthetic and social inclinations, also admit to
greater sensitivity and emotionality.^^
.

The items on this subscale seemed particularly out-

of-date in light of the changing roles and mores for women
in our culture since this test was first written.

Never-

theless this subscale does indicate whether women still
see themselves in a traditional manner.

In Chapter Two re-

search even from the late 1960's still indicated that women

with traditional attitudes toward the role of women and
femininity were the ones who chose to go into teaching.
Thus despite the fact that the definition of this measure

and many of its items do not fit today's definitions of
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masculinity ana femininity, it does
provide information
about the degree to which this sample
subscribes to traditional views of masculinity and
femininity.

The male and female interns in this
group had identical means of 24, whereas the
standardized mean for college
women is 28 and for college men is 33.
Thus the two subgroups in this sample had identical attitudes
toward the
items on this subscale, scoring at the feminine
end of the
measure.
This result could be interpreted to mean
that the

female interns followed the long established
pattern that

women with traditional views of femininity have had
of
picking a traditional female occupation.

Further, the re-

sults could mean that because teaching has long been
consi-

dered a female occupation, the men who choose teaching as
an occupation have a more feminine than masculine orientation.

However

,

there is another possible interpretation

of these results.

Because of the changing cultural norms,

the men in this sample may have been more willing to agree

with items relating to esthetic or social interests than
were the college men on whom this instrument was originally
normed.

The most interesting result learned from using the
OPI is the identical attitudes which the men and women have

toward masculinity and femininity as measured by this test.
The difference in the amount of progress which the two sub-

groups made in social and instrumental flexibility as
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measured by the VICS ratios was not
influenced by the fact
that the two groups had different
attitudes toward masculinity and femininity. Thus the
difference in the amount
of growth which the two groups made
is either attributable
to chance or to a differing reaction
of the two groups to
ALE-S
Chapters Four and Five outline the differing
.

per-

formance of the two groups in the ALE-S
components and suggests that the women as a group took more advantage
of
the

options within ALE-S and made greater progress in
develooing social and instrumental flexibility.

The reasons for

this difference cannot be found in the results of
the sub-

tests of the OPI.

However, the male scores on the CL, Au,

or Co do not indicate that they were more rigid than
the

women, which contradicts some of the research reviewed in

Chapter Two.
Summary
In this chapter the Verbal Interaction Category

System was used to evaluate the progress which the interns
made in developing social and instrumental flexibility during their semester in ALE-S.

Twenty minutes of

a

lesson

at the beginning and end of the semester were analyzed through

the use of VICS.

This analysis was submitted to inter-

observer reliability testing and found to have
tion of at least .87 between observers.

a

correla-

From this data

two ratios, TRR and PIR, were derived to measure social
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flexibility and two additional ratios
to measure instrumental flexibility, TQR and TIQR.
The amount of student and
teacher talk was also examined to illuminate
further intern
development in social and instrumental
flexibility.
On all

the measures the interns progressed to or
above Flanders'
norms which means that ALE-S did help
to increase this
group's flexibility.
However, neither the rate of improvement nor the final score on each of the measures
correlated

well with the interns' rating on general teaching
effectiveness.

Thus, although these measures do support the
quali-

tative da a in Chapter Four that these interns developed

more social and instrumental flexibility during the semester,

they also show that high scores on the TRR, PIR, TQR,

or TIQR are not the only measure of teaching effectiveness.

Teaching effectiveness is

a

very complex matter, of which

this interaction data measures only several aspects.

The men and women in this group differed in the

rate of progress with which they developed instrumental
flexibility.

The women as a group began the semester using

fewer questions of any kind dominating the discussions more

than the men did.

By the end of the semester, the women had

more than tripled their use of questions and cut the amount
of teacher talk by more than a quarter.

The men who began

the semester by asking more questions and talking less

showed

a

lesser rate of improvement on these measures.
In the dimension of social flexibility both the men
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and women showed the same average
rate of improvement on the
use of pupil ideas, with the women
having a slightly higher
TRR score than the men. On the PIR
measure, both sexes had
the same average score at the end of
the semester, but the
women had a greater rate of decline on
this measure than did
the men.
However, this decline can be explained by
the
fact that PIR does not distinguish between
student initiation which is content oriented and that which
is disruptive.

Therefore the female decline in PIR during
the semester may
be attributed to the greater problems which the
women as
a

group had in establishing control at the beginning of
the
semester.

This finding is supported by the fact that al-

though the PIR for women declined dramatically during the
semester, the amount of student talk which the women allowed, doubled during the semester while the amount which

the men allowed increased by only 2%.

The differences be-

tween the men and women, although they favored the women,
are not as dramatic in social flexibility as they are in

instrumental flexibility.

The rate of progress of the two

subgroups is sufficiently different to warrant further
study.
In the second section of this chapter, the results

of the interaction analysis were compared with intern scores
on the Paragraph Completion Test and on three subtests of

the OPI.

The results of these tests did not help to predict

which interns might demonstrate greater flexibility at the

20 4

beginning of the semester.

There was enough relationship,

however, between high scores on
these measures and a greater
amount of progress as measured by
the VICS ratios to suggest
that cognitive flexibility may be a
characteristic which
could predict successful achievement
during student teaching.
However, the two interns who had the two
lowest CL
scores also made good progress on several of
the interaction
measures.
This finding gives further corroboration to
the

contention that a teacher preparation program like
ALE-S
can increase the social and instrumental
flexibility of

student

t«,

achers.

Finally the Masculinity-Femininity subscore of the
OPI was used to determine if the men and women in this
group
had different perceptions of masculinity and femininity.
The two subgroups had the same mean score which was below
the national mean for women on the femininity end of the
scale.

This result may have little significance due to

questions concerning the validity of a measure which was

written and normed in the late fifties and early sixties.
However, the finding may be suggestive of the possibility

that the men in this group were closer to a feminine orien-

tation than the average college male.

This orientation may

help to explain why they chose to prepare themselves for
teaching, an occupation with a stronger feminine than

masculine connotation.
In conclusion the interaction data demonstrate
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that the interns and especially
the women in the ALE-S pro.
gram did improve their social and
instrumental flexibility
during the semester. The amount of
individual improvement
can only be in part explained by the
measures of cognitive
flexibility.
The rest of the explanation must lie
in the
nature of this particular teacher
preparation program for
alternative schools.
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CHAPTER

6

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
This final chapter summarizes the
study
sign, procedures, and results.

—

its de-

Additionally, it suggests

related research which could be undertaken
and practices
which teacher trainers could fruitfully adopt.
Summary
This study examined a complex teacher preparation

program, Alternative Learning Environments
(ALE-S)

.

-

Secondary

This program was designed to promote the develop-

ment of social and instrumental flexibility in its interns
in an alternative school setting, and to study the role of

gender in this development.

It is called "complex" because

it had four major components during the student teacher

semester:
a

creating and teaching at least one course for

semester in an alternative school; participating in the

weekly Learning Seminar; learning

a

new non-verbal skill;

and working with adolescents in a non-school setting.

Within the general structure of these components and the
other requirements (such as keeping

a journal,

writing a

teaching unit, or participating in the final evaluation
of the program)

,

choice was available to the interns in de-

ciding what they would do to satisfy

a

given requirement,
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their mode of fulfilling it, the
extent to which they would
complete it, and their methods of
evaluating it. This arrangement, with its clearly stated
general requirements but
with choice in specific ways of fulfilling
them, models
a

useful organizational framework for
alternative schools as
v/ell as the construct of flexibility
itself.
This dissertation asked two sets of
research ques-

tions concerning flexibility and gender.

To answer these

questions, the author used qualitative data from
questionnaires, journals and supervisory fieldnotes, and
quantita-

tive data from interaction analysis and from three published
tests.

with

a

The research questions are presented below, along

summary of the results and the methods for attaining

these results.

Research Questions Concerning Flexibility
The first set of questions asks:
Does ALE-S help interns to develop social and
instrumental flexibility? Do one or more components stand out as being more responsible
for this development?
In order objectively to measure change in teaching behavior,

the author used interaction analysis, Verbal Interaction

Category System (VICS)

,

along with ratios derived from the

work of Flanders, to interpret the results of the interaction analysis.

Two indices

(TRR and PIR) were used to

measure social flexibility and two other indices (TQR and
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TIQR, along with the amount
of total teacher talk)
were used
to measure the development of
instrumental flexibility. All
interns made progress on at least
one of these five

measures
during the semester, and three quarters
of the interns improved 20 percentage points on one to
three of the measures.
In the area of social flexibility
as measured by

interaction analysis, the interns as a group
made only a
small amount of progress in their ability
to use student
ideas.

Collective3.y they declined an average of eleven
per-

centage points in allowing student initiated talk,

a

included in the definition of social flexibility.

However,

behavior

when this data is juxtaposed to the supervisory fieldnotes
from the same lessons which had been submitted to interaction analysis, the decline in the amount of initiated stu-

dent talk appears to be attributable more to an intern's

increased ability to control the students (thus allowing
less calling out or interrupting}, than to an intern's de-

crease in social flexibility.

This finding suggests that

PIR may not be a fruitful index to use when measuring social

flexibility in beginning teachers who are still trying to
learn how to control their classes.

Such a measure of

student- initiated talk may produce more significant results
v;hen

evaluating social flexibility in an experienced teacher.

Qualitative measures of social flexibility support
and enlarge upon the findings of the quantitative data.

Intern journals and questionnaires show that each component
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of ALE-S contributed to
the development of social
flexi-

bility.

The experience of teaching in
an alternative school
under close supervision helped
interns learn how to consider
the needs of individual students,
to promote student partici
pation, to change plans to fit student
needs on a given day,
and to facilitate personal change
through student and supervisory feedback. Participation in
the Learning Seminar encouraged them to listen to others, to use
others' ideas, and
to help each other.
Learning a new non-verbal skill helped
them to be sensitive to the differing learning
styles of
their students by causing them to analyze their
own learning
styles.

Finally, working with adolescents in a non-school

setting provided them with additional and often unusual
experiences, which broadened interns' repertoire of successful

interactions with adolescents.

These qualitative measures

show a greater amount of progress in development of social

flexibility than do the quantitative measures, because
they report upon behavior more extensive in range and

amount than could possibly be seen in single classroom lessons from the beginning and end of the semester.

The con-

joined analysis of the quantitative and qualitative measures

supports the contention that ALE-S did in fact increase
social flexibility in all its interns, even in those who

were rated as least effective in general teaching competency at the end of the semester.
In instrumental flexibility,

intern progress

(as
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measured by interaction analysis)
is clearer than in
social
flexibility. All interns, except
two, improved in the number of questions they asked
while presenting content in
their teaching. There was, however,
less improvement
in

their ability "to ask open-ended
questions," a more specific indicator of instrumental
flexibility than the more
general ability "to ask questions."
To measure the use of
open-ended questions, an index was created
to distinguish
the proportion of open-ended questions
in teacher initiated
talk.
This index (TIQR) demonstrates dramatically
by its
low results the need to improve question-asking
behaviors.

The last measure of instrumental flexibility
was the amount
of teacher talk. All but one intern declined
in the percentage of talk used during a lesson at the
end of the

semester

Qualitative data supports and amplifies the contention that as a group there was substantial improvement in

instrumental flexibility during the semester.

In journals,

in final evaluations, and in supervisory fieldnotes, there
is evidence that interns learned to use a wide variety of

teaching strategies, materials, and resources.

Teaching

in an alternative school under supervision encouraged both

the employment of diverse methods and materials and inte-

gration of the community into their courses.
Seminar provided

a forum, for the

The Learning

exchange of methods, ma-

terials, and resources, modelled several teaching strategie
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and required sharing of teaching
units.

Learning a new non-

verbal shill gave the interns an
experience in choosing among
many options. Working with
adolescents in a non-eduoational
setting provided a chance to experiment
with ways of relating to adolescents other than by
teaching. AH but one
in

tern showed substantial improvement in
instrumental flexib.ility by the end of the semester.
The directors of ALE-S feared this
program might be
so complex and demanding that it would
inhibit the development of flexibility. This fear was not
substantiated.
In
the final evaluation interns strongly agreed
that although

ALE-S was a rigorous and time-consuming program,
all of its
components were necessary for its success. Qualitative

data

suggests that two of the components, teaching in an alternative school and the Learning Seminar, were more important in

facilitating the development of social and instrumental
flexibility.

Nevertheless, the other two components added

useful experiences which were particularly helpful in reinforcing development of social flexibility.

Although the central issue in this study was whether
a reacher preparation program could increase the flexibility

of its interns, the results of the program suggest certain

reasons why the program succeeded.

Being socially and in-

strumentally flexible requires of people who teach that they
dare to try a variety of methods and to listen to students,

responding to student needs rather than to the teachers'
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own needs or lesson nianc
plans.

It
t-»-

is„
^

now apparent that ALE-S

built into its program four conditions
which the directors
felt should help interns to develop
social and instrumental
flexibility.
These four prerequisites for the
development
of flexibility, which were demonstrated
at the outset and
were on-going themes in the program, were:
information,
modelling, support, and structure.
Before the program began, the interns
received a detailed letter giving them information about
the requirements
of the program, and these requirements were
carefully discussed at the initial sessions of the Learning Seminar.
As

the interns created their courses, the directors worked

with them to make the goals and content of their course
explicit and therefore communicable to their students.

As the

semester progressed, we worked to make our supervisory com-

ments very clear so that every intern was informed about
teaching progress and about the kinds of questions which
we would ask in supervisory sessions.

Thus, Sam was told

by late February that he was not meeting the ALE-S require-

ments satisfactorily and told what he would have to do in
order to complete the program.
tried to make

’’the

Throughout the program we

hidden curriculum" and other hidden

messages of teaching and learning as explicit as possible.

Modelling was done throughout the semester, especially in the Learning Seminar.

used

a

The supervisors deliberately

variety of approaches and teaching styles and then
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Often pointed out explicitly
whether these approaches appeared to be succeeding or failing.
The interns employed a
number of approaches, questions,
audio-visual and other materials in their own classroom which
they first had tested
out in the Learning Seminar.
The third ingredient

-

support

ple are to dare tc try new ways.

-

is necessary if peo-

The Learning Seminar was

run in a low-keyed, informal way, with
cookies and tea at
the beginning in order to foster a
congenial atmosphere.
The supervisors used a supportive mode of
supervision; and
they also worked with the cooperating teachers
to try to

create such an atmosphere within the schools.

At Pilot

School, the two interns there became convinced that
they

needed a support group inside their school modelled on
the

Learning Seminar; they were able to create one with interns
from other programs that functioned very successfully.

The

suppoit which the interns received from supervisors, from
the Learning Seminar, and from peers helped them to take

risks by trying new methods and materials.
The fourth element - structure - helped remove

anxiety created by the unfamiliar environment of alternative
schools and provided the security needed to develop social
and instrumental flexibility.

ALE-S had

a

clearly defined

structure, explicit requirements, and explicit means for

evaluating the fulfilling of the requirements.

When the

Learning Seminar visited alternative schools in which interns
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were placed, their organizational
structure was discussed
and compared with others.
Implications for teaching style
and student- teacher relationships
were frequently discussed.
These four themes - information,
modelling, support,
and structure - help tc explain
the success of ALE-S in developing social and instrumental flexibility

in its interns.

Ten of the twelve interns improved on
the interaction measures of instrumental flexibility and all
but one intern
showed improvement on the qualitative measures
of social
flexibility.

This improvement was made despite

a

variation

in cognitive flexibility which the interns brought
with them

into the program.
The interns

cognitive flexibility was measured at

the outset by the Paragraph Completion Test and two sub-

tests of the OPI to see if there was a correlation between

pre-existing cognitive flexibility and progress in developing social and instrumental flexibility.

Neither of these

tests reliably predicted those interns who were able to de-

velop a flexible teaching style.

The conceptual level (CL)

obtained from the former test did not predict the initial
level of social or instrumental flexibility with which a

given intern began the semester

1
.

To learn if there is a

significant relationship between CL and ability to develop
social and instrumental flexibility as measured by ratios

derived from Flanders' work, would require

a

larger sample.

The two sub-scores from OPI helped to give a fuller picture
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Of intern abilities and
to corroborate some of the
results
of the Paragraph Completion
Test. However, as a general
pre-

dictor of either cognitive flexibility
or of the amount of
progress which an intern might make
in developing social
and instrumental flexibility, this
measure was not useful.
Re s ear cli Questions Concerning
Gender

The second set of research questions
asks:
Is gender an important variable
in the process
through which interns develop social and instrumental flexibility, or do the differences in
this development appear to be more a matter
of
individual variation? Were the women more
flexible at both the beginning and the end of
the semester?

At the beginning of the semester, the mean scores from
the
interaction data show the women stronger on two of the measures of flexibility (TRR, PIR) and the men with higher

scores on three other measures.

By the end of the semester

the women had made dramatic progress on the measures of in-

strumental flexibility, had shown the same amount of growth
as the men on one measure of social flexibility (TRR) and a

greater decline on the other (PIR).

This decline, however,

occurred only to the same level as the men.

These findings

contradict popular folklore which suggests that women would
score better especially on measures of social flexibility
than men both at the beginning and end of the semester, be-

cause of their nurturing, empathizing, and helping behaviors.

Qualitative data corroborates the finding that there
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was little difference between
the men and women in the
development of social flexibility,
except in one area. The
women as a group made more use
of the Learning Seminar as
a
forum to help each other.
The women, however, made greater
progress in instrumental flexibility as measured by
both the quantitative and
qualitative data. They began the semester
talking more and
using fewer questions than did the men,
but by the end of
the semester they had tripled their use of
questions and cut
their amount of teacher talk by over a third.
The qualitative data shows that the women as a group made
better use of
the community as a resource in their courses,
used a greater

variety of teaching strategies and materials, and
were more
willing to search for new materials and learn new areas of
content than were the men.

Although this study focuses only on whether differences would occur in the development of flexibility in

male and female interns, certain reasons why this program
was more successful with the women became evident by the end
of the semester.

The four ingredients mentioned above

helped to provide

a secure,

atmosphere in which all were

able to take risks and improve teaching style, but their

byproducts (experience, success, reinforcement) may be es-

pecially necessary when trying to develop new competencies
in women.

ALE-S was an experiential program in which in-

terns had to design their own courses, find their own place-
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ments for working with adolescents
in

a

non-school setting,

select their own non-verbal skills,
and participate actively
in the Learning Seminar.
From these experiences the interns
learned that they could make decisions
about teaching and
learning.
Through these experiences the interns could
see

their competencies grow, which encouraged
especially the
women to experiment. The men were more likely to
continue
a

method if it were successful, rather than to
experiment.
This experiential learning was supported by success

and rewards which all the interns except one male began to

receive as the semester progressed.

The supervisors were

unusually supportive and tried to emphasize first an intern's
success before problems were explored.

Rewards might be as

small as a sympathetic ear, or a cup of hot tea, or as large
as a school director saying that his program would not have

worked without the intern's contributions.

Interns also

viewed the Learning Seminar as a successful experience which
they had played a major role in creating.

These feelings

helped them to be secure enough about their position within
the Seminar to use it as a forum in which to give help to

other interns.

As the norm of helping one another grew in

the Learning Seminar, the interns began to experience the

rewards in both giving and receiving help.

These successes

particularly seemed to help the women to dare to try new
ideas.

The development of social and instrumental flexibility
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was continually reinforced
throughout the semester.
it was
emphasized by the structure of ALE-S
which made the interns
choose among a variety of options
and also by the modelling
behaviors of the supervisors.
it was reinforced in
the

schools

because alternative school teachers
and pupils are
continually questioning their own behaviors,
interactions,
,

use of teaching methods and materials.

Thus the interns

often heard their students ask "Why are we
doing this today?"
How is this different from a regular school?";
or "Why are

you giving written assignments?"
the need

These questions reinforced

o develop a flexible teaching style and a
flexible

mode for interacting with students.

This reinforcement of

the need to think through one’s goals and to think
about

alternatives in a supportive atmosphere helped seven of the
eight women to

irt

ake dramatic changes in teaching style dur-

ing the semester.

None of the four men made major changes

in style.

The question, however, still remains why the women in
the group were better able to respond than the men.

Experi-

ence, success, reward, and reinforcement all helped to create

sufficient security for the women both to risk trying new
methods, new materials, or new uses of community resources
and also to talk less during class and ask more questions.

Although these same supports were available to the men, they
took substantially less advantage of them.

For example, the

men did not participate in the Learning Seminar as much as
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did the women , or use it as
a vehicle for helping
others.
One can speculate about why
the men did not respond as
well
as the women.
The supervisors were women and
may have been
more efficacious role models for
the women.
The men may have
been ambivalent about achieving in
an occupation which
is

considered feminine by the society at
large.

(There were

a number of remarks by the men
in their journals about the

feminine nature of schools.)

This speculation is supported

by the fact that the men were more enthusiastic
about their
work with adolescents in a non-school setting
than were the
women.
Finally, as was discussed in Chapter Two,
female

students in our society are rewarded for finishing
assign-

ments and meeting requirements.

Thus, the women may have

taken the requirements of ALE-S more seriously.

This seri-

ousness, coupled with the efforts of the program to create
a secure environment in which the interns could risk
trying

out new behaviors, may help to explain why the women in this

program had the incentive to achieve ALE-S'

s

goals, especial-

ly in developing instrumental flexibility.

These findings contradict our society's usual belief
that men V7ill excel in areas calling for instrumental com-

petence and women in areas calling for expressive competence.
Nevertheless, this sample is both too small and too unequal
in male and female representation to draw conclusions from

these findings.

However, they are sufficiently intriguing

and suggestive to indicate the need for further research
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concerning the role of gender in
the development of both
flexible teaching style and other
teaching competencies.

a

A further finding concerning the
relationship between
gender and performance in this program
comes from
an ex-

amination of the attitudes which this group
had toward traditional concepts of masculinity and femininity.
The OPI

scores reveal that the women as a group
have traditional
attitudes toward femininity. The men as a group
had the
same mean score, indicating that they had a
more "feminine"
than "masculine" orientation on items used to
measure tra-

ditional attitudes toward masculinity and femininity.

Therefore the different rate of progress in attaining instru-

mental flexibility cannot be attributed to different attitudes toward masculinity and femininity.

Below is a list of questions which derive from

a

comparison of the work of the men and women in ALE-S.
These questions can be used to formulate hypotheses which

would be worth testing in future research on teacher preparation.

Quest ions about the Role of Gender in the Development of
“
Flexibility
1.

Does the gender of the supervisor affect the progress

which men make in developing instrumental flexibility?
2.

Do mixed feelings about choosing a "feminine" occupation

affect the achievement of men in preparing for such an

occupation?
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3.

4.

Do women as a group achieve more
strongly than men in
a teacher preparation program
because they have a

stronger commitment to teaching than
do the men?
Do women make more progress in a
complex teacher preparation program because they are more
socialized to
fulfill requirements exactly and therefore
put more

energy into the semester's work?
5.

Can the small difference between men and women
in the

development of social flexibility be attributed to
the
fact that the men who choose teaching cire already

adept

in interpersonal communication?
6.

In larger samples of teacher trainees do the men and

women have similar attitudes toward masculinity and
femininity

,

or do the male trainees have attitudes

closer to the general male college population?
7

.

What effect do attitudes toward masculinity and
femininity have on male and female teacher trainees'
interactions with peers, with students, and with ad-

ministrators?
Based on the summary of the findings presented here,

we may conclude that a working and measurable definition of

flexibility has been created.

The ways in which one teacher

preparation program contributed to the development of flexibility have been described in detail.

It was also found that

the gender of an intern in this sample affected the degree
to which instrumental flexibility was developed.
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Xrnp lications

for Research and Practice

The procedures and findings of
this study raise many
questions for further research.
Possible areas for fruitful
research are listed below.
1.

The definitions of cognitive, social,
and instrumental
flexibility need to be further refined
to create a list
of easily observable behaviors for each
category.
The ways in which the components of ALE-S
helped to develop flexibility need to be replicated with
a larger

^^oup of teaching candidates and a control group
to

determine experimentally which components are the most
useful in developing flexibility.
3.

Further work needs to be done to measure more easily
and accurately both the cognitive flexibility which a

teaching candidate brings into a program, and also the

development of a flexible teaching style.

Interaction

analysis is a promising tool to develop in the measure-

ment of flexibility, but the categories need to be
further refined in order to measure instrumental flexi-

bility more accurately.
4.

The questions listed at the end of the summary of the
second research questions

(role of gender)

can be formu-

lated into hypotheses tc be used as the basis for further

research into the relationship between gender and teaching competency.
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5.

Research needs to be done comparing
the effect of the
ALE-S components on teaching
candidates for alternative
schools and for conventional schools.
Most

of the tech-

niques used in ALE-S probably could
be used fruitfully
in preparing teachers for conventional
schools.
However,
the effect of the variable of alternative
school environment needs to be studied.
6.

Finally, the methodology used in this study to
gather

both the qualitative and quantitative data could
be
used as the basis for a study in developing flexibility
in teachers already in the classroom.

Implications for Practitioners
This study describes the impact of a complex teacher

preparation program on a group of interns.

Trainers of

teachers can learn from it the benefits potentially available from including more varied experiences in the student

teaching semester than has been common in the past.

They can

see the ways in which use of choice helped interns to gain

control over their student teaching experience.

The feeling

of helplessness and its concommitant tendency to blame others

can retard the development of teaching competency.

This

study also demonstrates the benefits gained from supervisors

modelling a variety of styles for student teachers.
The interaction analysis used in this study can be
an effective tool for supervisors in helping interns under-
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stand their teaching behaviors.

An immediate analysis of

interaction analysis data after an
observation can give interns an objective view of their own
behavior and a measure
of their progress.
The results of this study indicate

that

supervisors need to help student teachers
develop their
ability to ask various types of questions
and to improve
their ability to use student ideas. This
tool could also
be fruitfully used for in-service training of
teachers.
This study further suggests that teacher
trainers

should be more sensitive to the differing needs,
gradations
of commitment to teaching, and past socializing
experiences

of their male and female teaching candidates.

Some experi-

ences and modes of learning may be more generally effective
for the members of one gender than for the other.

Finally, this study does not imply that there is

one perfect way to train teachers or to develop flexibility.

However

,

it suggests that a close analysis of the behavior

of interns, of supervisors, and of program components does

promote intern development of such teaching competencies
as flexibility, and does improve our knowledge of the ways

to facilitate such growth.
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CHAPTER SIX
FOOTNOTES
For nine interns, there was a relationship
between
their CL and the amount of progress
which they made in developing social and instrumental flexibility.
For these
nine, those with higher CL scores made
more progress than
l0
r CL SCOreS
however three interns with
low CL made strong progress
at least one area of social
social
or instrumental flexibility.
.

r
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learning, for themselveI and for
adolescents
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refers to programs in which
students and teachers
couraged to direct their own learning
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this Program win combine
settings:
student teaching in al+
G
eCO
schools;
volunteer
work with adoles^
cen?f
cents tn
in therapeutic
settings? training to foster expressiveness, including work in dramatic
improvisation;
independent study of a nonverbal skill which
the student
has not tried previously; and a final
period of rigorous
examination of the curricula both of this program
alternative schools. Generally, students will be and of
paired
tor their field work placements and also
grouped in other
combinations to explore how they can learn together and
rom one another.
Students will thereby discover how the
thoughts and feelings generated by their experiences in
this program affect them as students, teachers, and
learners

field

k

s e ve ral

'
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The barrage of experiences offered is intended to
help students cope with feelings similar to those they
will encounter in subsequent alternative learning situations and demands a heavy commitment of time and energy
from each student.

ALE-S is open to 12 students per semester.
academic background is required.

A strong

Selections for the program will depend on completion
of the following procedures.
Applicants should complete

1

f

th ® Pro ram
Directors will then°L arranged ter
Flnal
Final selection in 9 some
instances will deoend mrm c g ? d
6
6
lnterviews with co!
operating field ^perv^ors?
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SYNOPSIS

Program consists of one spmpQtQr
spring semester in !!„
!
S
styles of te^inrand !^SI
n

i

»
*

work

r?n

B.

.

,

S

'

either fall or

^^a^:

e

Program prerequisites:
1

.

Major in English, history, a social
science, a
foreign language, mathematics a
science, or a
BDIC concentration.
,

2

C.

.

If oertification is desired,
you should make
provision to complete the other requirements
for
certification before graduation.

Program carries 15 hours of credit for
the semester's
work: three credits for "Methods of
Teaching Alternative Schools", and 12 credits for "
Student Teaching".
:

D.

Program requirements: Successful
completion of field
work and related experiences.

E.

Successful completion of.ALE-S will fulfill the
methods
course and student teaching requirements for
Massachusetts certification.

Boston Area Addresses:

Aida Levi
11 Norton Place
Cambridge, Mass.

Kathleen Lyman
78 Oxbow Road
Wayland, Mass.
(Ms.

547-1418
02138

358-2900
01778

Lyman not available in August)

University

of

Massachusetts
_

-

Amhorcf

Teacher Preparation Propram

Altcrnati v c Lear mng Environmonts-S
oc o nda r
y

A LE-S
Directors:

Barbara Kemp, Aida Levi, Kathleen Lyman

"Alternative Learning Environments-Secondary"
is a one semester
for students who have a serious interest
in alternative
styles of teaching and learning. The
structure of the program approximates
t e experience of students and
teachers in alternative learning settings.
Alternatives to traditional schools vary greatly in the
degree to which they
depart from the conventional school.

program designed

some

•

As we define alternative school programs, they generally
include
of the following features:

Students and teachers choose to enter these programs;
Students and teachers together determine the curriculum;
Students and teachers expect to use and interact with the
community as a learning resource;
Affective learning is valued as much as cognitive learning
Students and teachers together work out the authority structure.
Authority is not seen as deriving from institutional sources,
but often coming from competence in performing certain tasks;
A conscious effort is made to keep rules and limits at a minimum;
The time schedule and calendar are flexible and sometimes
determined by students and teachers;
Students, teachers, and, often, parents are consciously involved
in an attempt to build a learning community;

The way people
contribute

to the

talk and dress, as well as their physical surroundings

informal atmosphere.

The demands which such programs place on teachers necessitate

new kinds

of teacher training.
Without the protection of the administrative
structure of a traditional school, teachers must immediately begin to cope
with issues of new structures and authority models, limit setting,
curriculum alternatives, and now roles for student and teacher within
their community.
The purpose of this program, then, must be to lieip
prospective teachers to cope effectively with their new educational

To this end, our training program, like the alternative
educational programs in which these teachers will work, will make
environments.

available a variety of learning resources and experiences.

The purpose

of this program is to provide
interns with learning
opportunities in alternative styles of
teaching and learning for themselves and .or adolescents; help interns
to decide whether they want to
teach, and in wnat environment; and
equip them with some of the resources
and experiences necessary to cope with
the consequences of that decision.
Each student will work in two field work settings
with adolescents, will
learn a new non-verbal skill, will participate
in workshops and a weekly
learning group, and will rigorously evaluate
his own work and the program.
1 the followin
paragraphs each segment of the program will be briefly
g
V
described.
.

First, each student will be an intern in an
alternative school in
the greater Boston area.
The selection of the school will be dependent
on the needs, experiences, and interests of both the
student and the
school. Students will be interviewed and have a chance
to

observe

in

alternative schools before a decision on the site of the
internship is made.
The final placement decision will be made by the school, the
program
directors, and the student. A number of alternative schools,
both in

urban and suburban settings, have expressed an interest in having
students
from tnis program. Each intern will write a contract, agreed to by the
director of the alternative school, which will specify his responsibilities,
for students, curriculum, and community work, his hours, his on-site
supervision, his university supervision, and his mode of evaluation.
Each intern will work with, at least, one group of pupils throughout the
semester and will plan, implement, and evaluate, at least, one curriculum
unit.
Each intern is expected to be paired with another intern in the same
school.
Thus, the school would always have one intern on hand, and the
interns would have the opportunity to explore how they learn together from
each other. Partners cannot only talk, plan, and evaluate together, but
also observe each other teaching. Understanding how they learn together
may help them find ways to help their students learn from one another.
Sharing their work during internship may counter the usual isolation of
teachers in their classrooms.

The second aspect

of the

program

will involve fieldwork with

adolescents outside of a school setting. The purpose of this work is
to give the interns more of an opportunity to find out how adolescents
think and feel outside of a classroom. Interns can probably learn most
about adolescents in places where their real feelings and problems are
most visible. Such a setting might be Family Service Agencies, drug
counselling services or out-patient mental health clinics. For example,
we have discussed one possibility with a clinical psychologist v/ho works
both at Children's Hospital and at a local suburban high school. He is
interested in developing new roles for young people working in high
schools - specifically young people with whom high school students can
form strong positive identifications. We plan to work with each intern

to find

an agency or placement where the
volunteer services of a
seriously involved undergraduate will
be useful enough for the agency
not only to accept the student, but
also to provide him with some
supervision. Especially in this area, work
with adolescents in
therapeutic situations, competent supervision

must

be available.

A

third area of our program asks each student
to learn a
skill he or she has never tried before.
We specify a non-verbal

(woodworking, photography, pottery, musical instrument),
because most of our students rely on their verbal facility
and their
comfort with abstraction to the neglect of body skills like
strength
and dexterity. Trying a task in which they have no
history of
competence should set the scene for students to become aware of
their feelings as learners: the threat and anxiety that
accompany
"not knowing how" as well as the strength and joy that
accompany
mastery.
skill,

The fourth area of our program consists of experiences that
increase each student teacher's repertoire of behavior, physical,
cognitive, and affective. We think it is important for a teacher to
become as appropriately expressive a person as possible, because
students and teachers in new educational environments are being
urged to express a wide range of thoughts, feelings, and behavior.
Pupils seem to find this freedom of expression more comfortable
and relieving than do their teachers, who often find it difficult to
expand the constricted way of responding they have lived with, first
as students, now as teachers. We have noticed, while listening to
student teachers, a bivalent, judgemental view of what happens in
school: Kids are either OK or not OK; their behavior is acceptable
or unacceptable; either students have all the responsibility for what
they are supposed to be learning, or teachers have it.

To increase the range of responses accessible to the student
teacher and to foster expressiveness, we have in mind two kinds of
training.
First is training in synectics. We have been significantly
influenced by what Richard Jones and Lawrence Kubie have written
about the importance of the preconscious processes in learning.
Notions like "apparent irrelevance" and "making the familiar strange/
strange familiar" have powerful implications for teachV^ij/learning. ]n
the particular context of our program, synectics could offer the teache
helpful ways to respond to kids beyond the traditional bivalent set we
mentioned above. The student's composition doesn't have to be seen
as "good" or "bad"; the teacher can respond by making connections,
sometimes metaphorical, that may help the student to further writing
and learning.

Another form

of training for expressiveness is
work in
dramatic: improvisation. Marilyn Bentov
and Barbara Linden, who
lead theater improvisation workshops
for children and teachers
have expressed an interest in working with us
to design a series of
worksnops for our students.

The fifth area of our program, weekly learning groups,
will
attempt to synthesize the variety of forms of teaching
and learning

which the interns will confront. Each area of the program
will
provide the intern with models of teaching and learning
to consider.
Doing student teaching concurrent with the other parts of
the
program will help students to grapple with another aspect of the
bivalent orientation: the assumption that one is either a student
or
a teacher. Once a week, we will meet in groups of twelve
to explore
how the thoughts and feelings generated by the intern's experiences
in this program aifect them as students, teachers, and
learners.
Understanding what happens in our group sessions will be one way we
learn together; as with all parts of the program, this kind of group
learning, and our styles of leadership will be subject to analysis.
This description of ALE-S would not be complete without
some attention to how we will evaluate the program. Staff, teachers,
and interns will all be involved in the evaluation process
The weekly
learning groups will provide an on-going evaluation of the program. In
the last two weeks of the semester we plan to have an intensive session
in which interns, staff, and representatives of some of the alternative
schools, will evaluate the program and work on constructing curriculum
appropriate for alternative schools.
.

In evaluating the program wo will also pay close attention to
the impact which the multiplicity of demands on the interns has.
The
barrage of teaching/learning experiences which comprise this program
are intended to confront people with feelings similar to those they will
encounter in subsequent alternative learning situations. To cope,
rather than feel overwhelmed, people have to understand what's
happening well enough to sort out and process events quickly. The
students who succeed in our program should be able to cope with the
roles they choose for themselves in any future learning setting. In
order, however, for the program to have validity, the quality and
volume of the "barrage" must simulate pretty accurately the quality
One of our problems as
of life in an alternative learning setting.

evaluators will be to assess how accurately wo have approximated
Pacing students with more pressure than they will have
that quality.
to cope with in the situations for which we are preparing them makes
little sense; too leisurely a pace will not offer them a realistic chance
to test their attitudes and reactions.

application form
ALTERNATIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Please fill

-

SECONDARY

in

this form, attach a transcript,
and mail to
Lyman
Department of Education
Simmons College
300 The Fenway
Boston, Mass., 02115
Ms. Levi,

Name

Local phone:

Local address:

Permanent phone:

Permanent address:
Class
Major:

Semester in ALE-S

Fall

Spring

Co you wish Massachusetts certification?
If so, explain how
you are fulfilling requirments in educational
psychology and in
social foundations. Also state the other education
courses
which you may have had, ( ALE-S will fulfill the
student teaching
requirement and provide one methods coiurse.)

Do you have a particular kind of alternative school in
mind?

Urban
Surban

Junior High
Senior High

Any other features or

a

Public
Independent

particular school which you have in mind?

Interview with Ms. Levi or Lyman:
Have we spoken with you?
If not,

state times available for interviews at

U.

Mass.

ALE-S

Applicatio n Form Cont.

Interview with alternative
schools,
aV

e

or

fall-?
1

you!

i

?i1 i

at>le

?° r interv iews in Boston in either
summer
glVe an indication of the
best times for

Will you have a car available
for your use during the
internship?
What previous experience have
you had working with young
people, 12-18?

Write a brief statement explaining why
you have chosen this
program.

Tell us anything else which you think is important for us
to know about you.
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December 1973

Dear
Y° U
bef ° re ° ur first
ALE-S seminar meeting in
January
11 WOuld be helpful
to you to state our
Lpectat?on«'f
3
will be spending in ALE-S.
6 semester y°u
Your wo™ for^h
ceive 15 credits from the
yOU wil1 re_
University
AfMMassachusetts
S
ty of
involve the following areas:
will
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Reaching in an alternative schoolEducation Lex number 0675)
WnricT
.°f
t
adolescents in a non-classroom
setting
Learning a new non-verbal
skillParticipating regularly in the
Seminar (School of Education Learninq
Lex number
° 0l

*"

Student Teaching
haVe been interviewed and
accepted by an
alternative°school
y° u must work out with the appropriate
personnel
Of
,
8
details
We*" have told each
Zrl school that they areof free toresponsibilities.
sucraest time^
and hours appropriate to their
needs.
For exempt several
S haVS a ked whether you
could start wordin' early or
?
m?d°Te
S
9 Semester begins then.
We urge
you to "start ear? Y
at what ^ ver P oi nt in January your
schools
think appropriate
v
Let us kn °w your beginning
dtte
Often t® chools ma wish you to
9
01
y
continue into late May
nt^ri ^
» ibb
then^and
,
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ZZZ
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Another inquiry from the schools has concerned
your availability
for late afternoon and evenings.
Clearly, you are not required
to be available all day every day from 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 p .m.
However, if the school tends to operate in the
late
and evening, you will want to balance your schedule afternoon
When arranging your hours, don't forget your other accordingly,
three areas
of responsibility.
Other inquiries by the schools involve
availability for school meetings, staff workshops, etc. We
expect you will want to attend such sessions.

U.S.

A PROGRAM OF:
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
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11 P ?lan a curriculum,
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in vn.J planning.
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Work with Adolesc e nts in

® e ™? ster

y° u wil1 want to observe
WU1 be able to arrange
know one another at our meetings.
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Y° U

Non-Classroom Setting

Y

1
make arrang ?‘
ments for you^wort^itradolescent^ira
non” !
under stan^adolescents^
non - classr
T° °°m setting frequently
gives you new
W "
data
ata ffor' fining insight into
adolescent behavior
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if
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eX
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You may want to do work in the community kinds of
in which
school, placement is, or in your own
community.
You
should plan to spend a minimum of three hours
a week in
is work.
We will be glad to make more specific
suggestions
of agencies or people to contact when we speak
with you.
*
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New Non-Verbal Skill
Before our first January Seminar meeting, you should consider what skill you would like to learn and how you will
learn
it.
At one of our early meetings the Seminar members will
discuss and approve each person's choice of skill, mode of
learning, and method of evaluation. We hope you will have
fun both in the planning and implementation of this part of
our program.

Learning Seminar
The first meeting of the Learning Seminar will be Monday,
January 21, from 3:00-5:00 at Aida Levi's house, 11 Norton

-3-

Place Cambridge (Directions
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two weeks, we clan
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good holiday vacation!
Sincerely,

Aida Levi (617) 547-1418
Katie Lyman (617) 358-2900

KL/sb
Enclosures
P.S.

Other Business
If you have not sent us "Department
Recommendation
Form from your major advisor, please do so.
2.

The State of Massachusetts requires you to file
your school proof either of a chest X-ray or a
negative Tuberculin Test.

3.

Check with us to see if your school placement
requires you to fill out special forms in the
Superintendent's office.

4.

Our address in Boston is:

ALE-S Program
Simmons College
Education Department
Boston, Mass.
02115

u
lr

NATIONAL
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director

SCHOOLS PROGRAM
SCHOOL Of EDUCATION, Dwight
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS,

Poy

D. Nichols. Ji

W. All.n, D.on

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

December 1973

Dear

Part of the ALE-S program involves learning about
the dynamics of the classroom
— the interactions of the
classroom group, the roles students and teachers play,
the "games" students and teachers can play, how interpersonal relationships affect classroom learning. Aida
and Katie have asked me to work with you next semester
in exploring some of the issues of the classroom group.

—

At the first Spring meeting of ALE-S we can talk
about our goals and some of the ways in which we can work
to achieve them.
Aida, Katie and I think that some understanding of the affective life of the classroom is
essential for effective teaching. We hope that the Monday seminar will be emotionally supportive and intellectually useful for you in your teaching.
I look forward to teaching and learning with you
and Katie and Aida next semester.

Most sincerely,
/S/ Jane Swett

Jane Swett

U.S.

A PROGRAM OF:
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Curriculum Development
Malamud and Machover games

Simulation Games
A formal Group Experience
Moral Education - Lawrence
Kohlberg
Values Clarification Sidney Simon
Synectics - W.W.J. Gordon
book, Curricula materials
Achievement Motivation A1 Alschuler
Techniques of Job Hunting
The Books:

Eric Berne,
Games People Play
Thos. Harris,
I'm OK, You're OK
Julius Fast,
Body Language

Black (or Minority)
Studies
Techniques of Student and
Teacher Evaluation

Responsible Responding
Barbara Kemp and
Paul Goldenberg
Dramatic Improvisation
Viola Spolin

-

-

Heard

Done

Have

Int<
Heard

Any Comments

questionnaire for a.l.e.s.
n aire iS tC> ask you
share with m^some inf ormation S
to
ah°
feelings toward teaching as vn k ? Y ° Ur back 9 r °und and
tMS pr °^ a ™* In
completing this remembet that
e are no wr °ng answers,
I encourage you to rpsnnnH
respond quickly, but as fully
as you
would like to?
.

A
USS thiS inf °™*tion in my
work on tea?h!r £rain!no°
doctoral
an ° n it y and Privac£ will
9
Y
be
completely protect^?
'

1
2

.
.

3.
4.
5.

6

*

7.

”

^

Name
age
sex
academic major
What has been your previous
experience with kids and/or
schools?

had cc m P lete control of your destiny,
?
given your
and 1 terests what would you like
to
be doing at
^ year?
this time nex>,
In five years?

Close your eyes, picture yourself teaching to
students and write down what you see.

a

group of

your mind at this^oment?^ thlS semester ar e

9.

10

.

11.

"lost in

What excites you most about
teaching this semester?

In your years as a student
what helped you to learn the
most effectively?

Describe the teacher who was your favorite
in either
elementary or high school?

APPENDIX B
DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO THE MEASUREMENT OF FLEXIBILITY

EDUCATION SCALE VII

"Sh

^^^fxfrr

0"

edUCaW °“ 1

and
all thinK differently adout such
matters ! ZTtlTs^ZtTZ'llleZl
t6llefS and ° Plni0nS
Ees P“ d *> aach

i^faTfo^r

Agree Very Strongly:
Agree Strongly:
Agree:

+3
+2
+1

1.

X

ITT

-

Disagree Very Strongly:
Disagree Strongly:
Disagree:

-3
-2
_q

^

Ple if y U
ree VeJ_y strongly with a statement,
you would
3rit^ 2. °n +the short
^
line preceding the statement, but if you
should
l
happen to
disagree with it, you would put a -1 in
front of it. Respond
to each 3.statement as best you can.
Go rapidly but carefully.
Do not
spend too much time on any one statement;
try to respond and then go on.

^

’

.

1

Learning is essentially a process of increasing
one’s store of
information about the various fields of knowledge.
.

The curriculum consists of subject matter to be
learned and
skills to be acquired.
The learning of proper attitudes is
often more important than
the learning of subject matter.
It is more important that the child learn how to
approach and
solve problems than it is for him to master the subject matter

of the curriculum.
5.

The true view of education is so arranging learning that the
child gradually builds up a storehouse of information that he
can use in the future.

6.

What is needed in the modern classroom is a revival of the
authority of the teacher.

7

Teachers should keep in mind that pupils have to be made to
work.

•

8.

Schools of today are neglecting the three R’s.

9.

Standards of work should not be the same for all pupils; they
should vary with the pupil.

10. The goals of education should be dictated by the children's
interests and needs, as well as by the demands of society.

11. Each subject and activity should be aimed at developing a par-

ticular part of the child's make-up: physical, intellectual,
social, moral, or spiritual.

12. Right from the very
first grade , teachers must
teach the
child at his own level and
not at the level of the
grade he
is in.
3

V

be gulded ln what they are
to teach, No in?
teacher can be permitted to do as
he wishes especially when it comes to teaching
children

diviS
dividual

lU. Learning experiences
organized around life experiences
rather
than subjects is desirable.

15. We should fit the curriculum to
the child and not the child to
the

curriculum.

16

.

Subjects that sharpen the mind, like
mathematics and foreign
languages, need greater emphasis in the
public school curriculum.

IT. Since life is essentially a struggle,
education should emphasis

competition and the fair competitive spirit.

18. The healthy interaction of pupils with
one another is just as
important in school as the learning of subject
matter.
19. The organization of instruction and learning
must be centered
on universal ideas and truths if education is to
be more than

passing fads and fancies.

20. The curriculum should contain an orderly
arrangement of sub-

jects that represent the best of our cultural heritage.
21. True discipline springs from interest, motivation,
and involvement in live problems
22. Emotional development and social development are as important
in the evaluation of pupil progress as academic achievement.
23. Education and educational institutions must be sources of new

social ideas.
2h.

Children should be taught that all problems should be subjected to critical and objective scrutiny, including religious, moral, economic, and social problems.

25. One of the big difficulties with modern schools is that discipline is often sacrificed to the interests of children.
26. Teachers should encourage pupils to study and criticize our

own and other economic systems and practices.
27.

Children need and should have more supervision and discipline
than they usually get.

28

Sh ° Uld te

•

values^
29

“h

Children de P“<ience on higher
moral

^

800 "^ ShOUM

'

social^change

ln Simulating

%

30. Learning is experimental;
the child should he taught to
alternatives

before accepting any of them.

Analysis of Kerlinger's Educational Scale VII
The following predictions were made about the
results
of this test:

1.

That those interns who have high positive scores
on the traditional subscale would have the most

trouble in adjusting to the alternative school
environment;
2.

That those who scored lower than the mean on the

progressive scale would have greater difficulty
in developing social flexibility than those who

scored above the mean;
3.

That those who had a high negative score on the

authority items in the traditional subscale would
have a difficult time finding an appropriate and

comfortable mode of establishing authority in
the classroom.

High scores on the traditional subscale did not predict difficulty in adjusting to the alternative school environment.

The second prediction was only partially sub-

stantiated through

a

comparison of the scores on the pro-

gressive subscale with observations of the supervisors and

cooperating teachers and with the results of the interaction analysis.

All but one intern who scored below the

mean experienced some difficulty
in developing flexible
styles of interaction with students
and staff.

(Three of

the seven interns who scored above
the mean also had trouble
in developing social flexibility.)
Interaction analysis

showed that four of the five interns who
declined on the
TRR, one measure of social flexibility,
also had scores below the mean on the progressive subscale.
There seemed to be more predictive power in
Kerlinger'
Scale for those who scored above 30 than for those
who scored
below the mean. At the end of the semester, the three
super-

visors listed the names of the three interns whom they
felt
had improved the most on the dimension of social flexibility.

These three, Ron, Pam, and Jill all scored above 30.

Thus

this subscale had more predictive, power for those who scored
the top or bottom, rather than those who scored near the
mean.
To validate the third prediction, those items which

refer to authority on the traditional subscale were isolated
and summed

(items:

#6,7,13,25,27,28).

This prediction was

made to see if there was a relationship between
negative reaction to items of authority and

a

a

strong

difficulty

in establishing one's own authority in a classroom.

Accord-

ing to supervisor's and cooperating teacher's reports, all

those who scored at or above the mean on the authority items
did have problems in establishing control at the beginning
of the semester.

In conclusion,

Kerlinger’s Educational Scale VII

is a simple test to administer
and to score.

Its results

are useful in making comparisons
between groups and especially as a tool to use in diagnosing
possible strengths
and weaknesses of individual interns.

paragraph completion test

Name
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School

(First)

[initial;

Mo le/Pema le

C la a b

/\

gq

the following pages ypu wJll be
asked to give
your Ideas about several toplos.
Try to .*rlte at least
three sentences on each topic.
3n

Th9ie are no right or wron" answers,
so give
own ideas and opinions about each
topic.

y-jur

Indicate the

way you realty; feel about each topic,
not the way others
feel, or the way you thinV* you should feel.

You will have three minutes for each page.
Please wait for signal to go on to

a

new page.

1.

What

1

think atnut rules.

.

Try to write at least three sentenaes on each top3
ViAIT P Oi-i

SIGKAL

T'J

TUHJto

PAG^J.

2

,

When

I

Q'n

orltlolzed

.

Try to write at leoat threo aertenoes.

wwr

foa siowi. r& ruRW pag£.

3*

What X thinK sb jut
pa rent 8

Try to

wait

vj'M

fo<r

.

.

te at least three s0^terjoes«

signal to

tw twgs.

4.

When someone

II

sag roes with ue

.

.

/

Try to write at least three sentenoeg

Wait

poft

signal to

t urn

pags.

5

.

When

Try to

WilT

i

v;

FOPv

a

,i

r 11o

not sure

.

at least three sentences.

SIGNAL

?t>

WN PAG€.

6

*

When

I

an tola what to do

.

.

Try to write at least three sentences.

WAIT FOR SJGiMAL TO TURN PAOS.

7.

Try

The beat

vvay

t~)

learn ia

.

.

write at least three sentences

WAIT FOR SIGNAL TO

TURiv PAGal*

£•

The most

1

•flportant

thine

3*1

teaohlng

Try to vjrjte at least three sentences.
;A

I

T FOR SIGNAL T?

i’URK

PAGS.

1h

9*

When

I

am working on my ovm

.

Try to write at least three sentences.

V&IT F Ji SIGNAL TO TURK
:

.
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DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON THIS BOOKLET
1.

would

I

of
2.

like to learn

human

more about the history

25.

I

enjoy hearing a great singer

26.

I

talk with strangers

thought.

take an active part in group or class discus-

I

sions.

27.

I

when

1

in

an opera.

travel.

enjoy looking at paintings, sculpture,
and

architecture.

3.

I

am cordial to strangers.

4.

I

dislike mathematics.

5.

I would enjoy showing foreigners
around
town or state.

6.

I

28.

More than anything else, it is good hard work
makes life worthwhile.

that

my

am happy most of the time.

29.

I

30.

I enjoy writing a critical
discussion of a book
or article.

should like to belong to several clubs or

lodges.
31.
7.

want

I

to be

an important person

in

the

community.
8.

work

I

better

when

I

am

9.

10.

11.

enjoy reading Shakespeare’s plays.

I

am

of
12.

interested in the historical development

American

Usually I prefer known ways of doing things
rather than trying out new ways.

14.

I

15.

34.

It is annoying to listen to a lecturer who
seems unable to make up his mind about what

16.

have often gone against my parents’ wishes.

I

prefer having a principle or theory explained
me rather than attempting to understand

35.

Our way of doing things in this nation would
be best for the world.

36.

It is

37.

I

38.

The unfinished and the imperfect often have

on

my

prefer popular music to classical music.

18.

I

would enjoy being a famous person.

19.

I get stage fright
fore a group.

when

I

have to appear be-

me

than the completed

pray several times a week.

39.

I

40.

All groups can live in harmony in this country without changing the system in any way.
I

do not like to appear on programs or to give

oral reports.
42.
43.

I

like to solve puzzles.

I

am

uninterested in discussions of the ideal

society or Utopia.

enjoy playing cards for money.

20.

I

21.

generally attend the meetings of school or
community organizations.

44.

At times I have a strong urge to do something
harmful or shocking.

I

Society puts too

much

45.

I leave the radio tuned to a symphony concert
rather than changing to a program of popular music.

46.

Every wage-earner should be required to
save a certain part of his income each month
so that he will be able to support himself and
his family in later years.

restraint on the indi-s/

vidual.

24.

a better listener than conversationalist.

greater appeal for

41.
I

23.

am

own.

17.

22.

a good rule to accept nothing as certain
or proved.

and the polished.

to
it

have always enjoyed dances.

he really believes.

prefer to eat in a small rather than a large
restaurant or cafeteria.
I

dislikes for certain

I

social gathering.
13.

and

33.

jazz.

do not introduce myself to strangers at a

I

likes

Parents are much too easy on their children
nowadays.

It is highly unlikely that astrology will ever
be able to explain anything.
I

have strong

32.

not being observed

by others.

I

colors.

I

I

enjoy teas and receptions.
study and analyze

reactions.

my own

motives and

•
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47.

When I sit down to study
my mind on the material.

48.

During one period when I was a youngster
I engaged in petty thievery.

49.

an examination better than questions which require the
organization and interpretation of a large
body of material.

hard to keep

it is

69.

,7°.

71.

50.

51.

52.

I

like short, factual questions in

I think I take primarily an esthetic view of
experiences.

56.

54.

55.

76.

I

am aroused by a speaker’s description of
unfortunate conditions in a locality or
77.

be with a crowd
one another.
I

like to

wish

I

who

play jokes on
78.

A

79.

y

strong person doesn’t show his emotions

and

In matters of religion
ter what one believes.

it

really does not

mat-

60.

I

61.

Science should have as much to say about
moral values as religion does.

64.

65.

difficulty in starting to

I ofte.i feel that the people
terested in me.

prefer people

Most nights

I

meet are not

off.

I prefer to stay at
social affairs.

home

to anybody

rather than
an
n a
*knd

like to

imagine what

is

inside objects

have had periods when I felt
so full of *
that sleep did not seem necessary
for dav
a time.
In most ways the poor
the rich man.
I

man

is

better off than

have the feeling of being detached
and alone
I am in a group of
people.

am fascinated by the way sunlight
changes
the appearance of objects and
scenes.

I

I

often forget immediately what
people

who

81.

82.

are never profane.

66.

Novelty has a great appeal to me. sj

67.

My home

money

or personal

I am apt to hide my feelings
in some things to
the point where people may hurt me
without
their knowing it.

68.

At times
someone.

fist

have always hated

84.

I would be uncomfortable in
anything
than fairly conventional dress.

85.

I

86.

I would disapprove of anyone’s drinking
the point of intoxication at a party.

J

87.

am

regulations.

other

inclined to take things hard.

At times

I

have had

who were rude
V 88.
89.

picking a

be-

I

to be rough with
or annoying.

I

have been disappointed

I

usually feel that

with no particular

was always happy.
like

hesitate to borrow

83.

I

I feel

I

<av

in-

go to sleep without ideas or
thoughts bothering me.

life

him

«

do things.

I am active on the committees of school
organizations.

I

tell

longings from others.

I have sometimes wanted to run away from j
home.

63.

envy the man who can" walk un
"-w “P

to me.

59.

62.

80.

feelings.

have

a h08t or
hoste**

when

could be as happy as others seem to

dislike following a set schedule.

“

like to act

/

I

I

58.

I

I

I

do not

and

y75.

be.

57.

I

parties.

73.

%

often act on the spur of
the moment
ent without
*
stopping to think.

want to know that something will really
work before I am willing to take a chance on

country.

a God.

I

74.

I

is

People ought to be eatMed
with wha,

It is not the duty of a citizen to support his
country right or wrong.

it.

53.

72.

believe there

I

fight with

90.

I

am

to

people

in love.

drifting along

in life

role to play.

I dominate many of
about my own age.

my

acquaintances

PLEASE CHECK TO MAKE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF YOUR LAST RESPONSE ON THE
SHEET AGREES WITH THE NUMBER OF THE LAST STATEMENT ON THIS PAGE.

of

ANSWER
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91.

think

I

I

feel

more

intensely than most people

92.

I

114.

Although

have more trouble concentrating than

I

others seem to have.

tend to ignore the feelings of others when
accomplishing some end that is very import
tant to me.

113.

do.

bition
93.

don’t blame anyone for trying to grab

I

115.

when
95.

have often

I

felt as

though

I

had done some-

thing wrong or wicked.

have had periods of days, weeks or months

I

seldom admit it, my secret ambecome a great person.

I

to

all

he can get in this world.
94.

is

Much

my

I couldn’t take care of things because
couldn’t “get going.”

116.

I

I

never worry about being different from

117.

I

118.

Most people inwardly

119.

I

120.

When

of

life I’ve

enough time

am

dreamed about having

to paint or sculpture.

a high-strung person.

other people.
96.

Sometimes I can think of nothing but the
rhythm or pulsation of certain music.

97.

Assuming that
would prefer

I

I

had

dislike putting themselves out to help other people.

to use

it

to develop a favorite

skill rather than to do volunteer social work
or public service work.

98.

99.

Once a week or more often

122.

Young

123.

Even when

I

am

I

become very

curious about people but

I

Each person should

people.

don’t feel

people sometimes get rebellious ideas,
but as they grow up they ought to get over
them and settle down.

interpret the Bible for
124.

I

am

with people

absurd.

103.

I

am

104.

The best way to handle people
what they want to hear.

105.

No one seems

feel lonely

don’t like things to be uncertain and un-

I

106.

I

think that

life is

embarrassed by

125.

is to tell

The surest way

to a peaceful world

them

126.

go alone to visit

like to

I

128.

One

goal.

129.

There are certain people

share of things to

strange

I

I love.

of the most important things children
should learn is when to disobey authorities.
I

dislike so

much

inwardly pleased when they are
that
catching it for something they have done.
I

People pretend to care more about one another than they really do.

my

new and

enjoy hurting persons

often do whatever makes me feel cheerful
here and now, even at the cost of some distant

understand me.

have had more than

to im-

places.

Sometimes

to

is

prove people’s morals.

dirty stories.

127.

I

I

of the time.

predictable.

Often

I

I

much

102.

108.

enjoy being in a crowd just to be with

121.

himself.

107.

prices are high you can’t blame a person for getting all he can while the getting is

In a group of people, new acquaintances or
strangers pay little attention to me.

close to them.

101.

not unusually self-conscious.

good.

excited.

100.

am

sufficient leisure time,

130.

am

Politically

I

am

probably something of a

radical.

worry about.
109.

There must be something wrong with a person

110.

I

who

is

131.

Teachers often expect too much work from
students.

lacking in religious feeling.

have been quite independent and free from

132.

family rule.
111.

People often disappoint me.

112.

I

dislike assignments requiring original re-

search work.

would rather remain free from commitments to others than risk serious disappoint-

I

ment or
133.

failure later.

movie without paying and
was not seen, I would probably do

If I could get into a

be sure
it.

I
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134.

often find myself listening without hearing.

I

I like to fool around with new ideas,
even if
they turn out later to have been a total waste
of time.

135.

156.

I

157.

I

would rather be a brilliant
worker than a ateady and
depenW,^'
i

of

t^

awhile I feel hatred toward members
family whom I usually love.

in

my

I am more realistic than idealistic, that
is,
more occupied with things as they are than

137.

with things as they should

159.

be.

When

160.

138.

At times

139.

interested in learning facts than
them to my ideas and previous
experiences.

feel like

I

I work, I
prefer to be alone
have others around me.

swearing.

religion

than

should be careful

mt ZZn!

beliefs are u
differ'
ner *

I

162

° t u hy ° n
1 ? them.
talk about

'

I feel there
persons.

yl42.

a barrier between

is

me and

other

I

ideas which

145.

I

shrink from facing a crisis or

am

“

*

muie

that

I

can’t
n 1

interested in
in

mak’

I

am

164.

I

165.

The trouble with many
don

difficulty.

I show individuality and originality in
school work.

144.

*

7

.

hear or read
about by analyzing them to see if they fit in
with my own point of view.

^ 143.

163.

SOme Ejects

ing the scenic or historical
spots than
ing new acquaintances.

new

react to

I

£

l

problems.

J

we

prom.se with those whose
ent from ours.

discuss the causes and possible solutions of
social, political, economic or international

140.

r{dher

am more

I

in relating

141.

,

I have sometimes
felt that difficult!*
i
p.hn K „p 8oh ig hthat,cou
1d

158.

Once

136.

believe in a life
hereafter.

my

166.

people

is

take things seriously enough.

that thev

I prefer a long, rather
involved problem
several shorter ones.

167.

usually calm and not easily upset.

t

not afraid of snakes.

sometimes

I

feel that

I

am

to

several persons

rather than just one.
-146.

I

enjoy listening to debates and discussions
social, economic, or political problems.

on
147.

At times
I

I

have

fits

168.

I always see to it that
my work
planned and organized.

169.

It

is

carefully

of laughing or crying that

cannot control.

doesn’t matter to me what church
a man
to, or whether or not he belongs
to a
church at all.

belongs
'

148.

It takes a lot of argument to convince most
people of the truth.

149.

Very often

170.
find that

I

I

dislike

members

of

I

shy away from serving as the chairman

of

a committee.

the opposite sex.
150.

171.

There have been times when I could not control my movements or speech but knew what
was going on around me.

re-

172.

It is all right to get around the law
don’t actually break it.

frequently find myself worrying about
something.

173.

I prefer to engage in activities from which
can see definite results rather than those
from which no tangible or objective results
are apparent.

174.

I

I

who

are

which

generally prefer being with people

not religious.
151.

I

would

quires
152.

,153.

like to enter a profession

much

original thinking.

I

I

like

assignments which require

my own

me

to

draw

if

you

I

conclusions from some data or a

body of facts.

am

slow to accept new acquaintances

as

friends.
154.
4-55.

I

would

like to

hunt lions

in Africa.

My family treats me more like a child than an
adult.

^ 175.

Every person should have complete faith in
a supernatural power whose decisions are
obeyed without question.

l‘a\y<;

176.

177.
178.

Perfect balance
composition.

Sometimes

I

is

the essence of

feel like

all

good

smashing things.

Straightforward reasoning appeals to

more than metaphors and

180.

I

183.

198.

It makes me impatient to have people ask
advice or otherwise interrupt me when 1
working on something important.

my
am

of doing research does not appeal

am more

interested in the application of
principles and theories than in the critical
consideration of them.

my mind

I

cannot keep

185.

I

question the accuracy of statements
my textbooks or reference books.

Usually after arising I walk around for
awhile more asleep than awake.

201.

I would enjoy writing a paper explaining a
theory and presenting the arguments for and
against it.

202.

I would like to collect prints of paintings
which I personally enjoy.

203.

Life

204.

I

like to discuss philosophical problems.

I

find

on one thing.

made

187.

188.
189.

190.

certainly feel useless at times.

I

I read articles or books that deal with
theories and points of view within my
of interest.

Divorce

I

207.

I

new
field

Science has its place, but there are many important things that can never possibly be understood by the human mind.
believe

I

I

am

192.

no more nervous than most

analyze what I like or dislike about a movie
or play which I have seen.
I

I

become

so enthusiastic that

my enthusiasm

spreads to those around me.
193.

194.

strong person will be able to make up his
mind even on the most difficult questions.

tend to make friends with
rather sensitive and artistic.

.EASE CHECK
IEET AGREES

on a task or

men who

are

my

When

I

work on a committee

I

like to take

charge of things.

am more

210.

I

211.

When

sensitive than

most people.

science contradicts religion

it is

be-

cause of scientific hypotheses that have not
been and cannot be tested.

enjoy discarding the old and accepting the
new.

212.

I

213.

I

am
I

tantalized by a question or problem
can think through to an answer that is

satisfactory to me.
214.

prefer to

I

work with others rather than

alone.

215.

don’t care much for scientific or mathematical articles.
I

my mind

209.

A

196.

keep

am unable to explain the reasons for
opinions and reactions.

until

enjoy solving problems of the type found
in geometry, philosophy, or logic.

I

to

My church, faith, or denomination has the
only true approach to God.

I

195.

hard

208.

persons.
191.

it

of the time.

would rather not have responsibility for
other people.

v 206.

often justified.

is

me much

a strain for

is

job.

in

186.

better to stick by what you have than
new things you don’t really know
about.
It’s

200.

205.

184.

is

to try

me.

I often get the feeling that I am not really
part of the group I associate with and that I
could separate from it with little discomfort
or hardship.

I

my

certainly lacking in self-confidence.

The idea
to

182.

not part of

4-99.

I like to do work which requires little study
or thought after it is once learned.

181.

Uncontrolled impulsiveness
make-up.

me

179.

am

197.

the search for ^

analogies.

Seven

I

unless there
a clear-cut
with
out
coming
of
a possibility

don’t like to

is

work on a problem

and unambiguous answer.
216.

It is

hard for me

to

communicate

my

innei-

most thoughts.

RESPONSE ON THE
TO MAKE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF YOUR IAST
PAGE.
THIS
ON
WITH THE NUMBER OF THE LAST STATEMENT

ANSWER

Page Eight

217.
218.

I

have read

I

am bored

like

219.

little

or none of the Bible.

by discussions of what
one hundred years from now.

life will

221.

I
like to read about
achievements.

240.

When a man is with a woman he
thinking about things related

241.

was sometimes sent

In school
cipal for cutting up.

to the prin-

sometimes wake up to find myself thinking
about some impractical or irrelevant probI

In the final analysis, parents generally turn
out to be right about things.

223.

I

sometimes

feel that

I

am

I

like to read

225.

I

like to

In religious matters I believe
I would
have t,
be called a skeptic or an agnostic.

244.

There usually seems to be some kind
of
rier between me and the opposite
sex.

245.

there

I

about science.
247.

I

like to

227.

229.

230.

231.

It doesn’t bother me when things are uncertain and unpredictable.

Our modern industrial and scientific developments are signs of a greater degree of
civilization than that attained by any previous society, for example, by the Greeks.

any good.

tend to make decisions on the spur

often feel as

249.

I

250.
253.

Nothing

251.

The best theory is the one that has
practical applications.

if

things were not

of the

real.

/ 252.

worth the

in life is

sacrifice of

The only meaning to
gives to

existence

is

the one man

the final voice in family matters.

ments for a party.
254.

I

others

in

arrange-

have the wanderlust and am happiest when
am roaming or traveling around.

is just one right
able to get all the

255.

Often I wonder who
should really be like.

have had very peculiar and strange experi-

256.

I

257.

If I were a university professor and had the
necessary ability, I would prefer to teach
chemistry and physics rather than poetry.

For most questions there
is

facts.
I

the best

it.

I hesitate to ask the cooperation of
carrying out activities such as the

God hears our prayers.

los-

ing contact with your family.

Husbands, rather than wives, should have

answer, once a person

233.

is

thoughts.

The prophets of the Old Testament predicted

I

232.

have had strange and peculiar

h

its place.

the events that are happening today.
228.

bar

to be a booster
for

moment.

have a place for everything and

everything in

I

drinking.

town.

Nothing about communism

of loud fun.
248.

226.

Every person ought

own home

go to parties and other affairs where

is lots

have never done any heavy

will 1* like
a

243.

pieces.

224.

I

I

246.

about to go to

have little or no idea what
few years from now.
I

242.

lem.
222.

i« usually

to her »ex.

My way of doing things is apt to be misunderI

artistic or
literary

be

stood by others.
220.

239.

like

modern

I

really

am

or what

1

art.

ences.

234.

prefer social functions to which only a small
group of intimate friends are invited.

235.

I

I

prefer the practical
of ideas.

man any

time to the

man

better never to expect
are rarely disappointed.

236.

It is

237.

I

238.

j

258.

much then you
;

you start trying

a pretty callous person who does not feel
love and gratitude for his parents.

usually

to change things very
worse.

make them

259.

In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat myself several times to make sure I am
being understood.

260.

One needs

like to listen to primitive music.

It is

If

much you

to be

wary

of those persons who

claim not to believe in God.

Page Nine

One

of my aims in life is to
accomplish something that would make my
mother proud of

261.

me.

262.

spend a

I

time listening to serious

lot of

music.
263.

Sometimes an unimportant thought will
run
through my mind and bother me for
days.

264.

find it difficult to carry
tion with strangers.

265.

Many

266.

Many

I

284.

I Kive more
attention to the action of
the
story than to the characterizations
or to the
lorm and style of the literature I
read.

285.

At times

^

286.

I

287.

My

267.

What

269.
270.

is lost in life
is

289.

seems more vivid than

I disagree with statements
and ideas expressed by my classmates or friends.

crave excitement.

I

find

it difficult

which

I

to give

272.

filled

up by

Communism

is

Courses

social

the most hateful thing in the

in literature

me

and poetry have been as
as those in most other sub-

Unquestioning obedience

292.

My conversations with friends usually deal
with such subjects as mutual acquaintances
and

up ideas and opinions

I

would

I

usually

291.

is

not a virtue.

social activities.

like to be

Trends toward abstractionism and the distortion of reality have corrupted much art in
recent years.

my

294.

I

have at one time or another

my hand

religious beliefs.

273.

is

hold.

frequently have serious doubts about

I

all.

Colored lights sometimes arouse feelings of
excitement in me.

encounter a person whom I have met previously, I begin a conversation with him.
If

no good at

290.

v/^93.

271.

free time

satisfying to
ject areas.

gained.

I

am

I

go to church or temple almost every
week.

world today.

are about sex.

of my friends would probably be considered unconventional by other people.

what
268.

my dreams

think

demands.

on a light conversa,288.

of

I

an actor on the stage or

in

in

my life tried

at writing poetry.

me

295.

Criticism or scolding hurts

296.

I

297.

I have been inspired to a way of life based on
duty which I have carefully followed.

I

usually enjoy parties.

I

have

terribly.

the movies.
274.

would enjoy writing a paper on the possible
long-term effects or outcomes of a significant
research discovery.

275.

Little things upset me.

298.

276.

dislike test questions in which the information being tested is in a form different from

299.

I

that in which
277.

dislike

I

social or

it

was

v/

learned.

women who

300.

disregard the usual

279.

I

get excited very easily.

I

do not enjoy starting in at a

moving
280.

I

281.

I

282.

283.

imagining the reaction of

I

think

I

would

like to drive a racing car.

to a

new

school or

new community.

do not express

my opinions

302.

puzzles me why some people will so avidly
read and discuss science fiction.
deal of tension.

At times

I

have very much wanted

to leave

home.

freely.

It

work under a great

Organized religion, while sincere and conis really an obstacle to

structive in its aims,
human progress.

303.

would enjoy studying the causes of an important national or international event and
writing a paper on these causes.

I

difficulty in

a person of another period, race, or country,
to a given situation or environment.

moral conventions.
301.

278.

do not like to see people carelessly dressed.

I

I

much

prefer friends
to those

have around

volved in some

J

304.

I

I

are pleasant to
are always inproblem.

much enjoy thinking about some problem

which
305.

difficult

who
who

is

a challenge to the experts.

do not understand myself.

Page Ten

306.

307.

I like to write my reactions to and criticisms
of a given philosophy or point of view.

Disobedience to the government

is

sometimes

329.

330.

justified.

308.

I

like worldliness in people.

309.

I

like to

I

have feelings of anxiety about something or

310.

work crossword

someone almost
311.

get bored

332.

333

will, evil, etc.

334.

often count things that are not important.

312.

I

313.

It is hard for me to work intently on a scholarly problem for more than an hour or two
at a stretch.

315.

After a lecture or class

I

I

to

n0t thi " k that

dislike having others deliberate
and he, it.,,
*

if I

can avoid

I

find that a well-ordered mode
of life
regular hours is not congenial to
mv
perament.
I

cannot know for sure whether
is a God.

I

’'37

do not avoid large gatherings

Kindness and generosity are

with
ten,

or not

there

it.

think about the

like dramatics.

We
OO/?

never attend a sexy show

up some
excit«.

before acting.

have frequently found myself, when alone,
pondering such abstract problems as free

I

like to stir

I enjoy thinking
of new examples
trate general rules and
principles

n

314.

I

thaX did

puzzles.

I

of people.

the most im-

portant qualities for a wife to have.

ideas presented.

A

316.

person who lets himself get tricked has no
one but himself to blame.

317.

I

enjoy listening to poetry.

318.

I

am

ill

I

331.

the time.

all

When
ment.

at ease with

members

read serious, philosophical

338.

I

like to

339.

I

like to talk

340.

I enjoy spending leisure time
poetry, plays, stories or essays.

of the opposite

poetry

about sex.
in

writing

sex.

341.

319.

I

am

in favor of strict

enforcement of

Some

ideas which

laws no matter what the consequences.

321.

322.

323.

324.

325.

I analyze the motives of others and
their reactions with my own.

of my friends think that
impractical if not a bit wild.

my

will

me

am

out of

it

when

I

believe

343

I

I

am

o 4r-

I

dislike being assigned to write a short

I

often

person
for me.

feeling low.

story,

346.

wonder what hidden

may have

The main object

reason another

for doing something

of scientific research

be the discovery of truth rather than

nice

should

its prac-

tical applications.

interested in conversations about people'

whether or not

not

essay, or song.

almost always pull

it is

believe in the worth of humanity but

by

in God.

of things.
326.

can

I question statements and ideas expressed
teachers and speakers.

344

a responsibility of intelligent
leadership to maintain the established order
I

I

little else.

342.

ideas are

I enjoy the actual laboratory work more than
the study of the textbook for a course.

Something exciting

are accomof urgency

compare

I enjoy reading essays on serious or philosophical subjects.

Some

me

to

that, regardless of their usefulness,

think of
320.

come

panied by such a strong feeling

all

I

am acquainted

347.

I

like to flirt.

348.

I

like to discuss the values of

with them.

327.

Religion should be primarily a social force
or institution.

328.

I

what makes an
349.

avoid becoming engaged in conversation
with my barber or beauty parlor operator.

act good or

life,

such as

evil.

Sometimes I find myself “studying” advertisements in order to discover something interesting in them.

Puffe Eleven

350.

351.
.

352.

No one is very much the same person two
days in succession.

367.

expect that ultimately mathematics
prove more important for mankind than
I

will
will

theology.

There was a time when I wished that I had
been born a member of the opposite sex.

368.

I

hesitate to ask the assistance of others.

There

369.

I

have a very poor sense of time.

370.

Nothing about fascism

371.

1

something noble about poverty and

is

suffering.

353.

have never done anything dangerous for

I

the thrill of

it.

355.

356.

It is essential for learning or effective
work
that our teachers and leaders outline in detail
what is to be done and how to do it.
It is difficult
I

for

me

372.

373.

I prefer to visit with one person
rather than
with a group of people.

374.

At an

club, etc.) or

357.

prefer movies which are biographical or
historical to movies of the musical comedy

Only a

fool

359.

would try to change our
country.

way

of

The thinking which I do is largely limited to
that which I must do in the course of my

I like to go where I can see
apparatus rather than new manu-

factured products.

I

life in this

exposition

scientific

375.

type.

358.

prefer to carry out an activity or job rather
to do the planning for it.

I

than

to take people seriously.

have often either broken rules (school,
inwardly rebelled against them.

a member of a committee
carrying out some activity or project.

like to serve as

in

354.

any good.

is

376.

As a youngster in school
teachers lots of trouble.
I

like

used to give the

I

to look for faulty

reasoning

in

an

argument.
377.

I

am

embarrassed when

I

arrive too early or

too late at a social affair.

work.
378.

360.

I
I

361.

I

enjoy a thought-provoking lecture.

become impatient with

The most important

qualities of a

husband

are determination and ambition.

have periods of such great restlessness that
cannot sit for long in a chair.

dream

frequently.

379.

I

380.

I seldom chat with clerks when they are
waiting on me.

362.

I

easily

363.

I

don’t like to undertake any project unless
have a pretty good idea how it will turn out.

381.

I

I read a great deal even
not require it.

I

do not enjoy eating meals by myself.

I

am more

382.

364.

383.

I

enjoy chatting and playing with children.

365.

I

like to take the lead at social gatherings.

384.

I

like to

366.

When

385.

Facts appeal to

I

religious than

people.

most people.

go to a strange city

galleries.

I

work

when my work

does

late at night.

visit art

CHECK BEFORE CLOSING BOOKLET TO SEE THAT NUMBER
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A.L.E.-S. Evaluation and Report
Name:

school "supervisor

School:

Name of Course(s) taught

No. of students

Please 1.answer these in as much detail as possible. They will help us in
our evaluation of A.L.E.-S. Use both sides of each sheet, if you need to.
I

STUDENT TEACHING
A.

The School:
2.

What were your expectations and goals for student teaching?
How have they changed during the semester? To what extent were
you able to meet them?

3.

Did your school placement help you meet your expectations and
goals?

Did you get help from school staff when you needed it?
and when?

How

there things which we (ALE-S) should ask your school to
do to improve the internship experience?

k. /ere

5.

What, if any, curriculum resources or materials were
available?

1.

B.

Your Classes:
2.

Do you feel that your classes met your expectations?
In what ways?

Not?

3.

Do you feel that your students felt that your classes met
their expectations? In what ways, yes? In what ways, no?

How did your subject matter get chosen:
a.

At the beginning, did you design it? Did you take over
someone else's class? Did the school "suggest" an appropriate topic?

b. Who helped you with planning?

Did you feel that you got

enough help?

c.

d.

e.

How did the choice of subject matter evolve during the
semester?

How much effect did students, individually or as a group,
or your supervisor, or school personnel have on your
planning?

matter
What kind of effect did the nature of your subject
planning:
or available resources have on your

f.

g.

What kinds of goals did you set at the beginning
of the
semester? How have you assessed what you have done?
Have your goals changed during the semester?

What kind of planning do you do:
or unit?

daily?

weekly?

By topic

h.

Do you approach curriculum differently now than at the
beginning of the semester? How? Why? (Use examples
if you can.

i.

Are there specific methods, approaches which you find
especially useful?

1.

What areas of curriculum do you feel especially comfortable
in dealing with?

j

k.

What areas of curriculum do you feel uncomfortable with?

What curriculum work could ALE-S have done to have
helped you?

I*.

What about the students:
a.

How do you feel about your students - Individually? As a
group? Are you comfortable with them? They with you?
How do you handle students who make you feel uncomfortable?
Has this changed?

b. What do you think they've been learning?

II

Ill

c.

What did you want to teach them which they
have not
wanted to learn?

d.

Have you figured out ways to get students to learn those
things? What ways?

Supervision:
A.

In what ways could your supervisor have been more helpful to you

B.

How would you like your supervisor to help you in meeting the
goals which you have set?

C.

In what ways are supervisory comments helpful or not?

Learning a new non-verbal skill?
A. VJhat did you learn?

B.

C.

How did you choose to learn it? Do you see any connections between how you chose to learn it, and teaching and learning in
alternative schools?

In learning the skill did you see any connections between the
ways you found that you had trouble learning, and the ways \ou
alternafound helped you to learn and teaching and learning
tive schools?

m

D, Other comments:

IV

Work with Adolescents in a Non-school Setting:
A. Where did you vork?

How many hours a week did you spend on
this activity, including planning time, if any? What kind of
supervision did you have?

V

3.

Did you find that this vork helped you in your teaching and in
your understanding of the students whom you were teaching?

C.

Would you recommend that this kind of work he
student teaching semester?

D.

Other comments:

"built into a

Personal Growth:
as a.
Are you gaining insights into your effective performance
becoming
you
Are
teacher from your student teaching experience?
attitudes,
more aware of’ your effect upon your students - their
about
knowledge
values, and knowledge? Are you discovering new
or
teaching
your attitudes, values, and beliefs about yourself ,
effective
into
students? Is it easy to incorporate new learnings
Did you Lee 1
area?
this
in
help
need
you
teaching patterns or do
that you are
adequately prepared for this experience and feel
experience?
getting the most out of the

D.

IV

Other comments:

Work with Adolescents in a Non-school Setting:
A. Where did you work?

How many hours a week did you spend on
this activity, including planning time, if any? What kind of
supervision did you have?

V

B.

Did you find that this work helped you in your teaching and in
your understanding of the students whom you were teaching?

C.

Would you recommend that this kind of work he built into a
student teaching semester?

D.

Other comments:

Personal Growth:
Are you gaining insights into your effective performance as a
teacher from your student teaching experience? Are you becoming
more aware of your effect upon your students - their attitudes,
values, and knowledge? Are you discovering new knowledge about
your attitudes, values, and beliefs about yourself, teaching or
students? Is it easy to incorporate new learnings into effective
teaching patterns or do you need help in this area? Did you feel
adequately prepared for this experience and feel that you are
getting the most out of the experience?

What questions should we have asked and didn't?

VI

Answers too.

Learning Seminar

Below is a list of things that we did this semester in the
Learning Seminar. Please rank each item in the following way:
1.

Not at all helpful

2.

He3.pful

3.

Essential

Meeting twice a week during the first two weeks of the semester.
The work with dramatic improvisation.
The session on "Responsible Responding".
The session on Kohlberg and moral education.
The visits to each alternative school.
The reading handouts which were given out during the semester.
The preparation of the unit for the seminar.
The discussion of other interns’ units during the seminar.
•
Keeping a Journal throughout the semester.
Aida's three teaching myths.

For those items which you marked with a 1, would you explain why you
found them not to be helpful.

For those items which you marked with a 3, would you explain why you
found them to be essential.

Any other

c<

aments on the Learning Seminar:

Interview Questions:

Cooperating Teachers
I

1*

Haa the lntern been able to accommodate
him/herself' to the goals
of the school?

2.

Has the intern been able to find ways to help
students to interact
with the community and to take advantage of community
resources?

3.

Has the intern been able to bring people from the
community into
his/her classroom?

H

*

w Hat extent has the intern been dependent on you for help, praise,
or advice?

5.

Does the intern see a teacher as having more than one role?

6.

Does s/he believe that teaching is able to take place in environ-

ments other than the classroom?
7.

To what extent has s/he given you or the staff new ideas, resources,
etc

8.

.

?

Do you think that he or she is ready to start teaching?

what kind of environment?
9.

Other comments or reactions to the program:

If so, in

Name*

Kathleen Lyrnan
Aida Levi

Schoo 1
:

Name of Intern:

QUESTIONNAIRE

Alternative Learning Environments-Secondary

University of Mass.

We think an important ingredient in successful teaching
in alternative schools is a flexible teaching style.
The purpose

of this questionnaire is to help us to determine to what degree
interns have developed a flexible teaching style during their
semester of internship.
In order to define the concept of a
flexible teaching style we have divided it into three parts.
These divisions are somewhat arbitrary, but we are using them
;

as a way to begin analyzing flexible teaching.

We would greatly

appreciate any comments which you might have on the questionnaire
or on the intern whom you are rating^on the back of the questionnaire.
1

•

Cognitive Flexibility

;

The intern thinks about

subject matter in an open-minded way, presents several
sides of an issue, encourages divergent thinking, or
tolerates ambiguity.
2.

Social Flexibility

:

The intern,

students or staff, listens

in interaction with

to others,

makes use of the

opinions of others in a discussion, is willing to change
planned material to meet student needs on a given day.
3.

Instrumental Flexibility

:

The intern uses a variety

of methods rather than the same approach or method
each day and uses a variety of materials and resources to
In evaluating his/her
accomplish teaching goals.
teaching the intern is able to think of several ways
that the lesson could be done again.

With these definitions in mind, would you rate each
intern on the list of behaviors on the following pages on a
scale of 1 to 5?

is way

ay.

this way

s

#

4

5

Jes of a controversial
issue.
4

5

intern considers
alternative
way to solve the
problem.

-

4
i
~

5

is able to suspend
judgement
r than insisting on

immediate answe x

lis/her goals and subject
matter
days behind.
4

5

variety of approaches to

i

the
>ducmg his/her college lecture
notes
4

5

students the intern is willing

.ssue under dispute.
^
5
;ible causes of student
ig

blame
*

to

problems
him/herself^ or to
5

that does not succeed,
see how the lesson might be

iew

5

in which s/he is teaching.

fifeld

^

5

intern rarel y behaves .in this way*
J» The intern so rne times behaves this way.
5. The intern o f ten
4
behaves this way.
The intern a] most always behaves this way
if 5e

L' *

*

PLEASE CIRCLE OME CHOICE

COGNITIVE FLEXIBILITY
*
The intern thinks about several interpretations of his/her subject
matter rather than just presenting the textbook interpretation^

1

2.

The intebn considers several sides of a controversial issue.
2

1

3*

4

3

12

5

When faced with a problem, the intern considers alternative
solutions before deciding on the way to solve the problem.
4

3

5

difficult issue, the intern is able to suspend judgement
until the appropriate time rather than insisting on immediate answer

4. On a

2

1

4

3

5

5.

The intern is able to readjust his/her goals and subject matter
content when s/he falls several days behind.

6.

The intern is able to think of a variety of approaches to the
subject matter rather than reproducing his/her college lecture notes
2

1

4

3

5

In convers tations with staff or students the intern is willing
sides of an issue under dispute.
10.to listen to both

7.

1

2

3

4

5

of student problems
8. The intern thinks about the possible causes
or to
him/herself,
to
rather than impulsively assigning blame
the system* or to the student.
1

9.

2

3

.

4

^

succeed,
When the intern tries something new that does not
might be
lesson
the
s/he analyzes the experience to see how
tried again with more success*
4

2

5

in which s/he is teaching.
The intern reads widely in the f £feld
1

2

3

4

5

2.

The
The
The
The

3*

5«

intern r arel behaves in this way
y
intern some Limes
behaves this way
intern oXtd tD behaves this way.
intern aj jn_o mt al 'way behaves this way,
•

PLEASE CIRCLE ONE CHOICE
I

I2345

SOCIAL FLEXIBILITY
.

1.

The intern listens to a student’s point of view on the issue
under discussion.

2. The intern encourages
4. into the lesson.
2

1

35.

students to introduce new ideas or topics
4

3

5

The intern works to meet the needs of individual students as
well as the needs of the class as a group.
2

1

6.

4

3

5

3^5

On a given day the intern can change his/her plans when it
becomes clear that the students will not profit by sticking
to the original plans.

12

intern offers a variety of appropriate verbal and nonverbal responses to student remarks.

8. The

4

3

9.

5

When the intern gets an unexpected response from a student,
s/he tries to get the student to explain the reason for the
response

12

4

3

5

to students who are not paying
intern responds
attention and tries to bring them back to the lesson.

10.The
7.

2

1

3

4

3

The intern tries to include quiet students in the lesson.
1

2

3

4

5

complaints aoout
The intern considers the validity of student
course work.
1

2

3

,+

5

on

ge

When the class is disruptive, the intern focuses
punishing the whole
of individual students rather than
for the behavior of a few students.
3

3

4

hehs

cl<.

_

-41

No opportunity to observe this behavior.
The intern rarel y behaves in this way.
The intern some l hues behaves this way.
The intern often behaves this way.
The intern almost always behaves this way.

•

2.
3.
4.
5.

PLEASE CIRCLE ONE

INSTRUMENTAL FLEXIBILITY

12345

.

1.

The intern uses a variety of methods rather than the same
approach or method each day.

2.

The intern asks open-ended questions and not just “right answer

4. questions"
2

1

4

3

5

The intern tries to get the fullest possible response from
“
a student by^asking such questions as "What do you mean? “Tell
us more?* or' How do you support that?.

3

#/

2

1

4

3

5

The intern tries to make the room suit the needs of the lesson
and the comfort of the students and intern.
2

1

4

3

5

The intern allows a reasonable amount of student movement
during the class.

5.

r

2

1

-4-5

3^5

3

12

6.

The intern is able to move comfortably around the classroom.

7.

each other.
The intern encourages his/her students to teach
2

1

8

.

9.

3

4

5

try new experiences,
The intern motivates his/her students to
new ideas, or new ways of doing things.
u
5
2
3
1

materials to meet
When appropriate, the intern individualizes
of his/her students.
the differing needs and abilities
1

2

3

4

5

opportunities for students to demonstrate
10. The intern offers many
in discussion,
matter
their level of competency in subject
writing, demons tration, etc_J .
1

2

0

J

4

5

y

:

Name

i

Kathleen Lyman
Aida Levi

School

QUESTIONNAIRE
Interne.
Alternative Learning Environments--Secondary
:

(U/[»:ass)

We think an important ingredient in successful teaching
in alternative schools is a flexible teaching style#
The purpose
of this questionnaire is to help us to determine to what degree

you think you have developed a flexible teaching style during this
semester.
In order to define the concept of a flexible
teaching style we have divided it into three parts. These
divisions are somewhat arbitrary, but we are using them as a
way to begin analyzing flexible teaching. We would greatly
appreciate any comments which you might have on this questionnaire

or on ALE-S
!•

,

on the back of the questionnaire,
C o gn 1 1 i v e

Flexibl 1 i t

:

To think about subject matter

in an open-minded way,

to present several sides of

an issue,

divergent thinking, or to

to encourage

tolerate ambiguity.

Social Flexibility
In interaction with students
or staff, to listen to others, to make use of the
opinions of others in a discussion, or to be' willing
:

to

try to change planned material to meet student

needs on a given day.
3.

Instrumental Flexibility

:

To use a variety of methods,

rather than the same approach or method each day and
to use a variety of materials and resources to accom-

plish teaching goals.
to

In evaluating daily teaching

try to think 01 several ways that the lesson

could be done again.

With these definitions in mind, would you rate yourself
on the list of behaviors on the following pages, on a scale of

1

to

5

0
2

.

3

•

y
I

rarel, y do
,

—

»

•

!

u

»onie t j filer;
I o f ten do tills,
I Almost alv/avs do
1

4.
5«

°

^TTZL

--

this.
do this.

this.

PLEASE CIRCLE OLE CHOICE
1

COGNITIVE FLEXIBILITY
m y Planning I consider whether to present several
interpretations of my subject matter rather than just
presenting the textbook interpretation.

I*

1
2

2
I

.

5

present several sides of a controversial issue.

12345
2

1

4

3

5

When faced with a problem, I think about alternative
solutions before deciding on the way to solve the problem.

3.

On a difficult issue, I feel I can suspend judgment,
if needed, rather than insisting on immediate answers.

4.

2

1

2

1

5

4

3

5

look for a variety of approaches to the subject matter
rather than reproducing college lecture notes.

C,

I

2

1

4

3

5

In conversations with staff or students,
to bo tli sides of an issue under dispute.

7..

2.3

1

4

I

listen

5

I think about all the possible causes of student
problems rather than assigning blame to myself, or
to the sys terror to the student.

,

2

1

3

4

5

When I try something new that does not succeed, I
analyze the experience to see how the lesson might
be tried again with more success.

9.

2

1

10

4

3

readjust my goals and subject matter content when
fall several days behind.

I
I

5.

8

4

3

1

.

1

3

4

read widely in the fields that
2

3

4

5
I

am teaching.
5

1.
2 .
3.

4

.

5

«

I

have had no onpor

I
I
I
I

rarel y do this.
some tir.es do this.
o t e r, do this.
almost alway s do this.

tun;, i\

to

do this.

1’

PLEASE CIRCLE OWE CHOICE
II SOCIAL FLEXIBILITY

•

12345
j

\

It

I listen to the student’s point of view on the issue under
discussion, even when I disagree with the student.

2

I

.

encourage students to introduce new ideas or topics

into the lesson.
2

1
3

2

1

2

1

5

5

use a variety of verbal and non-verbal responses to
student remarks.
2

1

4

3

5

When I get an unexpected response from a student, I try
to get the student to explain the reason for the response.

.

2

1

7

4

3

I

.

6

4

3

On a given day I am willing to change my plans when it
becomes clear that the students will not profit by sticking
to rny original plan.

.

5

5

I work to meet the needs of individual students as well
as the needs of the class as a group.

.

4

4

3

.

.

and try
notice students who are not paying attention
bring them back to the lesson.

I

to

I

2

3

4

5

the lesson.
try to include quiet students in
1

2

3

4

5

about course work.
take seriously student complaints
1

10

5

I

1

8

4

3

2

3

4

5

on individual students
When the class is disruptive, X focus .01 tne bel
rather than punishing the whole class
<

a few students.
2

3

4

5

ny
.

I

ro •

I
I

b'

-p-U)

r arel

to

i\

do

this.

tnis.
some 11 r.es do this.
I o 1 ie
do this.
I aliunt always do this.

•
•

v_f\

have had no ounortuni
do

'

•

PLEASE CIRCLE OKE CHOICE
.1

SOCIAL FLEXIBILITY

1

12345
12345

1.

I listen to the student's point of view on the issue under
discussion, even when I disagree with the student.

2.

I

encourage students to introduce new ideas or topics

into the lesson.

I work to meet the needs of individual students as v/ell
as the needs of the class as a group.

3.

1

2

5

On a given day I am willing to change my plans when it
becomes clear that the students will not profit by sticking
to my original plan.

4.

1

2

4

3

'

5

use a variety of verbal and non-verbal responses to
student remarks.

5„

1

1

2

4

3

5

get an unexpected response from a student, I try
to get the student to explain the reason for the response.

When

6.

I

2

1

7

4

3

5

and try
notice students who are not paying attention
bring them back to the lesson.

oo

I

.

1

8.

I

9.

I

4

3

^

2

3

4

^

about course work.
take seriously student complaints
1

.

2

the lesson.
try to include quiet students in
1

10

4

3

2

3

4

5

on individual students
When the class is disruptive, I focus
for the ochc lor 01
rather than punishing the whole class
a few students.
o

a

4

5

1.

have had no opportunity to do
this,
rarely do IhlsT^

2:

I
1
I
I

often do this.

5

I

.a

2

.

.

so me lime:; do
1 mo s t

this.

a 1 wa v

do this.

PLEASE CIRCLE OME CHOICE
Ill JESTRUEEKTAL FLEX IB I LIT Y
1.

U

or

mhhonich
X

I

5

meth0dS rather than the same
4

3

^onch

5

ask open-ended o.uestions and not just "right
answer questions".
2

4

3

5

X try

to get tne fullest possible resoon3e from
a student
oy asking such questions as "What do you mean?”
"Tell us more." or "How do you support that?”

.

1

4

da^.

2

1
3

y

2

4

3

5

12345

I arrange the room
to suit the needs of the lesson as well as
the comfort of the students and myself.

.

I

.

allow a reasonable amount of student movement during

the class.

6,

I

feel comfortable moving freely around the classroom.

2.3

1

?.

I

2

.

10.

4

3

5

I encourage my students to try new experiences, new ideas,
or new ways of doing things.
2

1

9

5

encourage my students to teach each other.
1

8.

4

4

3

5

When appropriate, I individualise materials to meet the
differing needs and abilities of my students.

find many opportunities for students to demonstrate
in discussion
their level of competency in subject matter
writing, demonstration, etc

I

)

1

2

4

5

APPENDIX C
THREE TYPES OF INTERACTION ANALYSIS
AND

COMPUTATION OF RATIOS DERIVED FROM
VICS AND FI AC

TABLE 2-i

a

Flanders' Interaction
Analysis Categories* (FIAC)
1.

Accepts feeling
Accepts and clarifies
an attitude or the feeling tone of a pupil in
nonthreatening manner. Feelings may he positive or negative. Predicting and recalling
feelings are included.
.

Praises or enPraises or encourages
Jokes
behavior.
courages pupil action or
at
the
exthat release tension, hut not
or
head,
nodding
pense of another individual;
included.
saying "Urn hm?" or "go on" are
2.

.

.

Response

.

ClariAccepts or uses ideas of pupils
sugideas
developing
or
building,
fying,
gested by a pupil. Teacher extensions of
pupil ideas are included but as the teacher
brings more of his own ideas into play, shift
to category five.
3.

.

Asking a question about
)|.
Asks questions
content or procedure, based on teacher ideas,
with the intent that a pupil will answer.
.

Teacher
Talk

Giving facts or opinions,
Lecturing
about content or procedures; expressing his.
own ideas, giving his own explanation, or
citing an authority other than a pupil.
Directions, commands
Giving directions
6
is expected to
pupil
Initiation or orders to which a
comply.
Criticising or .justifying authority
7
Statements intended to change pupil behavioi
from nonacceptable to acceptable pattern;
teacl.ei
bawling someone out; stating why the
selfextreme
is doing what he is doing;
reference.
Talk by pupils in
Pupil-talk response
the
response to teacher. Teacher initiates
or
statement
pupil
contact or solicits
Response
to express
structures the situation. Freedom
own ideas is limited.
Talk by pupils
Pun il-talk initiation
9
own ideas;
hich they initiate. Expressing
develop
to
freedom
topic;
nitiating a new
Initiation
asking
like
thought,
of
pinions and a line
exis
the
beyond
houghtful questions; going
ng structure.
5

.

.

.

—

Pupil Talk

.

.

TABLE 2-1
(continued)

10. Silence or confusion
Pauses, short
periods of silence and periods of confusion
in which communication cannot he understood
by the observer.
.

Silence

*There is no scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificatory; it designates a particular kind of communication event. To
write these numbers down during observation is to enumerate, not to
judge a position on a scale.
a

Ned Flanders, Analyzing Teaching Behaviors, p. 39

.

THE VERBAL INTERACTION CATEGORY SYSTEM (VICS)

Teacher-Initiated Talk

Teacher Response
-

1.

Gives Information or Opinion:
presents
content or own ideas, explains, orients,
asks rhetorical questions. May be short
statements or extended lecture.

2.

Gives Direction:
specific action;

3.

Asks Narrow Question: asks drill questions,
questions requiring one or two word replies
questions to which the
or yes-or-no answers;
response can be predicted.
nature
the
of
specific

4.

Asks Broad Question: asks relatively open-ended
questions which call for unpredictable responses;
questions which are thought- provoking. Apt to
elicit a longer response than 3.

5.

reflects, clarifies,
Ideas:
(5a)
Accepts:
encourages, or praises ideas of pupils. Summarizes, or comments without rejection.
responds in ways
Behavior:
(5b)
which commend or encourage
pupil behavior.
responds in ways
Feeling:
(5c)
which reflect or encourage
expression of pupil feeling.
criticizes, ignores,
Ideas:
(6a)
Rejects:
or discourages pupil ideas.
discourages or
Behavior:
(6b)
criticizes pupil behavior.
Designed to stop undesirable
behavior. May be stated in
question form, but differentiated from category 3 or 4, and
from category 2, Gives Direction, by tone of voice and
resultant effect on pupils.
ignores, discourages
Feeling:
(6c)
or rejects pupil expression of

6

.

tells pupil to take some
gives orders; commands.

feeling.

Pupil Response

7.

Responds
to
Teacher:

8

.

(7a)

relatively short
Predictably:
replies, usually, which follow
category 3. May also follow
category 2, i.e. "David, you

may read next."
replies which
Unpredictably:
(7b)
4.
category
usually follow
occurrng
replies
Responds to Another Pupil:
Kp t’UPPTl. ouoils .

Pupil Initiated Talk

Other

9.

Initiates Talk to Teacher:
statements which
pupils direct to teacher without solicitation
from teacher.

10.

Initiates Talk to Another Pupil:
statements
which pupils direct to another pupil which
are not solicited.

11.

Silence:
pauses or short periods of silence
during a time of classroom conversation.

Z.

Confusion:
considerable noise which disrupts
planned activities
This category may
accompany other categories or may totally
preclude the use of other categories.
.

Numbers may be placed to the right of and slightly
above the category numbers to indicate change in
pupils who are participating:

MODIFIED CATEGORIES

Teacher talk

•

3,

13.
.

Accepts feeling

2a.

Praises

4.

2b. Praises using public criteria

2c. Praises using private criteria

Accepts idea through:

a)

description

b)

inference
generalization

c)

Asks:

a)

cognitive memory question

b)

convergent question

c)

divergent question

d)

evaluative question

5.

Lectures

6.

Gives direction

?a. Criticizes
7b. Criticizes using public criteria
7c. Criticizes using private criteria

Student talk

8.

Pupil response:

9.

Pupil initiation:

10a.

Silence

10b.

Confusion

a)

description

b)

inference

c)

generalization

a)

description

b)

inference

c)

generalization

"Interaction Analysis:
Interaction
ough, ed
Addison-Wesley Publishing
f

.

.

,

^

Comparison of Computation of Flanders' Ratios
using FIAC and VICS

TRR:

FIAC

vies

IOC

(1+2+3)

1+2+3+6+7
(5a,b,c)

100
5a b c+2+6
,

t

PIR:

FIAC

VICS

9
8

x 100
+ 9

100

(9+10)

7a+7 6+8+9+10

TQR:

FIAC

VICS

4

4+5

(3+4)

100

1+3 + 4

APPENDIX D

METHODOLOGY USED TO ESTABLISH INTERRATER RELIABILITY
ON INTERACTION ANALYSIS DATA

In order to find a statistic to check inter-rater

reliability in interaction analysis, it must be usable at
both the low and high frequencies found in the totals for
the different interaction categories, be adaptable to per-

centage figures in order to allow comparisons between observations of different lengths of time, and be susceptible
to quick estimation in the field.

these criteria.

^

Scott's formula fits

It finds the amount that two observers

exceed chance agreement compared to the amount that perfect
It is expressed in the following

agreement exceeds chance.
formula:
P
Tt

P

g

a

-

100-P

P

e

e

is the proportion of agreement, which is the difference

the two
in percentage of tallies in each category found by

observers.

P

is the proportion of agreement which is ex-

pected by chance.

It is found by squaring the average of

and summing
the two percentage figures for each category
in the following
them over all the categories, as expressed

formula
k

P

-

l

e

P

2
.

1

i=l

categories
In this formula there are R

(13

in VICS)

and P^

is the proportion of tallies in each category.

The tallies

of the two observers and their conversion in percentages is

shown in Table A and

B.

Table A shows the taped observation

is which there was the most agreement between the two re-

corders, while Table B illustrates a taped observation in

which there was least agreement.

Twelve tapes were sub-

mitted to the test of interrater reliability, with

a range

of .87 to .97.
In the two subsequent tables recorder A is the

author, while recorder B is Jane Swett, who was the third
superviso.

in the program and who had observed all the in-

terns at least once.

It should also be noted that the

number of tallies of the two observers is not the same be-

cause the rate of recording the tallies was not always
equivalent.

However, the focus of the data is on the per-

centage of time spent in each category, rather than on
the number of tallies recorded for each category.

Thus

the "pi" coefficient is derived from the percentage of

time spent in each category.

TABLE A

Calculating Reliability by Scott’s Method, Using Per Cent
Recorder
A

Recorder

(1)

(2)

(3)

1

160

165

74

74

0

54.76

2

23

23

11

10

1

1.10

3

2

2

.93

4

2

3

.93

5

Q>

9

6

1

1

.46

.45

.01

.002

7a

l

1

.46

.45

.01

.

7b

6

6

3

3

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

9

9

9

4

4

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

11

3

3

1

1

0

Z

0

0

0

0

0

216

222

Category

Totals

p
n

=

0

B

- v
r

Ci

100-P^

e

A

%

B

%

!

fc

(5)

(4)

(6)

.90

.

(7)

.008

.07

.

-

56.271 100-56 271

=

002

.09
0

.16
0

.01
0

1.12

98.8

009

.16

0

4

99.78

(Ave %)

.03

1

4

(100- 1.12)

Diff.

.97

56.271

I

TABLE B

Calculating Reliability by Scott's Method, Using Per Cent

Category

(1)

Recorder
A

Recorder
B

%

A

B

%

%

Diff.

(Ave

2
.

%

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1

95

102

41%

42%

2

3

5

1

2

1

.022

3

13

11

6

5

1

.302

4

4

4

2

2

0

.04

5

15

15

7

6

1

.423

6

6

6

3

2

1

.063

7a

18

16

8

7

1

.563

7b

14

20

6

8

2

.49

8

5

6

2

2

0

.04

9

38

36

16

15

1

2.40

10

3

4

1

2

1

.023

11

12

12

5

5

0

.25

Z

5

6

2

2

0

.04

232

243

100

100

10

Totals

n

(100-10) - 21.876
100 - 21.876

68. 124
78. 124

(6)

1%

87

(7)

17.22

21.876

APPENDIX E
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED TO INTERN

COOPERATING TEACHERS, AND SUPERVISORS

The results of the two questionnaires found at the
end of Appendix B have been placed in this appendix be-

cause their results were inconclusive and did not, therefore, either add to or detract from the major findings of

the study.

This questionnaire was used at the end of the

semester to evaluate each intern's use of cognitive, social
and instrumental behaviors.

One form of the questionnaire,

written with behaviors expressed in the first person, was
filled out by the interns.

The other form of the question-

naire, with flexible behaviors expressed in the third person, was

visor.

completed by each cooperating teacher and super-

The behavioral acts associated with cognitive,

social, and instrumental flexibility were formulated after

extensive discussions with teachers in alternative schools
Massachusetts
and with faculty members at the University of
and Simmons College.

Seven faculty members from these two

exteninstitutions were designated as judges; all have had
They were
sive experience in teaching and supervision.
and were
given the following definitions of flexibility
behavioral descrip
asked to sort index cards containing the

instrumental flexibility
tions of cognitive, social, and
an "other category:
into these three categories, plus
1

The intern thinks abour
cognitive flexib ility
way, presents
subject matter in an open-minded
divergent
several sides of an issue, encourages
thinking, or tolerates ambiguiuy;
:

social flexibility
The intern, in interaction
with students or staff, listens to others, makes
use of the opinions of others in a discussion,
is willing to change planned material to meet
student needs on a given day;
:

instrumental flexibility
The intern uses a
variety of methods rather than the same approach
or method each day and uses a variety of materials
and resources to accomplish teaching goals.
In
evaluating his/her teaching the intern is able to
think of several ways that the lessen could be
done again.
:

The items which were put into the final questionnaire in

each category were those on which there was agreement by
There was 100% agreement

at least six of the seven judges.

on 85% of the thirty final items chosen.

Each group who completed the questionnaire was asked
to react to ten items for each of the three dimensions of

flexibility on a four point scale from "rarely behaves this
way" to "almost always behaves this way."
a

There was also

category for "no opportunity to do this" on the intern

form and "no opportunity to observe this behavior" on the

other form.

Unfortunately in creating this questionnaire

the "no opportunity" item was put first and scored with a
1,

putting the actual behavior on a continuum from 2-5.

subtracued
Thus in scoring this questionnaire, ten points was
to a
from each subscore in order to transpose the scoring

scale of

1

to 4, with

1

meaning

had been observed on an item.

a

low amount of flexibility

Each dimension of flexibility

number of points
was scored separately by adding the total

for the 10 items and dividing that result by the total

number of items in which there was a rating between
5

given.

2

and

Thus the interns were not penalized if they had

had no opportunity to try out a particular behavior or to

have that behavior observed.

The result of this procedure

is a flexibility index for each of the dimensions of flexi-

bility.

Table A gives the flexibility index on each of the

dimensions for each intern, ranging from the lowest score
to the highest score,

as rated by the supervisors.

A

glance at this table shows that for half, the cognitive
flexibility index, as rated by the supervisors, is within
.1 of at least one of the

other two scores.

However, for

the other half there is more variability than similarity

among the scores on the three indices.
A cursory look at Table A suggests that the three

groups viewed the interns' development of flexibility in

quite different ways.

The results of each of the dimen-

sions of flexibility were subjected to analysis of variance.

An analysis of variance shown in Table D for the

results on each of the dimensions of flexibility indicates
behavior in
that each of the three groups saw the intern

significantly different ways.

Thus the interns, the super-

intern
visors, and the cooperating teachers all viewed

acquisition of flexibility differently.

This finding demon'

of questionnaire to
strates the problems of using this kind

TABLE A

Flexibility Indices from Questionnaire

Intern

Sam

Jon

Supervisors'
Average

1.28
1.8

Total

4.78

2.95
3.61
2.4
8.96

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

2.68
3.07
2.77
8.45

2.9
3.44
3.5
9.84

2.81
3.41
2.74
8.96

3.0
3.4
2.6
9.0

1.8
2.9
2.5
7.2

3.55
3.5
3.5
10.55

3.9
3.95
4.0
11.85

2.7

2.5
1.9
1.7
6.1

2.9
3.2
2.4

cog. flex.
flex.
£ >c.
inst. flex.

Total

Andy

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

Total

Jill

Nan

Marie

Carol

Intern'
Self Score

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

Total
Ron

Cooperating
Teacher

1.7

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

1.75

Total

5.45"

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

1.6
2.25

Total

2

1.7

3.0
3.9
3.2
10.1
3

3.5
3.1
9.6

3.5
3.5
9.7

.

8

.

2.4

5.85

3.5
3.1
2.9
6.1

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

1.95

2.9

3.2

2

3

3

2.2

Total

6 . 15

3.6
9.5

cog. flex,
soc. flex,
inst. flex.

2.1
2.7
1.9
6.7

Total

2

3
o

.

£

8.2

3

4
.

10.2

3.6
4

3.3

3. 9

3

11.5

9.4

TABLE A
(continued)

Intern

Milly

Supervisors
Average 3

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

Total

Pam

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

Total
Pris

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

Total

Cheryl

cog. flex.
soc. flex.
inst. flex.

Total

&

2

2.6
2.1
6.7
2.8
3.2
3.1
9.1

2.6
3.14
3.38
9.12

3.25
3.48
3.27
9.99

Cooperating
Teacher

Intern'
Self Score

3.1
3.77
3.4
10.27

2.6
2.5
2.3
7.4

4

3.75
3.8
11.55

3.75
3.77
4

11.52
4
4

3.86
11.86

2.5
2.75
2.8
8.05
3.2
3.5
3.1
9.8
3.7
3.7
2.5

9.9

Each of the three supervisors filled out questionnaire for each intern.
The results were averaged.

TABLE B
Analysis of Variance:

Flexibility Dimensions

Cognitive Flexibility
Source of variation

Between interns
Within interns
Observers
Residual

SS

df

5.54
3.34
6.66
1.35

11
24
2

22

MS

F

P

3.33
.06

55.5

<.001

13.5

<.001

Social Flexibility

Between interns
Within interns
Observers
Residual

62.99
12

11
24

64.8
52.8

22

2

32.4
2.4

Cognitive Flexibility

Between interns
Within interns
Observers
Residual

8.33
8.36
3.62
4.74

11
24
2

1.81

22

.22

8.42

<.005

evaluate intern competencies.

For example, a quick glance

at the ratings given by cooperating teachers

(see Table A)

shows that they rated interns higher than either the super-

visors or the interns themselves.

To be more specific, the

cooperating teachers of Sam, who were highly critical of his
work and who recommended that he not be certified, gave him
a

rating of 3.61 out of 4.00 on social flexibility.

Yet

some of their criticisms of Sam were that he had refused to
let more students into his course and had separated the Black

and white students into two different sections of his course

because

hi

had found it difficult to control them when they

were together.

These behaviors hardly suggest someone who

"often behaves" in a socially flexible way.
The differing results of this questionnaire can be

accounted for by several causes.

First, in ratings of this

kind some people never use a rating of "almost always"

;

and

some people saw little distinction between "often behaves this
way"

(3)

and "sometimes behaves this way"

(2).

Thus different

interpretations of the ratings may have led to different results.

Second, the cooperating teachers rarely observed the

interns actually teaching because in alternative schools,
over
interns teach their own courses, rather than taking

courses from their cooperating teachers.

Since the cooperat-

on the basis of coning teachers were filling out the forms
outside of class,
versations and experiences with the interns
the benefit of doubt
they may have tended to give interns

in areas where they were not sure of a rating.

Third, the

interns who were less sure of their capacities as revealed
in the Learning Seminar and in their journals were those

rated themselves less favorably on the questionnaire. There
is a perfect correlation between those who rated themselves
belov; 3 on at least two of the three indices,

and those who

deprecated their own abilities (Ron, Jill, Marie, Hilly and
Pam)

In contrast Sam who would admit to some of his prob-

.

lems in teaching, but tended to blame them on his particular placement, gave himself a rating of between

3

and 3.9

on the three dimensions.
The results of supervisors' composite rating of

interns on this questionnaire is closely correlated to the
supervisors' rating of the interns on general teacher effectiveness.

Table A is arranged by gender in ascending order

according to the total of all three indices given by the
supervisors.

The order of the men (Sam, Jon, Ron, Andy) is

the same as the ranking given on general teaching effective-

The order for the women (Jill, Marie, Carol, Nan,

ness.

Milly

,

Pam, Pris, Cheryl)

of place.

is the same except that Nan is out

On the ranking for general teaching effectiveness,

Nan was second from the bottom, whereas on these flexibility
indices, she ranked fourth from the bottom.

This

con elec-

thention means that the supervisors were consistent in
for flexiranking for general teaching effectiveness and

bility.

The differences between the supervisors' percep-

tions and the interns' self perception merits further research.

There is close agreement between intern's and

supervisor's rating for six of the interns; but there is
]ittle similarity between the scores for the other six.
The purpose for further research into the reasons for this

discrepancy between self and supervisory evaluation would
be to increase the effectiveness of supervisory practices,

both in evaluation and in the communication of that evaluation.

Although the results of the questionnaire do support
the overall supervisory evaluation of the interns' effec-

tiveness,

a

comparison of the supervisor's rating on the

social and instrumental dimensions of the questionnaire

with the ratios derived from interaction analysis shows only
an imperfect correlation.

Table C compares the scores of

the four highest interns on social and instrumental flexi-

bility as measured by the questionnaire and by the VICS
ratios
In this comparison the supervisors'

average score

has been used to determine the top four scores on the flexi-

bility questionnaire because it represents
three observers for each intern.

a

composite of

A comparison of the results

questionnaire
from the social flexibility dimension of the
social
with the two ratios (TRR and PIR) used to measure
shows that
flexibility from the interaction analysis data

TABLE C
Comparison of 4 High Scorers from Flexibility
Questionnaire and VICS Ratios
Rank

Soc. Flex.

TRR

PIR

Questionnaire

Inst. Flex.

TIQR

Questionnaire

1

Andy

Ron

Pam

Andy

Marie

2

Cheryl

Para

Sam

Pris

Carol

3

Ron

Andy

Andy

Cheryl

Ron

4

Pam

Pris

Carol

Pam

Cheryl

Andy and Pam were among the top four scorers on all three

measures while Ron was among the top four scorers in two of
the three measures.

In comparing the two measures for in-

strumental flexibility only Cheryl is found among the top
four in these two measures.

Thus the correlation between

the social flexibility dimension of the questionnaire with
the two ratios measuring social flexibility is better than

the correlation between the corresponding measures for in-

strumental flexibility.

However, the degree of correlation

social
which is found especially between the measures of
and
flexibility suggest that improvements in the content
greater correscoring of the questionnaire might lead to a

lation between these measures.
has
Although the flexibility questionnaire

a strong

teaching effectivecorrelation with the rating of general
the ratings on the VIC'S
ness and a mixed correlation with
between the men and
ratios, it does not help to distinguish

women as subgroups.

A study of the composite means, ave-

raged from the three groups who took the questionnaire and
of the means of each group separately shows similar results

for the men and women on each of the three dimensions.

The results of this questionnaire, then, are mixed.

The analysis of variance demonstrates that the three groups

who took the questionnaire viewed the intern performance on
flexibility in different ways.

Future research should find

ways to facilitate similar evaluations among supervisors,

cooperating teachers.

